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Summary

This thesis is concerned with structures and design techniques appropriate for the realisa-
tion of integrated optical receivers operating at multi-gigahertz frequencies. The develop-
ment and practical proving of novel signal designs tailored specifically to very high bit-rate
optical communication systems is reported. Timing imperfections and signal dependent
noise - a result of the optical amplification deployed in all high-performance systems - are
two major impairments that must be accommodated if optimum system performance is to
be achieved. Here, a signal design that accommodates these impairments is developed and
compared to established designs. The new signal designs are shown to provide improved
performance, in particular, they exhibit tolerance to uncertainty in the exact level of the
impairment.

Following the derivation of the signal designs a range of practical realisations are de-
scribed. A receiver amplifier GaAs MMIC for 4.8 Gbit/s operation with embedded signal
shaping is described followed by the design and test of integrated post-detection filters for
10 and 15 Gbit/s systems. The susceptibility of the embedded signal shaping receiver to
variations in photodiode capacitance leads to the development and test of a low input-
impedance common-gate 5 Gbit/s GaAs MMIC receiver. To effect signal shaping at very
high data-rates a modified distributed amplifier structure is proposed which better utilises
the capabilities of the available foundry processes. Two distributed amplifier based optical
receivers with embedded signal shaping are devised and simulation results for 10 Gbit/s
show the efficacy of this design approach. The implications of noise matching are investi-
gated and a 2 GHz SCM receiver is used as a vehicle to illustrate the methods developed.

The long term goal of receiver design is to fully integrate bnth optical and electrical
components onto a single chip. A preliminary investigation of the feasibility of this goal is
carried out on an experimental InP-based process. Two receiver designs for 10 Gbit/s were
prepared as a precursor to a detailed design of an OEIC with embedded signal shaping
that incorporates the novel topologies developed during this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The very large bandwidth potential of optical fibre based systems and their low cost makes

the optical fibre the preferred carrier for the long-haul telecommunication traffic. In fact,

optical fibre communication systems cover 50% of the required capacity of all long-haul traf-

fic world-wide and 70% in the UK [1]. Supporting new services such as tele-conferencing,

high speed computer data networks, high definition cable TV and integrated services to the

home necessitates research in the telecommunications industry directed towards the devel-

opment of higher data rate systems in the interest of minimising the bit transport costs

to the customer. Indeed, demonstrations of 10 Gbit/s optical systems are already common

in laboratories worldwide [2, 3, 4, 5] and soliton, optical time division multiplexed and

polarisation division multiplexed based system experiments demonstrating optical trans-

mission out to 100 Gbit/s have been reported [6, 7, 8, 9]. As the bit rates increase lightwave

systems employing optical amplifiers clea oy out-perform the more traditional regenerative

systems [10]. As the systems evolve towards the use of optical amplifiers and higher bit

rates, transmission impairments such as intersymbol interference, signal and timing jitter

and signal dependent noise assume greater importance and must be considered in the sys-

tem design process. In particular these impairments must be taken into consideration and

included in the design and optimisation of optical receivers. Accordingly, in this thesis the

development of rigorous design strategies for high performance optical receivers and their

proof via practical realisation is considered for the next generation of optical systems.

1
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1.1 Receivers and signal processing for direct detec-
tion optical communication systems

In direct detection optical communication systems the optical signal incident on the photo-

diode is converted into an electrical current, which is then amplified and further processed

before the information carried by the optical signal can be extrac t.,ec The role of signal

processing is to condition and reshape the electrical signal at the input of the decision

device so that recovery of the information is facilitated and made with minimum ambi-

guity. Signal processing at the receiver must then take account of the transmitted signal

format, shaping the wave form appropriately whilst at the same time minimising noise so

as to enable clear decisions to be made [11]. The goal of signal shaping in digital optical

receivers is thus the minimisation of the amount of optical power needed to achieve a given

probability of error — the maximisation of the receiver sensitivity — in the presence of

transmission impairments [12]. The move towards high speeds increases the importance

of timing considerations. The signal must be filtered to achieve an eye pattern which is

open vertically (low intersymbol interference) and horizontally (providing good jitter tol-

erance), whilst simultaneous maximisation of the receiver sensitivity requires its equivalent

noise bandwidth be kept as small as possible within the above constraints. Since all high

performance systems that are currently envisaged employ optical amplifiers, any signal de-

sign strategy proposed must account for the signal dependent nature of noise in optically

amplified systems [10].

In parallel with the above developments in core network opt.cal fibre transmission there

is marked growth in mobile telecommunications [13] and in the use of subcarrier multiplexed

optical fibre systems [14] to support mobility, as well as for other applications. This makes

it appropriate to consider analogue optical receivers with rather different requirements,

addressing specifically these applications. Analogue optical receivers should generate low

noise across the band to maximise the signal to noise ratio of all the received channels and

have good gain flatness across the band of each of the received channels to preserve the

channel spectral content.

Various general receiver structures have been identified in the literature both for ana-

logue and digital transmission with different performances and benefits. Among these the

high impedance and the transimpedance [11] remain the more popular for wide band appli-

cations with the high impedance approach achieving the highest values of sensitivity and
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the transimpedance approach obviating the need for bandwidth equalisation. For analogue

applications, due to the usually narrow band requirements, the high impedance structure

with some form of signal and noise tuning network is the favoured solution [15].

Receiver performance ultimately depends on the technology used and the best reported

results for multi-Gbit/s optical receivers have been obtained using high electron mobility

transistors and hybrid technology [16, 17]. However, there is a move towards integration

to reduce production costs, improve repeatability and reliability, and ultimately achieve

high performance. Accordingly, this study concentrates on integrated receivers intimately

incorporating signal shaping/processing functions. The main focus is on GaAs MESFET

technology exploring readily available foundry facilities, but preliminary consideration is

given to the potential of InP-based technology for future requirements.

1.2 Thesis organisation

Following this introductory chapter, signal processing techniques for digital optical re-

ceivers will be considered in chapter 2. In the case of PIN receivers different signal shaping

solutions are reviewed and their performance compared with that of a raised cosine re-

ceiver which is shown to provide nearly ideal noise filtering and time domain performance.

The raised cosine solution is then investigated for receivers where the signal dependence

of the noise cannot be ignored, i.e. APD or optically preamplified receivers. It is shown

that optimised sensitivity can be only achieved at the expense of poor tolerance to timing

imp irments such as sampling and signalling jitter; conversely, timing robustness can be

only achieved at the expense of sensitivity. To overcome this limitation a new family of

waveforms for digital optical communication systems is derived that allows both optimised

sensitivity and jitter tolerant operation to be obtained in optical receivers dominated by

signal dependent noise. System implications for optical preamplified receivers are exam-

ined. Finally, an assessment of the realisability of the equalisation functions necessary to

implement the new signal designs is effected.

Practical demonstration of the signal shaping strategies discussed in chapter 2 require

the choice of an appropriate technology. GaAs microwave monolithic integrated circuit

technology is now mature, achieving operating frequencies compatible with todays multi-

Gbit/s optical communication system requirements. Also, custom fabrication facilities

are readily available from the GaAs process manufacturers. Chapter 3 describes briefly
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the GaAs technology and the models used in the practical implementation of the circuits

discussed in subsequent chapters in this thesis. Noise modelling of the GaAs foundry active

devices is considered in detail and a noise de-embedding technique is developed and applied

to the determination of the noise coefficients that characterise the noise model chosen to

represent the noise behaviour of the foundry MESFETs. The noise modelling and the

de-embedding technique are then validated.

Chapter 4 discusses the practical implementation of the signal processing strategies

proposed in chapter 2 for the realisation of jitter tolerant optical receivers. The discussed

designs are implemented as GaAs MMICs. Two signal shaping designs are considered. The

first is an optical receiver that incorporates the signal shaping necessary to secure opti-

mum noise filtering and jitter tolerant operation according to the modified Chernoff bound

criterion, while the second explores the possibility of using passive GaAs MMIC networks

to effect signal shaping at very high bit rates and two practical post-detection filters are

demonstrated for operation at 10 and 15 Gbit/s. In connection with the post-detection

filter designs a novel direct time domain optimisation technique is developed that allows

accurate design of GaAs MMIC passive filters. In this chapter, the realisation of optical

receivers tolerant to the input circuit parasitics is also considered and a transimpeda,nce

configuration with a common-gate front-end stage is proposed as a means to achieve the

desired robustness. The common-gate concept applied to optical receivers is demonstrated

in this chapter through the implementation of a 5 Gbit/s optical receiver.

In chapter 5 the use of distributed amplifiers in optical communication systems is

considered. The basic principles of operation of the distributed amplifier are reviewed and

its use as an optical receiver discussed. A design example suggesting that standard GaAs

MESFET technology can be used to implement distributed optical receivers operating

at bit rates well over 10 Gbit/s is given. A novel technique is presented for using the

distributed amplifier as an active pulse shaping/filtering network by effectively constructing

the amplifier as a transversal filter. To illustrate the use and potential of the distributed

amplifier as a pulse shaping network two 10 Gbit/s optical receiver designs with embedded

signal shaping are presented. The first is designed to have a 100% raised cosine roll-off

while the second implements a particular case of the new signal designs and its time domain

performance is compared with its equivalent passive realisation.

Chapter 6 discusses electronic noise minimisation for optical receivers. Some well known

noise reduction design solutions are discussed in an unified manner by considering the gen-
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eral case of an optical receiver that uses a generic noise matching network between the

photodiode and the front-end amplifying stage. From this general treatment the criteria

for optimum noise matching in optical receivers are established. The design and optimi-

sation of a noise tuned optical receiver for subcarrier multiplexed systems integrated as a

GaAs MMIC is considered. A critical study of tuning networks suitable for integration is

undertaken and the details of the design and optimisation strategy are given.

Chapter 7 is a first exploration of the potential of a still experimental InP-based pro-

cess for the construction of 10 Gbit/s OEIC optical receivers. The InP-based process is

briefly described and two optical receiver designs are proposed that satisfy the basic design

requirements established in this chapter and demonstrate the potential of the technology

for the realisation of 10 Gbit/s optical receivers.

Finally, chapter 8 concludes the thesis, summarising the main findings and identifying

areas where further research may be appropriate.

1.3 Summary of main contributions

The main contributions of this thesis may be summarised as follows:

• A new class of signal designs (NSD) is derived for optical communication systems

that allow for the optimisation of the optical receiver sensitivity while maintaining

jitter tolerant operation in systems dominated by signal dependent noise.

• An assessment of the realisability of the necessary equalisation functions to implement

the NSD is made and it is shown that optimised all-pole networks can provide close to

optimum performance. As a step in the simplification of the design and optimisation

process it is shown that a bandwidth optimised Thomson filter can be used as a near

optimum equaliser.

• A computationally simple noise de-embedding procedure is developed and applied

to the noise modelling of the GaAs foundry MESFETs that are used in the active

circuit implementations discussed in this thesis.

• Design and fabrication of a GaAs MMIC optical receiver wit ti embedded signal shap-

ing based on the modified Chernoff bound optimisation technique.
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• Demonstration of the first common-gate transimpedance optical receiver. The re-

ceiver operates at 5 Gbit/s and is desensitised with respect to the input parasitic

capacitances.

• Development and implementation of a novel direct time domain optimisation tech-

nique suitable for the design of very high speed GaAs MM: r1. signal shaping passive

structures.

• Demonstration of GaAs MMIC post-detection signal shaping filters designed to sat-

isfy the new signal design requirements and for operation at 10 and 15 Gbit/s. The

optimisation of the impulse response of these filters is made using the optimisation

technique mentioned above.

• The equivalence between the transversal filter and the distributed amplifier is demon-

strated. It is thus proposed that a modified distributed amplifier — due to its very

high frequency capabilities — can be used as a signal shaping/filtering network for

multi-Gbit/s optical systems. In particular, two 10 Gbit/s design examples are given

that demonstrate the possibility of implementing optical receivers with embedded

pulse shaping using distributed amplifiers structures. Additionally alternative struc-

tures are proposed that can overcome some limitations of the originally proposed

technique.

• The optimum noise matching criteria for optical receivers is established.

• Design, optimisation and fabrication of the first GaAs receiver with an integrated

noise tuning network for subcarrier multiplexed applications.

• Demonstration of the capability of an experimental InP-based process for the reali-

sation of 10 Gbit/s optical receivers.

The contributions made during the course of this research have led to the following

publications:

1. I. Darwazeh, P. Lane, W. Marna,ie, P. Moreira, L. Watkins and M. Capstick. A high

bit-rate GaAs MMIC optical receiver with optimum signal shaping. Digest of 3rd.

Bangor Communications Symposium, pages 321-324, Bangor Wales, May 1991.
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2. P. Moreira, P. Lane, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Time domain optimisation of

GaAs signal shaping filters for very high bit rate optical communications. Digest of

IEE-11th Saraga Colloquium on Digital and Analogue Filters and Filtering Systems,

pages 11/1-11/4, London UK, December 1991.

3. J. J. O'Reilly and P. M. R. S. Moreira. Signal design for multi-Gbit/s optical re-

ceivers. Proc. Conference on Information Science and Systems, Vol. 1, pages 101—

105, Princeton USA, March 1992.

4. I. Darwazeh, P. Lane, W. Marnane, P. Moreira, L. Watkins, M. Capstick and J. O'Reilly.

GaAs MMIC optical receiver with embedded signal processing. IEE Proc.-G, 139(2):241-

243, April 1992.

5. P. Moreira, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Design of an integrattd tuned front-end

GaAs receiver for SCM applications. Digest of 4th. Bangor Communications Sym-

posium, pages 180-183, Bangor Wales, May 1992.

6. I. Darwazeh, P. Moreira, P. Lane and J. O'Reilly. A low input impedance multi Gbit

GaAs optical receiver tolerant to photodiode parasitics. Digest of IEEE International

Symposium on MMICs in Communications Systems, London UK, September 1992.

Postdeadline paper.

7. P. Moreira, P. Lane, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. A GaAs signal shaping network

with a controlled response from DC to 25 GHz. Digest of IEE-12th Saraga Colloquium

on Digital and Analogue Filters and Filtering Systems, pages 12/1-12/4, London UK,

November 1992.

8. I. Darwazeh, P. Moreira, P. Lane and J. O'Reilly. GaAs integrated common gate

optical receiver. Workshop on Integrated Circuits for Optical Communications, Con-

ference of Optical Fibre Communications-OFC'93, San Jose USA, February 1993.

9. J. O'Reilly, P. Lane, P. Moreira and I. Darwazeh. A GaAs based approach to signal

shaping for optical communications. Workshop on Integrated Circuits for Optical

Communications, Conference of Optical Fibre Communications-OFC'93, San Jose

USA, February 1993.
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10. P. Moreira, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Distributed amplifier signal shaping strategy

for multigigabit digital optical transmission. Electron. Lett., 29(8):655-657, April

1993.

11. P. Moreira, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Noise optimisation of tuned integrated

GaAs receiver. Proc. International Symposium on Fibre Optic Networks and Video

Communications SPIE Vol. 1974: Transport Technologies for Broadband Optical

Access Networks, pages 20-25, Berlin Germany, April 1993. in Press.

12. P. Lane, I. Darwazeh, P. Moreira and J. O'Reilly. GaAs MMIC technology ap-

plied to signal shaping for high bit-rate optical communications. Proc. International

Symposium on Fibre Optic Networks and Video Communications SPIE Vol. 1974:

Transport Technologies for Broadband Optical Access Networks, pages 57-67, Berlin

Germany, April 1993, In Press.

13. I. Darwazeh, P. Moreira, P. Lane and J. O'Reilly. 5 Gbit/s GaAs optical receiver

MMIC. Digest of 5th. Bangor Communications Symposium, pages 163-166, Bangor

Wales, June 1993.

14. P. M. R. S. Moreira, P. M. Lane, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Time domain opti-

misation of high bit rate optical receivers. Proc. Sixth Annual IEEE International

ASIC Conference, pages 494-497, Rochester USA, September 1993.

15. P. Moreira, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Novel optical receiver design using dis-

tributed amplifier pulse shaping network. Digest of IEE-Colloquium on Optical De-

tectors and Receivers, pages 8/1-8/4, London UK, October 1993.

16. P. Moreira, I. Darwazeh and J. O'Reilly. Design and optimisation of a fully integrated

GaAs tuned receiver preamplifier MMIC for optical SCM applications. IEE Proc.-J

Special Issue on Analogue Optical Fibre Communications, 1993, In Press.

In the next chapter signal processing techniques for digital optical receivers will be

considered.



Chapter 2

Signal shaping and noise filtering for
optical communications

In this chapter, the relations between noise filtering, control of intersymbol interference and

sensitivity relating to optical receivers will be further explored in the context of optimising

the receiver performance by tailoring its impulse response. Signal designs for receivers

dominated by Gaussian noise (PIN-receivers) will be reviewed. For systems where signal-

dependent noise is dominant, depressed threshold signals will be examined and a new class

of signals with optimum time domain characteristics will be derived. These signals offer

advantages over more conventional ones, when system impairments such as signaling or

timing jitter are important considerations [18]. Equalisers that use these targets will be

compared with those obtained by a rigorous optimisation method based on the modified

Chernoff bound. Finally, the possibility of using realisable networks to implement the

required signal shaping will be investigated.

2.1 Signal shaping for PIN-receivers

The system model of an optical receiver is represented in figure 2.1. In this figure all the

functions of the linear receiver are combined in the single transfer function HT(f) and

Seg (f) is the spectral density of the effective input noise current. The general optimisa-

tion problem for binary optical receivers is to find the optimum transfer function HT(f)

that will minimise the bit error rate (BER) in the presence of noise. In PIN-receivers

the signal-dependent noise contribution can be neglected and the total receiver noise can

be considered Gaussian and entirely due to circuit noise [11]. The role of the decision circuit

9
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Figure 2.1: Optical receiver system model

is to detect the presence or absence of the pulse h p (t) at the sampling instant t,. In this

case, the optimum solution is the whitened matched filter whose transfer function can be

written as (see for instance [19] or [20]):

—32wfts
HT(f) = 

11;(f)seq(f) e	 (2.1)

were H(f) is the complex conjugate of the input signal spectrum. A receiver with such

transfer function will act by enhancing the signal plus noise spectrum at frequencies were

the signal spectrum is high and the noise spectrum is low and, reciprocally, reducing it

at frequencies where the noise spectrum is high and the signal spectrum is low. However,

an optical receiver should be capable of detection of a stream of pulses and not only a

single isolated pulse. The matched filter solution can, in the presence of coloured noise,

exhibit strong intersymbol interference (1ST) and, consequently, fail to optimise the BER

at the decision circuit. To obviate this problem other solutions are necessary. O'Mahony

[21] proposes a solution to this problem by minimising simultaneously the noise power and

intersymbol interference at the equaliser output. Variational r-lculus techniques were used

to maximise the ratio:

cr.! + 0.,2n

were h0 (t3) is the value of the output variable at the sampling instant t,. o-,; and or

the average noise power and the ISI variance respectively, at the output of the equaliser

and are defined by:

. ill seg(ni HT(f) rcif

1 -. - E h2 (t, — k T)
4	 °k :;000

The maximisation of equation (2.2) is effected under the constraint that the signal spec-

trum at the output Ho(f) must occupy a maximum bandwidth of ±1/T where T is the bit

h(t8)
(2.2)
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period. This is justified by the fact that the spectral density of the effective input noise

current Seq(f) is approximately proportional to the square of frequency and, consequently,

it might be advantageous to reduce the contribution to 0-02 from the higher frequency part

of the spectral density Seg (f). However, by doing this, there is the possibility of increasing

the 1ST and so there has to be a compromise between reducing the noise contribution and

minimising 1ST under the indicated bandwidth constraint.

It is worthwhile noticing that the solution obtained by O'Mahony can be written as the

product of two functions, one of them having the form of a whitened matched filter. Theo-

retically an optical sensitivity improvement of 0.8 dB was expected, when comparing with

the raised cosine target (RC), and experimentally a 0.5 dB improvement was obtained for

a PIN-FET receiver operating at 160 Mbit/s [21].

Hooper [22] also addresses the problem of simultaneous minimisation of noise and 1ST.

In his approach the SNR defined by:

11.!(t.) 
(2.5)

t=ta

is maximised under the constraints of zero 1ST and zero telegraph distortion (TD). The

solution obtained has the form:

HT(f) = HM(f) • HA (f)	 (2.6)

were HM(f) is the whitened matched filter defined by equation (2.1) and HA (f) is the

tra,- sfer function of a transversal filter (zero forcing equalizer (ZFE)) that is given by:

0.
HA(f)
	 E An e32wnT

	
(2.7)

n=—oo

whose coefficients An are given by the solution of the linear equation:

[hrn pni 2] [An] = [hO,n/ 2]	 (2.8)

were hm,n/2 is the output of the matched filter at intervals of time T/2 and h0 1n12 is the

output of the ZFE at intervals of T/2. In this case the output spectrum is not band limited.

The performance of such optimum equalisers was evaluated in the case of a noise spectrum

proportional to the square of frequency (Seg(f) or 1 + (af)2 ) and compared with the raised

cosine equaliser performance. A SNR improvement between 0.1 — 0.4 dB was obtained and

only half this improvement is expected for the optical sensitivity.
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Integrate and dump receivers [23, 24] have also been used as a means to realise matched

receivers avoiding the problems of intersymbol interference. However, also in this case only

a moderate increase in sensitivity (< 1 dB) is obtained when comparing with a simple

lowpass filter [24] or with the unclocked mode of operation [23].

The above considerations seem to suggest that the raised cosine target is close to the

optimum solution for signal shaping in systems dominated by Gaussian noise, although

its derivation is based only on time domain considerations without considering the input

signal or noise characteristics.

2.1.1 Timing performance

Scanlan [25] derives the condition that has to be met by a class of signals band limited to

less than ±1/T, if the first Nyquist criterion (zero 1ST) [26] is to be satisfied and shows that

among this class there are signals with improved sensitivity to small iming errors. However,

the second Nyquist criterion (zero TD) [26] is neither included in Scanlan's formulation nor

is it demonstrated that it is possible to obtain such band limited signals that both obey

the second criterion and still offer improved sensitivity to small timing errors. The second

Nyquist criterion is an important consideration when moderate to large timing errors are

involved in the detection process. To obtain tolerance to timing errors it is important for

the eye-diagram to be maximally opened horizontally around the decision threshold level,

which for PIN-receivers should be situated at 50% of the vertical eye opening [11]. This

condition is satisfied by the RC target. Also, the tails of the RC pulse decay at a rate of

1/t3 which guarantees moderate tolerance to timing jitter.

In the next section it will be shown that although the raised cosine target presents both

good frequency and time domain characteristics and offers near optimum performance for

systems dominated by additive Gaussian noise, in systems dominated by signal dependent

noise it is possible to obtain pulse targets that perform better than the raised cosine,

especially in the presence of timing errors.

2.2 Signal shaping for receivers dominated by signal
dependent noise

Semiconductor laser amplifier (SLA) or fibre amplifier (FA) can be used in long haul

transmission systems to increase the span length without the use of electronic regeneration
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or to increase the optical receiver sensitivity (preamplified receivers) [27, 28]. In such

systems the noise at the output of the FA or SLA is dominated by the signal-spontaneous

and spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise components [29, 30, 31]. However, optimised

operation of an optically amplified system requires an optical filter to be placed after

the optical amplifier (OA) either to contain the build-up of the spontaneous-spontaneous

contribution to noise in an amplifier chain or to optimise the preamplifier performance. In

such conditions the noise environment at the receiver is dominated by signal-spontaneous

beat noise contributions exhibiting strong signal dependence [29, 30, 31]. Accordingly,

the receiver decision threshold should be set at a low level in the vertical eye opening.

Specifically, the Gaussian approximation [11, 32] predicts that to optimise the receiver

sensitivity a decision threshold given by

dopt	
0-1 + cro
	 (2.9)

should be used. Here dopt is the optimum value of the normalised threshold and cro and

0 1 are the root mean square value of the total noise power associated with a binary '0'

and a binary '1', respectively. In these circumstances it is appropriate to evaluate the

performance of the raised-cosine pulse target in the presence of jitter since the optimum

decision threshold level no longer coincides with maximum horizontal opening of the eye-

diagram.

An upper bound on the system power penalty in the presence of timing jitter can

be obtained by considering a systematic timing offset in the sampling instant which, for

symmetrical pulses, correspond to the adoption of the so called worst case jitter probability

density function (PDF) described in [33]. In such an assessment the effects of intersymbol

interference can be easily allowed for if the eye-closure description is adopted [34, 35]. The

error probability of incorrectly identifying a received '0' or '1' is given by

0.5 { Q (P(T)(suer) — dcl,t)) Q (P(T)(dopt — si(r)))
(2.10)

o 1 (r)	 cro

where

Q(x) =	 fc° e-u212 du	 (2.11)

PM is the optical power penalty expressed as a function of the normalised time offset T

(T = t/T). P(r) is defined as the increase in signal power required to maintain a given

P. with P(0) = 1 when the decision threshold is set at the optimum value. In equation
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SNR j
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(2.10) a-1 was written as cr i (r) to stress the fact that in systems involving 0As the noise

power associated with a signal '1' is dependent on P(r) as is true for avalanche photodiode

(APD) receivers [36]. Optical amplifiers noise can be expressed as a, signal-independent

noise term o- =-- ag) and a signal-dependent noise term al which is proportional to the

input optical power [29, 31]. Consequently o 1 (r) can be expressed as

CTi(T) = VC/ 2P(T) + cre,	 (2.12)

where cr2 is the constant of proportionality (the possible signal dependence of a 0 will be

considered later in this chapter). For a given error probability and optimum decision

threshold, a-0 and a should be selected according to

dopt
co =	 (2.13)

(with SNR = 6 for an error probability equal to 10- 9 ). Finally 31(T) and su(r) are the lower

and upper envelope of the inner-eye, respectively. They can be numerically estimated for

a pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) from:

31(T) = max {s(kT + T)},	 Vk : mk = 0	 (2.15)

su(r) = min {s(kT + T)},	 Vk : mk = 1	 (2.16)

with T E (-0.5,0.5) and

00

s(t) . E mk ho (t),	 mk E {0,1)	 (2.17)
!c=—co

The power penalty (in decibel) as a function of the timing offset T is then given by:

PdB(T) = 10 log [P(T)]	 (2.18)

This power penalty for optical receivers using the raised cosine design is represented in

figure 2.2 for different values of the optimum decision threshold dopt . From this figure it can

be obs srved that PdB (r) depends strgly on the value of the optimum decision threshold

and specifically for systems where low threshold values should be used (d opt < 0.3) the

raised cosine signal design becomes unduly intolerant to timing offsets and jitter. To

achieve reasonable robustness the decision threshold is usually set closer to the centre of
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Figure 2.2: RC power penalty versus timing offset for different values of dopt
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Figure 2.3: RC power penalty versus timing offset for different values of dopt when the
decision level is set at 50%
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the vertical eye opening. Figure 2.3 represents the power penalty of equation (2.18) when

the non-optimum decision threshold d = 0.5 is used instead of the optimum value. The

receiver can now be seen to be more tolerant to timing errors but a sensitivity penalty

approaching 6 dB is incurred in the absence of timing errors. Accordingly it is appropriate

to devise a signal shaping arrangement such as to allow the decision threshold to be set

lower in the vertical eye opening, commensurate with the signal-spontaneous beat noise

dominance, without incurring undue jitter penalty.

2.2.1 Depressed threshold designs

The problem of deriving signal targets for optical receivers that allow for the decision

threshold level to be placed at its optimum value wile maintaining a jitter tolerant operation

was addressed by O'Reilly and Fyatb [37] for the case of APD receivers. To achieve this,

two time domain constraints were imposed on the pulse shape at the input of the decision

circuit:

t = 0
Mt) =

	

	 (2.19)
0, t = n T and n 0

f 0, t = (n + 1/2) T and n 0, —1

1 d, t = ±T/2

Constraint (2.19) corresponds to the first Nyquist criterion while constraint (2.20) enforces

the second Nyquist criterion with respect to the optimum decision threshold level. The

second constraint ensures that the eye-diagram is maximally opened horizontally at the

threshold level so that jitter tolerant operation is attained. The above conditions can

be easily converted to their frequency domain equivalents and the minimum bandwidth

solution is found to be:

Ho(f)	 I [1 -I- 2 d cos(ir f T)] , If I < 1/T
(2.21)

0,	 elsewhere

The signal spectrum of equation (2.21) poses problems of physical realisation since for

values of d < 0.5 the spectrum is discontinuous at f =1/T. This difficulty can be overcome

by recognising that 110 (f) can be written as a sum of two components, one having the form

of a full raised cosine spectrum and the other of a rectangular spectrum. The rectangular

part of the spectrum can now be modified according to Nyquist's first criterion by adding

a transmission function which has skew symmetry about the cut-off frequency 1/T without

ho(t) = (2.20)
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perturbing the original constraints (2.19) and (2.20). The amplitude spectrum of equation

(2.21) can then be made to have a gradual roll-off and in [37] the amplitude spectrum

110(f) = 111(f) +112(1)
	

(2.22)

where

Hi(f) =
1 2 d [1+ cosew f TA, ifl < 1/T

1 0,	 elsewhere
(2.23)

I12(f) =

1

 1 — 2 d,

1-2d
2

0,

0 < Ifl < (1 --C)B

sin r Voe l-BB)1} ,
 (1— a) B < If I <(1 + a) B

VI > (1 + a) B

(2.24)

that is band limited to (1 + a) B was proposed. The corresponding time domain represen-

tation is given by

h0 (i) == sinc(2t/T) [1 __4(t/rn\2 +	 — a/ )	 1 (4 t/T)2

(1 — 2 d) cos(2 w a t/T)]2 d 

were B = 1/T is the bit rate and a the spectrum roll-off factor (0 < a < 1). O'Reilly and

Fyath have shown that when such a signal shaping strategy is used in conjunction with

APD retiming receivers, these can benefit from improved tolerance to alignment jitter

without incurring a noise penalty. In fact, a small improvement in sensitivity was obtained

(Psd 0.15 dB) in the absence of timing errors, for a design with d = 0.3 and a = 0.25, while

a sensitivity penalty of less than 2 dB w s predicted for timing errors up to 25% of the bit

period.

Examples of signal spectrum and signal shape are given in figures 2.4 and 2.5 respec-

tively. Figure 2.4 represents both the unmodified amplitude spectrum (equation (2.21))

and the modified amplitude spectrum (equation (2.21)) for d = 0.3. In the case illustrated,

careful selection of the roll-off factor (a = 0.25) produced a frequency spectrum well suited

for approximation by a realisable network. In reference [37] pulse shaping networks imple-

mented as 4-th order low pass networks were successfully used to provide equalisation for

return to zero (RZ) signalling pulses. Time domain pulse shapes for d = 0.3 and d = 0.2

are shown in figure 2.5 with corresponding values of a = 0.25 and a = 0.3 selected to

obtain good frequency domain targets.

The following remarks can now be made on the described approach:

(2.25)
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Figure 2.5: Pulse shapes: " d--= 0.3 and a = 0.25, `— — —' d = 0.2 and a = 0.3
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• An arbitrary modification of the signal spectrum (equation (2.21)) has to be made,

for values of d less than 0.5, so that no discontinuity is present at f =1/T.

• The modified spectrum roll-off factor a has to be chosen so that the frequency domain

response can be approximated by a realisable network of moderate complexity.

• The roll-off factor has influence on the amount of pulse tail ripple that is obtained in

the time domain. However as shown in figure 2.5 even for values of a that provide a

smooth frequency roll-off, pulse tail ripple can be significant, particularly so for low

values of the decision threshold.

Of these considerations the last point is of most significance since although condition

(2.20) ensures that the eye diagram is maximally opened horizontally around the decision

threshold level, on its own (2.20) is not sufficient to ensure low ripple in the pulse tails and

consequently the discussed signal design does not guarantee optimum tolerance to small

timing errors and jitter. It is thus necessary to impose an extra time domain constraint so

that receiver operation tolerant to both small and large timing errors is achieved even for

low values of d.

2.3 Depressed threshold designs with improved jitter
tolerance

Timing errors cause the receiver performance to degrade both because the signal is sampled

at a point were its amplitude is not maximum and because 1ST due to other received pulses

contributes to eye closure. For small timing errors the worst case 1ST can be expressed as

where At is the timing error relative to the optimum sampling point. This equation shows

that tolerance to small timing errors can be increased if the time derivative of ho (t) is

minimised at the sampling instants t = n T. Consequently, a third time domain constraint

can be imposed so that the time derivative of ho (t) is forced to be zero at the sampling

instants n T. With this additional condition, a new class of waveforms for binary optical

transmission with improved tolerance to timing and signaling jitter can be derived. The



ho(t) =

ho(t) =

d ho(t) 
dt	 —
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time domain constraints for ho (t), normalised to T = 1, can now be written as:

1 1

°: t = 0

t = n and n0

1 O, t = (n + 1/2) and n 0, —1

d,

 

t = ± 1/2

0,	 t = n

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.27) ensures zero intersymbol interference and (2.28) that decision threshold crossings,

with d < 0.5, occur midway between signal epochs. The eye is thus appropriately disposed

vertically about the decision threshold d. Conditions (2.27) and (2.28) together provide

tolerance to large deviation timing errors while the additional condition (2.29) ensures

tolerance for small perturbations in the signaling and sampling processes. The combined

imposition of these constraints will produce signal designs especially well suited to soliton

and optical-time division multiplexed (OTDM) systems. In the frequency domain, with

ho(t)	 1-10 (f) a Fourier pair, these constraints correspond to:

CO

E .11(f — n) = 1	 (2.30)

CO

E el" Ho(f) = 2 d cos Or f)	 (2.31)

— n) I-10 (f — n) = 0	 (2.32)

for which a minimum finite support solution exists on If I < 3/2, this solution is given

below with full derivation in appendix A:

+ d cos(irf),	 0 < Ifl <1

110 (f) ={ 1 [ 2 + a cos(irf) — VI], 1 < Ifl � 1	 (2.33)2 2

0,	 elsewhere

hence

d
Mt) = sinc(t) sinc(2t) -I- i [sinc (t + D -I- sinc (t — D I [1 — cos(27rt)] 	 (2.34)

Illustrative frequency and time response functions are shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7

respectively. From equation (2.33) it can be seen that the obtained frequency response
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Figure 2.6: Pulse spectrum for different values of d

1.2

Figure 2.7: Pulse shape for different values of d
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is continuous and is non-negative for d < 1/1-. Although, the derivative of Ho(f) is

discontinuous at f / B = 0.5, it was found that Ho (f) provides a suitable target for practical

realisation even for the lowest values of d.

2.3.1 Timing and signaling jitter

The power penalty of equation (2.18) is represented in figure 2.8 for the new signal designs

(NSD). Comparison with figures 2.2 and 2.3 reveals that such signal designs offer the

possibility of optimising the receiver sensitivity by placing the decision level at its optimum

value while maintaining jitter tolerant operation similar to that obtained in a raised cosine

receiver with the decision level set at the non-optimum value of 0.5. Moreover, as a result

of constraint (2.29) the power penalty is negligible for timing offsets up to 5% of the

bit period for all values of d. For large timing errors the power penalty is significantly

improved, particularly in the cases were d < 0.3 were the improvement can be of the order

of several dBs.

The power penalty for signaling jitter was also considered and a worst case evaluation

of the effects of signal jitter was adopted. Specifically, the PDF for the symbol arrival

0.05	 0.1	 0.15	 0.2	 0.25	 03
Timing offset, VT

Figure 2.8: NSD power penalty versus timing offset for different values of d
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Figure 2.9: Power penalty versus r for dort = 0.2: ' —' RC; ' — —' NSD

times was considered to be

1 [6(t/T + r) + 8(t/T — r)]
	

(2.35)

were 80 is the Dirac impulse and 2 x r is the jitter range normalised to the bit period. In

this case the behaviour of the power penalty as a function of the jitter range is very similar

to that obtained previously for the power penalty as a function of timing offset for both the

raised cosine and the new signal design . Figure 2.9 illustrates the case d = 0.2 showing

improvements of 1.5 dB and 6.5 dB for r = 15% and 25% of the bit period, respectively.

This tolerance to timing and signal jitter makes the new designs particularly attractive

for use in single or multi-channel soliton systems were Gordon-Haus jitter and soliton

collisions are the main impairments imposing limitations on the achievable bit rate-distance

product [38, 39].

2.3.2 Receiver noise and sensitivity

It is necessary to establish the noise and sensitivity implications for an optical receiver that

will incorporate pulse equalisation to such signal designs. This can be done for the receiver

front-end as well as for an optically preamplified receiver by evaluation of the Personick

noise integrals [11, 32] for the selected equalising transfer function.



1 
hp (t) =

2 T3 COS13.2(tiT3)
(2.36)
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Two shapes of detected optical pulses will be considered below:

• A rectangular pulse that occupies a fraction T. of the bit period T and has amplitude

1/Ts.

• A soliton pulse that, after detection, has full width at half maximum (FWHM) which

is a fraction T, of the bit period and has pulse shape given by

where the soliton width parameter Ts is related to the FWHM by T. = 1.763 r3 [38].

Both input pulse shapes are normalised such that

i.L. hp(t). T (2.37)

With this normalisation the pulse amplitude corresponds to the received optical power.

The results of the evaluation of the noise integrals are represented in figures 2.10 and 2.11

for the rectangular and soliton pulses, respectively. In these figures values of the noise

integrals are plotted as functions of the pulse width 71, with the decision threshold d as

a parameter. For comparison purposes values of the noise integrals for the raised cosine

case are also shown in the figures. It should be noticed that the dependence on T, is

stronger for the new signal designs than for the raised cosine, for all values of d. The

reason for this is that for the NSD the frequency spectrum extends to 1.5 B as opposed

to B in the RC case. This also has the consequence that 't is not possible to use the

NSD for signaling with rectangular pulses having normalised pulse widths greater than

0.67 since their spectrum has a null at f = 1/T3 . However, the zero in Ho (f) for d = 0.5

is compatible with the special case of non return to zero signaling (NRZ). Also, 110(f)

becomes negative in certain regions of the spectrum for values of d greater than 1/w which

complicates equalisation if simple passive networks are to be used. However, in systems

dominated by signal dependent noise the optimum decision threshold is expected to lie in

the region where d < 1/w which is also the range where the power penalty advantage of

the NSD is most significant, as figures 2.2 and 2.8 show.

The electronic receiver noise can be expressed as [11]

Sser r
CT! = [sshn + - 1 -1 2 B + (2 w CT )2 S,„ /3 B3.1 (2.38)
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Figure 2.10: Personick noise integrals versus pulse width for rectangular input pulse: (1)
d = 0.1; (2) d = 0.2; (3) d = 0.3
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Figure 2.11: Personick noise integrals versus pulse width for soliton input pulse: (1) d = 0.1;
(2) d = 0.2; (3) d = 0.3
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where R,n is the resistive part of the input impedance, CT is the total input capacitance

and 12 and 13 are the Personick noise integrals defined by

foc° 1 HT(i) 1 2 di	 (2.39)

/3	 I HT(i) 1 2 Pdi	 (2.40)

where
Ho(f) 

HT =

	

	 (2.41)
Hp(f)

when the bit period T is normalised to unity. The power spectral densities of the shunt

SAT, and series S., equivalent noise generators for a FET receiver are given by

(2.42)

(2.43)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, 0 is the temperature, q is the electronic charge, Ig is

the FET gate leakage current, g,n is the device transconductance and r is Ogawa's excess

channel-noise factor [40].

For a PIN-receiver the sensitivity is

13 = —
1 

SNR cr,	 (2.44)

were 1 is the photo-diode responsivity and SNR = 6 for a BER of 10- 9 . The results

of such a computation are represented in figure 2.12 using published data for a 10 Gbit/s

optical receiver [17, 41]. Two cases are considered: a low input impedance receiver (R., =
50 SI) and a high input impedance receiver (Rtn = 470 so. The low impedance receiver

noise is dominated by thermal noise generated in R, consequently the NSD offers a

sensitivity advantage when compared with the RC due to its lower value of 1 2 . In the

high impedance case the noise is dominated by the FET channel noise and the RC design

presents a sensitivity advantage due to its lower value of 1 3 . The noise integrals and the

related sensitivity have a stronger dependence on the pulse width for the NSD than for

the RC, particularly so for soliton pulses. This is however of no practical consequence

for soliton systems were pulse widths must be kept smaller than at least 20% of the bit

period to reduce interaction between adjacent pulses [42]. Also, for the high bit rates under

consideration, a small inductor is frequently used at the receiver input to reduce the noise
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Input pulse: rectangular
	

Input pulse: soliton

Figure 2.12: Electronic receiver sensitivity versus pulse width for A) R. = 50 I/ and B)
Rin = 4701: (1) NSD d = 0.1; (2) NSD d = 0.2; (3) NSD d = 0.3; (rc) RC

power spectral density at high frequencies, the value being optimised so that the influence

of 13 is minimised. This will result in comparable noise performance of electronic receivers

employing both signal designs.

To assess the performance of the new signal designs in a signal dependent noise environ-

ment optically preamplified receivers will be considered and specifically the SLA pream-

plified receiver sensitivity will be estimated for the two cases of absence and presence of

timing jitter.

For an SLA preamplified receiver the noise can be split in two components, namely a

signal independent and a signal dependent noise term. The signal independent noise term

can be written as a sum of three contributions

where 01 is the value of the mean square circuit noise (defined above) and .702 and a sp2 _,,p

are the spontaneous emission shot noise and the beat noise between spontaneous emission

components due to the OA. For the case of an APD receiver prece ,ed by an SLA these are

given by [29, 30]

(2.46)a
2
p 

= 77 q2 M2 Fe (G — 1) nip mt API /2 B
s



.. 71 2 ,72 Al2 ((l __ 1)2 n2 n
z
i.AF2I2B

I	 sp (2.47)

2	 2	 2
Cr d = Cls + Cr s—sp (2.48)

Ei = —21 2ta_. 112,(n) EHT(n)* HT(n)1
	

(2.52)
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were 77 is the photo-detector quantum efficiency, M is the APD gain, Fe is the APD ex-

cess noise factor, G is the optical gain, n 37, is the population inversion parameter, mt is

the transverse mode number, AFi is the equivalent noise bandwidth for the spontaneous

shot noise, AF2 is the equivalent noise bandwidth for the beat noise between spontaneous

emission components and the other symbols have the previously defined meanings. The

optically preamplified receiver operation can be optimised by reducing the noise contri-

butions of cr,? and cr!p_rp . This is achieved by placing an optical filter of bandwidth Bo

between the OA and the photo-detector. However, even in these circumstances, the signal

independent noise term will be dominated by beat noise between the spontaneous emission

components a rp2 _rp.

The signal dependent noise term, which is entirely due to the OA, can be written as

the sum of two components that in the general case depend not only on the signal power

in the time slot in question but also on the signal power in the adjacent time slots

where cr,2, is the signal shot noise and cil_ sp is the beat noise between signal and spontaneous

emission components. For a signal 'zero' or signal 'one' these are given by

o-! = q 'R., M2 G [11 b0 + (>J1 — /1 ) 14„,a ] B	 (2.49)

o-2 = 2 n q'R., M2 G (G — 1) lisp X[11bo (E1 — /3. ) b„.] Bs—ap (2.50)

were bo E kno.} is the signal power in the considered time slot with bmin the signal

power corresponding to a signal '0' and b rna the signal power corresponding to a signal

'1', x is the excess noise coefficient for the signal spontaneous beat noise due to facet

reflectivities and .11 and Ei are the Personick noise integral and sum defined by

= Re (I: Hp ( f) [HT ( f) * HT ( f)] dl)	 (2.51)

with th( bit period normalised to unity With these definitions the total noise for a signal

'0' and '1' can be written as

for	 bo =	 (2.53)



cro 
dopt =

al A- •o
(2.57)
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2	 2	 2
ci. = cri + ad for	 bo = bm. (2.54)

In an optimised receiver the signal dependent noise term is dominant and is almost

entirely due to beat noise between signal and spontaneous emission

The noise equations described so far are for an SLA preamplified receiver but they can

be easily modified to account for the noise of in an EDFA preamplified receiver if m t AFi

and mt AF2 are replaced by the optical filter bandwidth Bo , x is replaced by 1 and all the

noise terms multiplied by a factor of 2 to account for the two polarisation states [31, 43]

To estimate the sensitivity of the preamplified receiver a perfect extinction ratio will

be assumed (b„„,., = 0). The noise terms involving the difference E 1 — li will be taken

into account since, as can be seen from figure 2.11, depending on the pulse width this

difference can have significant values and consequently have a strong influence on the

receiver sensitivity.

For SLA preamplified receivers the sensitivity can be written as

SNR	 0.,2	 1P =	 1\ I K2 (Ei — .4) Ei -I- —M2 + —2 K (2 E1 — 1.01	 (2.55)

with

K = q SNR [Fe -I- 2 n nil, x (G — 1)]B	 (2.56)

When evaluating the sensitivity using equation (2.55) it is necessary to consider that the

sensitivity depends on the Personick noise integrals and on E l and that these are functions

of the optimum decision threshold which in turn is a function of the optical input power.

For the NSD case, in order to evaluate the optimum decision threshold and sensitivity, it

is necessary to solve the above equation iteratively with the two additional equations:

and

bmax = 2 P 	(2.58)

Since the values of the noise integral and E l for the RC do not depend on the decision

threshold level, then such values can be used as a starting point to obtain the sensitivity

and optimum threshold level for the new signal designs. The sensitivity and optimum

threshold level versus the optical gain for a 10 Gbit/s preamplified PIN receiver using a

1.5 pm InGaAsP optical amplifier, are shown in figure 2.13. These results were obtained
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using data from references [44] and [30] and assuming near-traveling-wave operation (input

and output facet reflectivities equal to 10- 4) and an optical filter bandwidth of 3nm.

Figure 2.13 shows both a small improvement in sensitivity and a slightly lower value of

the optimum decision threshold for all considered values of the optical gain. This is a

consequence of the smaller value of o-i2 for the NSD. This can be easily understood when

considering that the signal independent noise is dominated by asp'  proportional to 12

which takes smaller values for the new signal designs. This situation can, however, be

inverted when the difference Ei — I takes significant values. In this case, 0- (2, will start to

be dominated by cr! 	 due to signals in adjacent time slots resulting in both a sensitivity

degradation and an increase of the optimum decision level. This is certainly not so for

signaling with rectangular pulses where El —	 0 for all pulse widths and also, as noted

before, for soliton systems where the pulse widths must be less than 0.2 T to avoid soliton

interactions, the region where El — I	 0 for both signal designs.

The preamplified receiver sensitivity dependence on the timing offset is obtained by
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Input pulse: rectangular
	

Input pulse: soliton

Figure 2.14: Sensitivity versus timing offset: (1) optimised RC; (2) RC with 50% decision
level; (3) NSD

solving the nonlinear equation
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cri	 cro

for b„,,. with al, and o-i obtained from equations (2.53) and (2.54), respectively, and the

value of d obtained from (2.57) for the optimised RC and NSD. Figure 2.14 shows the

receiver sensitivity versus the timing offset for an optically preamplified PIN receiver (M =

1). The cases shown correspond to rectangular and a soliton pulses with an SLA gain of

35 dB and bit rate of 10 Gbit/s. In this figure three cases are represented: raised cosine

with optimised decision level (curve (1), d opt = 0.25 for rectangular pulse and dort = 0.24

for soliton pulse); raised cosine with 50% threshold level (curve (2)) and new signal design

(curve (3), dopt = 0.23 for rectangular pulse and dopt = 0.23 for soliton pulse). The pulse

widths used are 0.5 T for the rectangular pulse and 0.15 T for the soliton pulse. This

figure clearly illustrates the advantage of the NSD — it provides a sensitivity similar to

the optimised RC in the absence of timing errors and a tolerance to timing errors similar

to the RC with 50% decision level, thus allowing the receiver sensitivity to be optimised

without incurring undue jitter penalty.
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2.4 The MCB-based approach to signal design

In section 2.3 the receiver optimisation was considered from a purely time domain view-

point. That is, constraints (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) were imposed on the signal at the input

of the decision circuit that led to minimisation of the ISI effects in the presence of timing

and signaling jitter. This approach used a very limited knowledge of the noise processes

involved, namely the values of the noise variances associated with a received signal '1'

and '0' and therefore of the appropriate optimum decision threshold value. In fact, noise

and receiver sensitivity could only be assessed after a given transfer function had been

decided upon. Also, the noise statistics at the input of the decision circuit were assumed

to be Gaussian, which is not true for any optical communication system and especially for

APD or optically preamplified receivers where the signal is better modeled as a marked

and filtered Poisson process (MFPP) corrupted by additive Gaussian noise [45]. Here a

rigorous statistical optimisation method based on the modified Chernoff bound (MCB) will

be briefly reviewed. Illustrative results will be presented which show that optimal solu-

tions obtained under the MCB criteria produce signals with the same general time domain

characteristics as the signals derived in section 2.3.

The most objective criteria to evaluate optical receiver performance is the BER that

can be directly linked to the bit error probability Per,- In a binary optical receiver the

received signal, after being filtered and amplified, is sampled at a suitable instant and the

sampled value y compared with the decision threshold d. If y is above the threshold d,

then the received signal is identified as a symbol '1' and otherwise as a symbol '0'. The

bit error probability can thus be written as

oo	 d

Perr = PO	 P(Y I 0)4 -I- Pi	 P(Y I 1)dy
d	 —Co

(2.60)

where P0 and P1 are the a priori probabilities for the symbols '0' and '1', respectively,

p(y I 0) and p(y I 1) are the conditional probability density functions of the compound

signal and noise processes associated with the symbols '0' and '1', respectively. In principle,

equation (2.60) could be minimised directly by optimising the receiver design parameters

but in practice this requires detailed knowledge of the conditional PDFs of equation (2.60)

which must accommodate for randomness in

• the signal process,
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• the photon multiplication in the optical-preamplifier or carrier multiplication in the

avalanche photodiode,

• additive Gaussian noise,

• intersymbol interference,

• signal and timing jitter.

An analytical solution for such a PDF is in general not known. As a consequence, Per?

is not minimised directly. Instead an upper bound on Per,. is formed and it is this upper

bound that is minimised. One such bound that has been applied successfully to optical

communication problems is the modified Chernoff bound (MOB). The MOB is formulated

in terms of the moment generating functions (MGFs) of the signal and noise processes

involved and can be written as [46, 47]

Mn(s , hT(t)) 
MOB = 	 [My,,(s, hT (t)) exp{ — s d} Myi (s, WO) expls dl] Per,. (2.61)

2 N/7(- a, s

assuming equal a priori probabilities for 'Os' and 'is'. In this equation Ws, WO) is the

MGF of the additive Gaussian noise, which is independent of the signal and gain processes

and is given by

M(s, WO) = expt crc2(hT(t)) 32}
2	

(2.62)

MY0(3 , WO) and Myi (s, WO) are the symbol conditioned MGFs for the signal and gain

processes when signals '0' or '1' are received. As written in equation (2.61), the MOB is

a function of the receiver impulse response WO, the decision threshold d and the real

parameter s (3> 0). Consequently, the MOB can be minimised by appropriately choosing

WO and the values of d and s. The optimum value of d can be readily obtained from

equation (2.61) by setting
a 

MCB = 0
ad

(2.63)

and solving for d
))1

dopt =	 ln{My,
st hT(	

(2.64)
2 3	 Myi (s, hT(t))

When d in equation (2.61) is replaced by the expression for d opt the threshold optimised

MOB is obtained and is given by

Ws, WO  
V

my
o) „	

MOB =

	

	 	 (s, hT(t)) My1 (s, hT(t)) Per	 (2.65)
f2Tr o-, s 
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The optimisation problem is now reduced to the search for the optimum impulse response

and value of s providing the tightest possible bound. Although the optimum hT(t) can be

obtained without imposing any constraints of physical realisability, it is usually assumed

that a post-detection filter is used to shape the receiver impulse response. This filter, which

can take the form of a lumped element network [48] or of a distributed microwave filter

[49], can then be numerically optimised so that the MCB is minimised. This approach has

been proven to produce near optimum solutions [48, 49] and has the advantage of avoiding

realisability problems that otherwise would be encountered when trying to match the real

network impulse response to the idealised optimum.

Figure 2.15 represents the eye-diagram for an APD receiver optimised using the MOB

technique with the post detection filter realised as an ideal lumped element network [50].

In figure 2.16 the eye-diagram for the NSD with d = 0.25 is represented. These figures

clearly display the time domain similarities of the two signal designs. Note that the MOB

optimised design has all the time domain characteristics that were imposed when deriving

the NSD without them being explicitly assumed in the MOB formalism. This is however a

consequence of a jitter description of the signal process embedded in the symbol conditioned

Figure 2.15: Eye-diagram for an MOB optimised APD receiver ([50], chapter 6)
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Figure 2.16: NSD eye-diagram d = 0.25

MGFs My. (s, hT (t)) and My, (s, WO) which allows the receiver to be specifically optimised

to show robustness over a certain range of jitter [47]

Although the MOB technique is a strictly rigorous approach that can in principle pro-

vide a full description of a system, there is nonetheless the advantage of simplicity to be

gained when considering the new signal designs. More often than not, the design engineer

is not in possession of the full information necessary about the system to allow a rigorous

optimisation to be done or the task is too complex to be undertaken. However, in the case

of the NSDs the information needed is reduced and can be easily obtained from the system

experiment al data.

2.5 Time domain optimisation of post-detection real-
isable filters

In this section, the problem of approximating the time domain constraints (2.27), (2.28)

and (2.29) of section 2.3, using a realisable network will be considered. The formulation

proposed by Lind and Nader [51, 52] for the design of realisable Liters that minimise ISI

will be adopted and extended to included constraints (2.28) and (2.29). In reference [51]

a combination of variational calculus and numerical optimisation was used to determine
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the set of poles that reduce the 1ST to less than a pre-specified amount. Here, due to the

additional complexity brought about by constraints (2.28) and (2.29), the problem will be

treated from a purely numerical point of view. The case of rectangular input pulses will

be considered.

2.5.1 Time domain response and cost functior

When a realisable network is used to effect pulse shaping, the constraints defined by equa-

tions (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) are not exactly met. The total squared error for each of these

constraints can serve as a measure of the network performance and consequently be used

to form the cost function for numerical optimisation. This cost function can be defined as

E = W,o, Zs, + Wtd Etd + Wza Ezs
	 (2.66)

with

Zs.,

Etd

Ez.

1
=	 h!,(t, + k)

lq,(to) h .I:-Zi.
14 0

oo

	

= [  ho(t, — 0.5) d] 2 + 1	
2ho(ts + 0.5)	 di 4.  1 

E ii,(ts + 0.5 + k) (2.68)
I.	ho(ts )	 {	 ho (to )	 i	 h?,(t o ) k=1

= E h/0 2 (is + k)
	

(2.69)
k=-1

(2.67)

where ho(t) is the time derivative of ho(t) and t, is the sampling instant. Equations (2.67),

(2.68) and (2.69) correspond to the total normalised squared error in constraints (2.27),

(2.28) and (2.29), respectively, while W„.,, Wtd and 147 3 are appropriate weights. In the

above equations the precursor ISI was assumed to be limited to t, — 1. This is a reasonable

assumption because the joint minimisation of equations (2.67) to (2.69) produces solutions

with insignificant precursor 1ST for times smaller than t s — 1.

The success of the optimisation process is strongly dependent on the choice of the

sampling instant t s which will be based on the two following criteria:

• maximise the SNR at the filter output

• maximise the tolerance to timing errors by making the the main lobe of ho (t) as

symmetrical as possible



hT(t) = / 0,	 t < 0

(2.72)
li rn expfpn tl,

n=1
t > 0
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The first criterion means that Mt) should be sampled at its maximum amplitude point,

this is

h0 (t5 ) = max{ho (t)}	 (2.70)

while the second criterion imposes the constraint that t s > 0.5 for decision thresholds

approaching 0 and t. > 1 for d = 0.5. Accordingly the sampling instant will be allowed to

vary freely inside the range

ts > 0.5	 (2.71)

Note that the two conditions imposed on t,, are mutually compatible since the network delay

increases with the number of elements and pulse symmetry around t, is only achieved for

high order (> 6) networks. Also, as discussed in [52], by letting ta be a floating variable,

peaks in the frequency response band edge are eliminated and as a result, the filter noise

bandwidth is reduced.

If the pulse shaping filter is a lumped element network with pole locations pn and

residues rn the impulse response is given by

were N is the order of the network. For the network to be realisable, the poles pn must be

constrained to lie in the left-half of the s-plane. The network response to the input pulse

hp (t) is given by ho(t) = hp(t) * hT(t) which for a rectangular input pulse with unity area

and width T. is

Mt) = 1

0,	 t < 0

N
E i ;7917 [exp{pn t} — 1] ,	 0 <1 < T,

NE 7-77411-- [1 - ex13 { —Pn T.}] exP{P. t}, 71, < t
n=1 rn a

(2.73)

with corresponding time derivative

0,	 t < 0

NE 4,4&-. expfpn tl,	 0 <t<T,
n=1 A .

A
2?-5 [1 — eXP{ —p0 Ts}] exP{Pn i}, T. < t

(2.74)



N
II (—pm)

m=1
N	 )

II (pn — pm)

rn = n = 1,2,...,N	 (2.75)

(2.79)

(2.80)

an am
xn x,n —1
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If the filter is restricted to be an all-pole network, then the residues r n must satisfy the

equations

m=1
tn0 n

As shown in appendix B the infinite sums of equations (2.67), (2.68) and (2.69) can be

expressed in closed form and are given by

00	 N N

E h c2,(ts + k) = g(t s — 1) + E E 	
an am

k=-1	 n=1 m=1 Pn Pm (xn xm — 1)
koo	 .

co	 N N

E h (2,(i. + 0.5 + k) . E E 	 an am bn I),

k=1	 n=1 m=1 Pn An (xn xm — 1)

co	 NN

E hic, 2 (ts + k) = It:At, — 1) + k, 2(t,) + E E
k=-1	 n=1 m=1

where

xn = exp{ —pn}

an = ??,1. [1 — exp{ —pn, T,}] exp{pn t,}

(2.76)

(2.77)

(2.78)

bn = expf 1:12 1	 (2.81)

when constraint (2.71) is satisfied. These results allow for the cost function to be evaluated

exactly in the time domain. Numerical methods can now be used to find the optimum set

of poles that minimise equation (2.66).

2.5.2 Optimisation process and results

Using the above results, the cost function E is a function of the decision threshold d, the

pulse width Ti, (that are design parameters), the pole positions pn and the sampling instant

t,. Due to the realisability constraints that were explicitly included in the derivation of

the analytical expression for the cost function, finding the optimum filter transfer function

HT(f) is equivalent to obtain the pole positions pn and the value of t, that minimise E.

In the optimisation process, both the pole positions pn and the sampling time t a can

be taken as optimisation variables. In such an approach, for each iteration new poles
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pn and the sampling time t a are estimated and the value of the cost function evaluated.

Alternatively, only the poles pn are estimated and the value of t3 is obtained from equation

(2.70). The latter approach being preferred, since it uses a reduced number of optimisation

variables and guarantees that the signal is sampled at its maximum amplitude point.

The optimisation process was divided in two stages: generation of an initial (trial)

solution followed by the refinement of this solution. In the first optimisation stage three

different types of filters were used to generate the initial solution. The considered types

were: Thomson (maximum flat delay), Butterworth and Parabolic filters. After selection

of the order and type of filter, the filter bandwidth was optimised to minimise the cost

function. In the second optimisation stage, the pole positions obtained from the bandwidth

optimised filter were then optimised to obtain a further reduction in the value of the

cost function. From this optimisation process it was found that the bandwidth optimised

Thomson filter provides near optimum performance with improved performance for higher

order networks. Of the bandwidth optimised filters, the Butterworth gave the worst results

due to excessive ripple in the time domain response that resulted in large amounts of ISI.

Finally, the parabolic filter provided a reasonable performance but with a skewed time

domian response around the sampling instant. In figures 2.17 and 2.18 the cost function is

plotted as function of the decision threshold value for a 7 th-order optimum filter and for

the bandwidth optimised Thomson filter, respectively. For both filter types the normalised

rms ISI is less than 6 x 10 for all values of d and T, considered (T, E {0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.6)).

From these figures it can be observed that the cost function increases sharply for values of

d> 0.35 which corresponds, as expected, # o the range of values of d where the theoretical

spectrum of equation (2.33) becomes negative.

Figures 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21 show the eye-diagram for the ideal pulse shape of equation

(2.7), the optimum filter and the optimised bandwidth Thomson filter. The results are for

d = 0.2 and T, = 0.5 with poles p1 = — 5.77, 1)2,3 = —5.66 ±31.74, 14,6 = —4.26 ±j4.28 and

P6,7 = - 2.67 ± 37.30 for the optimum filter and poles pl = —6.16, P2,3 = — 5.90 ± 32.15,

p4,5 = —5.04 ± 34.36 and p6 ,7 = —3.32 ± 36.72 for the bandwidth optimised Thomson

filter (BW = 0.59). The weight setting used in the cost function was Wisi = Wtd

= 1 which was found to work well in practice. The filter transfer functions for the

three case are shown in figure 2.22. This figure shows that the three magnitude responses

are very similar and in particular the magnitude response of the optimum and Thomson

filters are indistinguishable, although they correspond to two different set of poles. The
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Figure 2.18: Optimised bandwidth Thomson filter cost function vs d for different values of
T, and N = 7
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Figure 2.19: NSD eye-diagram for d = 0.2
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Figure 2.20: Optimum filter eye-diagram for d = 0.2 and T, = 0.5
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Figure 2.21: Thomson optimised filter eye-diagram for d = 0.2 and T3 = 0.5
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main difference between the two is in the group delay with the optimum filter showing a

flatter response over a wider frequency range and thus closer to an ideal constant delay

response. The approach to signal design developed in this section is especially well suited

for practical implementation since realisability constraints were built into the the problem

formulation. The method avoids the use of idealised target functions and allows the filter

to be optimised directly in the time domain. For the higher bit-rates of interest for today's

optical communications, networks have to be modeled as being composed by distributed

elements rather than by lumped elements as assumed here. As a consequence, the network

impulse response is no longer given by equation (2.72) and the analysis presented here

would have to be reformulated to account for the filter distributed nature. Despite this,

the time and frequency domain responses obtained by such an approach can be used as

'realistic' targets for truly distributed networks or networks realised using quasi-lumped

elements as is the case of passive filters implemented as monolitic microwave integrated

circuits (MMICs).

2.6 Summary

In this chapter signal processing for digital optical receivers was considered. Several ap-

proaches for PIN receivers, where noise is considered as signal independent and optimum

solutions are known, were reviewed. In the case of receivers dominated by signal dependent

noise, such as optically preamplified or APD receivers, it was shown that the commonly

used raised cosine target can result in either non-optimum sensitivity or poor tolerance

to timing and signaling jitter. A new family of wave forms was derived that allows both

optimised sensitivity and jitter tolerant operation to be obtained. The derivation of the

new signal designs was based on strict time domain constraints and on the knowledge that

optimised sensitivity requires the receiver decision threshold to be set at a low level in

the vertical eye opening. Sensitivity implications for optically preamplified receivers were

examined indicating that the new signal designs produce receivers with sensitivities similar

to the optimised raised cosine receiver but with a much improved tolerance to jitter.

An optimisation technique based on the modified Chernoff bound that allows a rig-

orous statistical description of all the noise processes involved in c itical direct detection

was described. This approach was shown to produce signals with the same time domain

characteristics as the NSDs.
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Finally, the problem of using realisable networks to effect the NSDs pulse shaping was

addressed. It was shown that optimised all-pole networks of order (N > 6) can provide

almost ideal pulse shaping and that a bandwidth optimised Thomson filter can be used as

a near optimum equaliser.

Although the realisability problem was addressed in this chapter, this was only done

from a formal point of view. It is thus necessary to consider th - problem of practical

realisation of such signal designs using currently available technologies. The next chapters

will address this problem for multi-Gbit/s systems.



Chapter 3

GaAs technology and noise modelling

In this chapter, the technology used for the practical realisation and assessment of the signal

shaping strategies discussed in the previous chapter is described. Microwave monolithic

integrated circuit (MMIC) technology is now a mature technology and offers an attractive

prospect for use in optical communication systems. Commercially available GaAs MMIC

technologies allow the integration of active and passive components on the same die thus

allowing the realisation of compact passive and active structures. This has the advantage

of reducing production costs and, more importantly, overcomes problems of reliability

and reped.t ability usually encountered in discrete and hybrid optical receivers designed for

multi-Gbit/s operation.

The MMIC GaAs process used in the research described in this thesis was optimised

and fully characterised for operation up to 20 GHz. The process and devices are briefly

described in this chapter together with their circuit models. This will aid understand-

ing of the process limitations and will provide the necessary background for the circuit

optimisation methods to be developed in subsequent chapters.

No noise models are provided by the foundry for the active devices (GaAs MESFETs).

Instead, measured two-port noise parameters are given at a few frequency points for the

standard MESFET cells when biased for minimum noise. This information proved to be

insufficient for accurate noise optimisation of optical receivers and consequently a MESFET

noise model was adopted. The noise model and the method used for the de-embedding of

its intrinsic noise coefficients are described in detail in this chapter. Finally, the adopted

model and the noise de-embedding technique are validated for the foundry devices by

comparing the predicted noise parameters with experimental data.

45
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3.1 The GaAs foundry process

The foundry is a high performance GaAs multilayered process based on direct ion im-

plantation into GaAs semi-insulating (SI) substrate. It has three metallisation layers, two

dielectric layers, a mesa and mesa trim layer, thus allowing for the implementation of

MESFETs and several types of passive and interconnecting structures. The process FETs

are 0.5 Am gate length depletion mode MESFETs and have nominal cut-off frequencies of

20 GHz.

A cross-sectional view of the layer structure of a GaAs MMIC is represented in figure

3.1. A mesa layer is grown on the SI substrate which is used to form the MESFETs and the

Metallisation (M2)

Metallisation (M3)
	 Mesa	 Metallisation (Ml)

Nitride 2

Polyimide
Nitride 1

a.,..N.M0,00,111,•,•n •n••,..,11,111i,“••n•n•n••n,..,111,110,116,11.•	 .0011,111,W0111,11,"1,10,110,0001100110011,n•n••nn ••n•••“••••

SI GaAs substrate
Ground plane

Figure 3.1: GaAs MMIC cross-sectional view

resistors. The mesa layer can be etched to allow the production of high value resistors. A

metal layer (M1) is used to make the ohmic contacts with the mesa structure for production

of resistors and the MESFET source and drain electrodes. The next metal level (M2) is used

to form the MESFET gate Schottky contact. This metal is also used for the bottom plates

of the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors, the interdigital capacitors, the underpass

interconnections, the lower level transmission lines and the base metallisation for the bond

pads. Interlayer dielectrics — Silicon Nitride (nitride 1) and Polyimide — are placed on the

wafer to separate the metal layers, passivate the active devices and provide the dielectric

for the overlay capacitors. Via holes are etched in the two dielectric layers and filled with

metal at those points were connections have to be made between the various metal layers.

A top metal level (M3) is added which provides for the low-loss transmission lines, planar

inductors, capacitor top plates and bond pads. A final layer of silicon nitride (nitride 2) is
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used to act as a protection and passivation layer covering the whole die with the exception

of the bonding areas. Finally, through-GaAs vias are used to provide a low-inductance

path to the back-face ground plane.

3.2 Device modelling

All the devices in the process, except transmission lines, are modelled by lumped element

equivalent circuits. The models are based on measurements made on the foundry standard

cells for frequencies up to 20 GHz. Closed form polynomial expressions relate the value

of the prime element of the equivalent circuit to the device physical dimensions. The

parasitic elements, representing the device non-ideal behaviour, are then related to the

physical dimensions again using closed form polynomial expressions.

A brief description of the devices of relevance to this work is given below, together with

the equivalent circuit models. For each device, the derived two-port chain-matrix (better

known as the ABCD-matrix) is presented. These subsequently will be used in the thesis

for the time domain simulation and optimisation of post-detection signal shaping filters.

3.2.1 Passive devices
Resistors

A typical GaAs mesa resistor layout is illustrated in figure 3.2. The resistor is manufactured

on the ion implanted GaAs mesa layer that can be either etched or unetched, resulting in

sheet resistivity values of 300 n/C1 and 180 Si/o, respectively. This allows the production

of resistors of values ranging from 10 CI to 10 ka The equivalent lumped element model of

Rd 
O

il

	 I 1

IC CI

0

Figure 3.2: Mesa resistor layout	 Figure 3.3: Mesa resistor model
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the mesa resistor is shown in figure 3.3. The resistor model includes a series resistance of

frequency dependent value to account for the skin effect. The chain matrix for the resistor

equivalent circuit is given by

[ 1 + sC R,. f	 R, f	 1
R=	 (3.1)

sC(2-1-sClir1) 14-3CRff i

The mesa resistors are linear at low voltages only. A resistor behaviour within 10% of

the ideal linear behaviour can be achieved by using a resistor with minimum length

L„„„ = 4V2
	

(3.2)

were L„,,„, is in pm and V is the voltage drop across the resistor in volts .

MIM capacitors

Two types of metal-insulator-metal capacitors can be constructed. These are the silicon

nitride and the polyimide overlay capacitors. High value MIM capacitors can be formed

with the silicon nitride as the insulating material, giving capacitances in the range 1.3 —

59 pF. Lower value MIM capacitors can be formed using as insulating material a combina-

tion of the two dielectric layers (the silicon nitride and the polyimide) giving capacitance

values in the range 0.06 to 2.5 pF. Figure 3.4 shows the physical layout of a silicon nitride

capacitor. The polyimide capacitor has a similar layout but the polyimide via is omitted.

An equivalent circuit model, valid for both types of capacitor, is shown in figure 3.5 and

the corresponding chain matrix is given by

Cu. C12

C =
	

(3.3)
C21 C22
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where

C11 = 1 + Z3Y2 + Z4 C21 (3.4)

C12 = Z3 + Z5 (1 + Z3Y2) + Z4 C22 (3.5)

C21 = Yi (1 + Z3Y2 ) + Y2 (3.6)

c22 = 1 + Z3Y1 + Z5 C21 (3.7)

with

Yi = S Cm2 (3.8)

Y2 = s Cm3 (3.9)

1
Z3	 R (3.10)=	 +

r,

‘-"prsyn.e

Z4	 = sL,2 (3.11)

Z5 = 3 Lna (3.12)

Due to the low dielectric loss of silicon nitride, the resistance value in the equivalent

circuit model is set to zero for silicon nitride capacitors. Also, for silicon nitride MIM

capacitors the equivalent circuit is symmetric with Cm2 = Cm3 and Lm2 = Lm..

Planar spiral inductors

Planar inductors are produced from a square spiral in the M3 metallisation level, as shown

in figure 3.6, with values ranging from 0.35 to 13 nil. The equivalent circuit model of figure

Figure 3.6: Spiral inductor layout
	

Figure 3.7: Spiral inductor model



1 + Z3Y2	Z3 1

Yi (1 + Z3Y2 ) 1 + Z3171
L= (3.13)

cos()	 3 Zo sin(W)

I. 3 4:71 sin(cc)	 cos(951)

L= (3.17)

cc = 2rc1fft7jl (3.18)
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3.7 is capable of modelling the inductor behaviour up to 80% of the sn resonant frequency.

Resonant frequencies can vary from 32 GHz for a three turn inductor to 8 GHz for a seven

turn inductor. The inductor model is asymmetrical and its chain matrix is given by

where

= s Cm3	 (3.14)

(3.15)

Rd-3L 
Z3 =

1-F3Cfb(Rd-3L)

Transmission lines

(3.16)

Transmission lines are implemented as microstrip lines using the M2 or M3 metal layers

with metal M3 preferred due to its lower loss characteristics. Impedance values ranging

from 40 Q to 110 Q can be obtained. A cross-sectional view of a M3 line is shown in figure

3.8. For both type of lines, the chain matrix is written as

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line and cc is the electrical length given by

f being the frequency, co the speed of the light, Eel/ the frequency dependent effective

dielectric constant and 1 the physical length of the line. The foundry provides polynomial

Pal

111orostri
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Silicon nitride

Ground plans	 GaAs oubstrato

Figure 3.8: Cross-section of a M3 microstrip transmission line



C11 = 1 + Z3Y2 Z4C21 (3.19)

C12 = Z3 + Z4C22 (3.20)
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expressions that relate Z0 and eef f to the line width for both M2 and M3 lines. Due to the

multi-dielectric nature of these microstrip lines, conventional microstrip simulator models

cannot be used directly to predict performance. Nonetheless, isolated bend discontinuities

can be accommodated by applying a length correction to the lines a&oining the bend. Data

for both unchamfered and 50% chamfered bends are given by the foundry but models for

microstrip T-junctions or coupled bends are not provided, although bends are assumed to

be coupled when they are less than 250pm apart.

Other forms of transmission lines, such as coplanar lines, can be constructed but are

not supported by the manufacturer's electrical models.

Bond pads

Bond pads are builtup from M2 and M3 metals that are connected through vias in the

polyimide and nitride 1 layers. A window is opened in the nitride 2 to allow bonding to the

M3 metallisation level. Bond pads are represented electrically by a capacitance to ground

with a value proportional to the pad dimension.

Via Holes

Through GaAs vias are used to provide low impedance d.c. and r.f. ground paths. Ground

vias are 50 pm in diameter and are etched from below the die to a standard 120 pm bond

pad. They are modelled as a series inductor and resistor to ground.

Chip interface models

An electrical model is provided by the foundry for the physical transition between the

GaAs MMIC and the r.f. input and output transmission lines on alumina. The physical

transition is illustrated in figure 3.9 and the corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in

figure 3.10. The model assumes 50 SI microstrip alumina lines with the top of the GaAs

chip at the same height as the top of the alumina substrate. Two sets of equivalent circuit

element values are given, corresponding to alumina thicknesses of 635 pm and 245 pm.

The model is valid up to 14 GHz for 635 pm alumina and up to 20 GHz for 245 pm alumina

substrate. The elements of the chain matrix for the physical transition are
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C22 = 1 + Z3Yi
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Figure 3.9: MMIC/Alumina transition 	 Figure 3.10: MMIC/Alumina transition
model

where

Yi = 3C

Y2 = 3 Cbp

Z3 = 3L

Z4 = 3L1

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

3.2.2 Active devices

The foundry active devices are 0.5 /./rn gate length MESFETs with a II - gate geometry as

shown in figure 3.11. The FET active area is defined in the mesa layer with the source and

drain ohmic contacts in the M1 metallisation level. Interconnections between the ohmic

contacts in the source and the drain are made using metal M3. The gate is formed in

Figure 3.11: Four finger MESFET layout
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the M2 metallisation level and the allowed geometries are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 finger FETs

with individual finger widths ranging from 50 pm to 175pm. Typical figures for the FETs,

as a function of the total gate width, are g„, = 148 mS/mm, gd, = 11.5 mS/mm and

fT = 19 GHz at a bias current equal to 100% of lass. For low noise operation the devices

should be biased at 20% of Ids, in which case gm = 82 mS/mm, gd, = 11 mS/mm and

iT = 16 GHz. The mean Ids, figure for the MESFETs is 150 mA/mm.

The foundry provides bias dependent, scalable, linear FET models. These models cover

all the allowed FET geometries and are valid for bias currents within the range 10%-100%

of Id„• The validity of the models is, however, restricted to Vas = 5V. Alternatively,

circuit values for the small-signal FET equivalent circuit model of figure 3.12 are given for

some geometries at fixed bias point i. This equivalent lumped element circuit is capable

Figure 3.12: MESFET equivalent circuit

of modelling the FET behaviour to frequencies over 20 GHz. The physical origin of the

various circuit elements of the model is represented in figure 3.13. The model is subdivided

into two parts, the intrinsic parameters that characterize the active region under the gate

and are functions of the biasing conditions and the extrinsic parameters that are bias

independent. Both types of parameter depend on the device dimensions and are functions

of the technological parameters. The intrinsic parameters comprise the input capacitance

Cgs, the transconductance g,„,„ the output conductance gds and the feedback capacitance

Cd9 . These parameters can be related to variations in the drain current and the stored

charge in the active region of the device as functions of the gate and drain voltages [531.
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Figure 3.13: Physical origin of the MESFET equivalent circuit

Additionally, the gate charging resistance R, and the time To taken by the carriers to travel

under the gate region are necessary for correct modelling of the electrical behaviour of the

intrinsic device. The extrinsic circuit elements are:

• the inductances Lg , Ld and L. associated with the size of the electrodes and inter-

connections;

• the series gate resistance Rg used to model the voltage drop associated with the flow

of gate current in the gate metallisation;

• the source Rs and drain Rd resistances composed of the electrode contact resistance

(Rco ) and the resistance of the doped source and drain access regions, respectively;

• Cds corresponding to the substrate capacitance.

The equivalent circuit element values for the foundry FETs were obtained from s-

parameter measurements on devices in the common-source (CS) configuration. Since

through-GaAs via holes are used for source grounding, the values of R. and Ls actually

model the FET source extrinsic elements plus the via connections. For other configura-

tions, common-drain (CD) and common-gate (CG), this must be considered and the via

effect subtracted for Rs and Ls.

3.3 Noise modelling

The noise behaviour of a passive or active device can be fully characterized at microwave

frequencies by three noise parameters: the minimum noise factor Fs., the optimum source
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admittance Yopt and the equivalent noise resistance R„, together with a set of small-signal

parameters such as the s-parameters or any other equivalent set [54, 55]. Noise analysis of

a microwave circuit can then be effected using the measured values of the noise and small-

signal parameters of the device. There are, however, some advantages to be gained by using

circuit noise models instead of measured parameters. First, noise models for the passives

can be simply obtained from the equivalent circuit without the need for a separate noise

characterisation. Secondly, noise measurement techniques are, at present, time consuming

and susceptible to experimental error [56]. Thus, measured noise parameters are usually

provided by device manufacturers at only a limited number of frequencies. In this case, a

noise model must be used to either interpolate or extrapolate the device noise behaviour

at those frequencies where no experimental data is available. Finally, the MMIC designer

may use the active device in configurations other than the one in which the device was

characterised (usually the CS configuration). This normally amounts to removing the

effects of grounding impedances of the source electrode (usually via holes) to account

correctly for the noise performance of the other configurations. This operation is only

possible if the noise model adopted has physical significance.

For the GaAs foundry used the manufacturer provides measured values of Fn.., Yopt

and R„ in the frequency range 2-20 GHz in 2 GHz steps. These parameters are given for

the standard foundry FET cells biased for low noise operation. As discussed before, for

these standard geometries the manufacturer also provides the element values of the FET

small-signal equivalent circuit. This information on its own, due to the sparsity of the

noise characterization, i: not sufficient for accurate noise analysis of the broad and narrow-

band optical receivers that will be discussed in the following chapters. Nonetheless, it is

sufficient to obtain the parameters of a noise model that can be used to predict the noise

performance of the devices over the desired frequency range. The method used to obtain

such parameters is discussed in the following sections.

3.3.1 The MESFET noise model

As for the case of small-signal modelling, the noisy FET can be separated into two parts,

the extrinsic and the intrinsic device. The extrinsic noisy FET, shown in figure 3.14,

consists of the noiseless elements Lg , L., L d and C dg and the access resistances Rg , R, and
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Rd that generate thermal noise with spectral densities given by

d	 9
crnini =

	

	
n = g,s and d

2k 
(3.27)

Figure 3.14: Extrinsic FET noise model

The inductances Lg , L„ Ld and the substrate capacitance Cds whilst not contributing

directly to the generation of noise, introduce a frequency dependence in the noise generated

by the extrinsic FET thermal noise sources and transform the noise spectrum associated

with the intrinsic device. Equation (3.27) can only be used to predict the thermal noise

generated by the extrinsic circuit if the values of the access resistances are 'physical' values.

Since these are obtained from the small-signal model of the MESFET, which is obtained

using parameter fitting techniques, this might actually not be the case. However, for the

foundry FETs the values given for the extrinsic components are practically independent

of the bias conditions, which tends to indicate the self-consistency of the model and con-

sequently the physical significance of the extrinsic element values [57].

The model chosen to represent the intrinsic noisy FET is shown in figure 3.15. It has

been extensively used in the literature for the noise modelling of MESFETs and was first

proposed by Van der Ziel [58, 591. The model characterizes the noise behaviour of the

intrinsic FET by introducing two noise current generators; one in the gate input circuit ig

and the other in the drain output circuit id. The resistors Ri and Rd, are assumed to be

noiseless, with their noise contribution totally included in ig and id.
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Figure 3.15: Intrinsic FET noise model

The noise current generator i d represents the short-circuit channel noise generated in

the drain-source path. This can be shown to have a white spectrum in the microwave

frequency range [56] with power spectral density given by

—
d
 (idi) = 2 k 0 g„ P	 (3.28)

df

where P is a dimensionless coefficient that depends on the d.c. bias conditions, the device

geometry and the technological parameters. In the absence of drain bias, this noise source

represents the thermal noise generated in the drain resistance Rds [60]. For positive bias,

the channel noise is larger than the thermal noise generated in Rda alone. The channel noise

is then attributed to different phenomena such as hot-electron noise, inter-valley-scattering

noise and high-field diffusion noise [56, 60]. Besides, any thermal noise generated locally

in the channel modulates the conductive cross section of the channel and results in an

amplified noise voltage at the drain [58, 60]. Additionally, locally generated noise voltages

in the channel result in charge fluctuations in the depletion region that in turn induce

a compensation charge fluctuation in the gate electrode [59, 60]. The total induced-gate

charge fluctuation is described, in the intrinsic noise model, by the noise current generator

ig which has frequency dependent power spectral density given by

(igi*g) =. 2 k (w Cgs)2 R	 (3.29)
gm.

where (4, = 2 ir f and R is a dimensionless coefficient dependent on the FET geometry, the

bias conditions and the technological parameters. Since, i g and i d have a common origin,

the two noise sources are partially correlated with cross-correlati n spectral density given

by

= 321c 9 co Cgs CN/1:1
	

(3.30)
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where the correlation coefficient C is defined by:

/ • •*x

C = 7 	
df\igid1 

(3.31)-
 \p

p • k d i • **
Tv	 ,Ti \id/di

As is the case for the other two coefficients, P and R, C is a function of the technological

parameters, the bias conditions and the device geometry. In the model the cross-correlation

spectral density is purely imaginary since it results from the capacitive coupling of the gate

circuit with the drain circuit noise sources.

The noise model, as it stands, can be further enhanced to account for flicker noise

[56, 61], the generation-recombination noise linked to the existence of traps in the semicon-

ductor forbidden band [56, 62] and the noise due to the gate leakage current [58, 59, 56, 62].

However, these effects become dominant at low frequencies only where no noise data is

available for the foundry MESFETs. Consequently, no attempt was made to include these

phenomena in the noise modelling of the devices.

Since first introduced by Van der Ziel [58, 59], the noise coefficients P, R and C have

been estimated from physical device modelling and used, together with the above described

model, to predict the device noise parameters F,n,n , Yopt and Rn. However, only recently

has the problem of obtaining the values of the noise coefficients irom experimental mea-

surements started to be considered [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Since equations (3.28), (3.29)

and (3.30) fully determine the frequency dependence of the intrinsic device noise sources,

if the power and cross-correlation spectral densities of the intrinsic FET can be found from

experimental data, at least at one measurement frequency f, then the values of P, R and

C can be obtained from the inversion of these equations. They are given by

(3.32)

(3.33)

1 
C =	 (3.34)

3 2 k 9 co Cg 

where, in this case, the power and cross-correlation spectral densities represent measured

values. The experimentally obtained values of the noise coefficients can then be used in

equations (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30), to predict the intrinsic device noise behaviour over

the entire frequency range where the noise phenomena accounted for in the model are

1 	 d
P=

2 k gni° df

gm„	 d /. .*\
R-

- 2 k (w C23 )2 df \Zgigi
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dominant. If the effects of the extrinsic device are then allowed for, a full characterisation

of the FET can be obtained. The remaining problem is then to obtain the magnitude

of the intrinsic noise sources at the measurement frequencies. This can be done using

a de-embedding technique where the influence of the extrinsic FET is removed from the

experimental data. Before the de-embedding technique and procedures are discussed the

noise analysis method that will serve as its basis will be reviewed.

3.3.2 Noise analysis

The noise analysis method to be used is the correlation matrix method proposed by

Hilbrand and Russer [68]. In this analysis the noisy two-port network is seen as an in-

terconnection of more basic two-ports whose noise behaviour is known. Although more

general methods are available [64, 67, 66], the types of network discussed in this thesis can

be generally considered as two-ports. Also, the Hilbrand and Russer method can be simply

and efficiently used for computer-aided noise analysis.

To describe a two-port network as the interconnection of more basic two-ports the

following operations need to be effected [69]: series connection, parallel connection and

cascade connection. If the admittance, impedance and chain matrix representations are

chosen to describe the linear two-ports then, in the appropriate representation, each of

these connections corresponds to a simple matrix operation. That is, if two two-port

networks N1 and N2 are to be interconnected to form the two-port network N, then the

matrix describing the resulting two-port is obtained by [69]

Parallel: Y = Y1 + Y2 (3.35)

Series: Z = Zi. + Z2 (3.36)

Cascade: C = C1 C2 (3.37)

where Y, Z and C represent the two-port matrices in the admittance, impedance and

chain representations respectively and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two-ports to be

connected'. The different representations can be easily converted one to another [70] so that

the mathematical operation corresponding to the desired interconnection is implemented

in the more convenient representation.

1 In the chain representation N 1 and N2 correspond to the input and output networks, respectively.
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Additionally, any noisy linear two-port can be replaced by a noise equivalent circuit

that consists of the original two-port, now assumed to be noiseless, and two additional

noise sources [54, 55]. This is shown in figure 3.16 for the three representations considered.

The noisy network is then represented by its linear two-port matrix (Y, Z or C) and its

Figure 3.16: Two-port noise models

correlation matrix (Cy, Cz or Cc) whose elements are the power and cross-correlation

spectral densities of the equivalent noise sources and are defined as:

Cy	
4I(iii) 4(12:;)
= 

4(iIi2) di.2) j 	
(3.38)

cz .	
dif (eon 4 (eie)

tfi (ele2) tfi (e2e;) 1	
(3.39)

if' (e e*) -,Ecit (e is)
Cc =

	

	 (3.40)
il,f (esi) 4 (i il

If the noisy networks N1 and N2 are interconnected to form the two-port network N,

their correlation matrices must be combined as [68]:

Parallel: Cy = Cy2 + Cy2 (3.41)

Series: Cz = Czi + Cm (3.42)

Cascade: Cc = Cc1 -I- C 1 Cc2 CI (3.43)

where t denotes Hermitian conjugation.

Finally, conversion between representations for the correlation matrices are given by

the transformation

CR = T Co Tt	 (3.44)

where Co and CR denote the correlation matrix of the original and resulting representation,

respectively and T is the transformation matrix between the two representations. This
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matrix is given in table 3.1 for transformations between the admittance, impedance and

chain representations [68].

resulting
representation

original representation

Y Z C

Y [
1	 0	 I Y12[y ii

Y21	 Y22 .1
—Y11	 1

L0	 1 —Y21	 0

Z [Z 11	 Z12 II {	 1	 01
Z21

—Z11 I[
Z22 0	 1 0	 —z21

C [
0	 C12 1 [ 1	 —C 11	 ] [	 1	 0	 ]
1	 C220	 C21 0	 1

Table 3.1: Transformation matrices

3.3.3 Noise de-embedding

The noise de-embedding problem can now be solved. It involves the determination of the

correlation matrix of the embedded network N2 (or N1 ) when the correlation matrices of

the composite network N and of the embedding network N 1 (or N2 ) are known. This can

be done by inverting equations (3.35), (3.36), (3.37), (3.41), (3.42) and (3.43):

Y2 = Y — Yl

Yl = Y — Y2

Z2 = Z —

1 Z1 = Z — Z2

J C2=C1C

1 = C

1
 Cy2 = Cy — CY1

Cyi = Cy — CY2

Cm = CZ — CZ1

Cm = CZ — CZ2

CC2 = Ci 1 (CC — CC1) Cr1

CC' = C—CiC2 C

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

The remaining problem is now to determine the correlation matrices of the composite

and embedding networks. The correlation matrix of the total two-port in the chain repre-

sentation can be calculated from the measured values of the noise parameters Fn., Yopt

and R„, as

Cc = 21c 00
Rn

(Fmin-1)
[

Rnyo*pt

Fni,,,,_1,-1.	 Rnyopt
2

Rn I Yopt 1 2
(3.48)

2
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where Bo is the standard reference temperature of the input termination (290 K). The corre-

lation matrix of the embedding network can, in principle, be obtained by the same process

[67]. However, the embedding network is normally not accessible for direct measurement.

In this case, if the equivalent circuit is known, consists only of passive elements and is

reciprocal then the correlation matrix can be obtained in the admittance or impedance

representations as

Cy = 2 k 0 Re(Y)	 (3.49)

Cz = 2 k 0 Re(Z)	 (3.50)

This means that for a passive network knowledge of the equivalent circuit and physical

temperature is sufficient to obtain its correlation matrix.

Foundry FET noise de-embedding

At this stage, all the methodology to effect noise de-embedding has been developed. It

will now be applied to obtain the values of the P, R, and C noise coefficients for the GaAs

foundry standard cells. The steps involved in the de-embedding process are as follows:

1. Obtain the FET correlation matrix in the chain representation from the measured

values of F,„,„, Yort and R„ using (3.48).

2. From the measured s-parameters obtain the FET Z-matrix, or alternatively evaluate

it using the FET equivalent circuit.

3. Form the Y-matrix of the gate and drain extrinsic impedances and using (3.49) obtain

their correlation matrix in the admittance representation. Using (3.44) transform the

result into the chain representation.

4. Form the Z-matrix of the source impedance and using (3.50) obtain the correlation

matrix in the impedance representation.

5. De-embed from the source extrinsic impedance using (3.46) and transform the result

in the chain representation (3.44).

6. Using (3.47) de-embed from the gate impedance and then from the drain impedance.
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7. Convert the last result into the admittance representation. At this stage the de-

embedded network consists of the intrinsic device plus Cds. Although Cds and Ccig

are not part of the intrinsic noise model (figure 3.15), de-embedding from these

components is not necessary since the magnitude of the intrinsic correlation matrix

in the admittance representation is not affected by the presence of Cds and Cdg.

8. The de-embedding process is now complete. The noise coefficients P, R, and C are

then calculated from equations (3.32), (3.33) and (3.34), respectively, using the ex-

perimentally determined values for the power and cross-correlation spectral densities

and the measurement frequency. If the de-embedding process is done at more than

one frequency, then an average of the extracted noise coefficients should be effected

to reduce the effects of measurement noise and of experimental errors.

The extracted values of the noise coefficients P, R and C can now be used in the FET

noise model to predict the device noise behaviour at any frequency falling within the range

of validity of the model.

3.3.4 Results and method validation

Using the noise de-embedding technique described above, the values of the noise coeffi-

cients P, R and C were obtained for the foundry standard FET cells biased for low noise

operation. The measured values of the noise parameters Frnin , nut and 17,„ used in the

de-embedding process were obtained from data supplied by the manufacturer at 10 equally

sp ed frequencys points bet ween 2 and 20 GHz. Since no set of measured s-parameters

was available from the manufacturer, the device Z-matrix was evaluated from the MES-

FET small signal equivalent circuit. The noise coefficients were extracted for each device

at the 10 measurement frequencies and the mean value of each coefficient was determined

and employed. The de-embedded P, R and C values are given in table 3.2 for the foundry

standard MESFET cells.

MESFET P op R (JR C cra

2 x 100 1.184 0.018 0.162 0.035 0.751 0.015
4 x 75 1.153 0.030 0.147 0.032 0.775 0.026
4 x 150 1.178 0.011 0.170 0.036 0.863 0.026
6 x 50 1.154 0.012 0.146 0.021 0.775 0.055

Table 3.2: P, R and C values and standard deviation for the foundry MESFETs
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Figure 3.17 represents the frequency behaviour of the de-embedded correlation matrix

for the 4 x 150 MESFET obtained at step 7 of the de-embedding process described above.

From this figure it can be seen that the de-embedded device displays a noise behaviour very

close to that predicted for the intrinsic device by equations (3.29), (3.30) and (3.28). The

gate noise power spectral density (Sgg in figure 3.17) has an almost ideal parabolic frequency

behaviour, while the drain noise power spectral density ( Sdd in figure 3.17) deviates less

than 2% from a white power spectrum. The imaginary part of the cross-correlation spectral

density (Mag(Sgd) in figure 3.17) is almost perfectly linear, as predicted by equation (3.30)

but, as can be seen from the figure the phase of the de-embedded cross-correlation spectral

density differs from the ideal 90 degree value. However, this difference is at maximum 8%

over all the frequency range.
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Figure 3.17: Frequency behaviour of the Cy-matrix elements for the 4 x 150 intrinsic
MESFET

For the other three devices the de-embedded correlation matrix displayed also nearly

ideal frequency behaviour.

The de-embedded values of the noise coefficients are shown in figures 3.18 and 3.19 for

the 4 x 150 and the 2 x 100 MESFETs, respectively. Also represented in the figures are

the mean values of the three noise coefficients. From these figures the noise coefficients

are seen, as expected, to be practically independent of frequency over the measurement
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Figure 3.18: De-embedded P, R, and C val- Figure 3.19: De-embedded P, R, and C val-
ues for the 4 x 150 MESFET	 ues for the 2 x 100 MESFET

frequency range.

Finally, figures 3.20 and 3.21 compare the measured values of the noise parameters

NF,„,' 8,,,, Im(Yovt) and the normalised value of ./i n for both MESFETs with the

values obtained from simulation using the adopted noise model and the de-embedded values

of P, R and C. These figures show very good agreement between the simulation and

measured parameters, thus validating both the adopted MESFET noise model and the

noise de-embedding technique.

3.4 MATLAB Toolbox: Circuit Analysis

A circuit analysis toolbox was written for use with the numerical analysis program MAT-

LAB [71]. The toolbox uses the MATLAB matrix functions to provide a specialised set

of circuit analysis functions. It consists of a collection of algorithms, expressed as MAT-

LAB files, which implement all the mathematical functions necessary for the noise and

frequency response numerical analysis of two-port networks of arbitrary complexity. The

toolbox includes:

• signal and noise interconnection functions;

• signal and noise de-embedding functions;

• two-port ideal passive and active element models;

• two-port GaAs foundry passive and active device models;
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Figure 3.20: Measured (Y) and predicted (`—') noise parameters for the 4 x 150 MESFET

Figure 3.21: Measured (Y) and predicted (`—') noise parameters for the 2 x 100 MESFET
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• P, R and C noise de-embedding routine;

• general utility functions.

A short description of the circuit analysis toolbox functions is given in appendix C.

The toolbox was successfully used to effect the noise de-embedding process discussed

in this chapter. It was also used for the time domain optimisation of post detection pulse

shaping filters as well as for the noise optimisation of an analogue noise-tuned optical

receiver. These will be discussed in the following chapters.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter the GaAs MMIC process used in the practical implementations to be

discussed later in this thesis was de3cribed. A brief description of the main features of

the process, the physical layout of the foundry passive and active devices, their equivalent

circuit models and model limitations has been provided. The derived chain matrix for each

of the GaAs foundry passive components was also given.

Noise modelling of the foundry active devices (MESFETs) was considered in detail.

Noise data provided by the manufacturer was used to determine three noise coefficients

that, together with the small signal equivalent model, allow full characterisation of the

noise behaviour of the active devices. The adopted noise model was discussed and its

noise coefficients obtained for the standard foundry MESFET cells. A two-port network

noise analysis technique was reviewed that served as the basis for the noise de-embedding

method used in the determination of the MESFET's noise coefficients P, R and C. The

de-embedding procedure used for the foundry MESFETs was detailed and the obtained

values of the noise coefficients given. The adopted noise model and the de-embedding

procedure were then validated by comparing the simulated noise parameters Fn.., ;A

and R„, with the experimental data provided by the manufacturer.

In the next chapter the potential of the GaAs technology for the realisation of the signal

shaping strategies developed in the previous chapter will be assessed. This will be done

by realising both passive and active structures that implement the pulse shaping strategies

of chapter 3 and are suitable for optical communication systems operating in the Gbit/s

region.



Chapter 4

Pseudo-lumped-element GaAs
receivers for binary signalling

This chapter discusses the practical implementation of the signal processing strategies

proposed in chapter 2 for the realisation of jitter tolerant optical receivers and also the re-

alisation of optical receivers tolerant to input circuit parasitics. The proposed designs were

implemented as MMICs using the GaAs foundry process described in the previous chapter.

Three designs are presented. The first one to be discussed is an optical receiver designed to

operate at 4.8 Gbit/s with 50% return-to-zero (RZ) pulses. The receiver integrates both the

linear amplification and the signal shaping functions that are usually shared between the

amplifier and the post-detection filter. The receiver filtering function was derived using the

MCB optimisation technique described in section 2.4 and provides optimum signal shaping

for use with APD photodiodes [72, 73]. This design clearly illustrates the practical viability

of the signal shaping techniques proposed in chapter 2 and it will serve to assess the GaAs

foundry potential and limitations for the realisation of high-speed optical receivers. The

potential advantages of embedded signal shaping may, however, not be achieved in practice

due to the tolerance with which a pre-specified transfer function can be achieved. For an

integrated receiver this tolerance is essentially associated with the receiver input circuit

and depends on factors such as photodiode capacitance, bond-wire inductance and mount-

ing stray capacitance. The second design proposed is considered to mitigate this problem

by using a low input impedance front-end stage. The receiver operates at 5 Gbit/s and was

conceived as a true transimpedance design using a common-gate (CG) front-end stage to

achieve a high degree of insensitivity to input parasitics [74, 75, 76].

The last design discussed explores the use of passive post-detection filters implemented

as GaAs MMICs to effect the pulse shaping proposed in section 2.3. This design extends

68
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the useful frequency range of the GaAs technology for signal shaping beyond the capabil-

ity of active circuits and pulse shaping filters for 10 Gbit/s and 15 Gbit/s operation are

demonstrated [77]. For the purpose of accurate design of GaAs post-detection filters, a

time domain optimisation technique was developed [78, 79]. The technique allows for the

inclusion of process degeneracies associated with the quasi-lumped nature of the GaAs

foundry devices and overcomes some of the limitations of commercially available computer

aided design (CAD) tools.

4.1 GaAs receiver with embedded signal shaping

In this section the design, optimisation and performance of a GaAs integrated optical

receiver will be discussed. The objective is to design an avalanche photodiode (APD)

receiver based on the MCB optimisation strategy [46, 47]. The receiver is optimised to

operate at 4.8 Gbit/s with RZ pulses and incorporates the required signal shaping to secure

optimal noise filtering and jitter tolerance. Of course useful signal gain and good output

matching to 50 Si is also required.

The main feature of the design is the integration of the pulse shaping function in the

preamplifier itself. This has some advantages over the traditional physical splitting be-

tween linear amplification and the equalisation or filtering functions [80] since it minimises

the number of system components. This, consequently reduces the number of circuit inter-

connections which can be translated into a reduction of production and packaging costs,

improved circuit repeatability and increased system reliability.

Physically, the integration of the amplification and filtering functions in the same MMIC

can be made in two fundamentally different ways. In a first approach, the preamplifier is

followed by a pulse shaping filter with both functional blocks integrated on the same chip.

This approach retains all the integration advantages mentioned above but adds complexity

to the design. However, the traditional method of receiver design requires either the

presence of an equaliser before the pulse shaping filter to correct for the preamplifier

frequency response or, alternatively, the use of a preamplifier with excess-bandwidth so

that the overall receiver response is virtually independent of the preamplifier response.

This may result in a noise penalty. In a second approach the preamplifier response is

tailored to match the response of the required filtering transfer function. This approach

has the advantage of simplicity over the first one and was selected for the realisation of the
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APD receiver being considered here.

4.1.1 Receiver target response

The MCB based optimisation method could, in principle, be directly used to obtain the

optimum receiver. The optimisation would involve the selection of an appropriate pream-

plifier structure with some of the circuit parameters taken as opt irr isation variables. The

actual receiver impulse response would then be directly used in equation (2.65) to evaluate

the MCB. An iterative procedure could then arrive to the optimum solution for a given

circuit topology and a given set of optimisation variables. Such an optimisation process

would require the efficient evaluation of the receiver noise and impulse response as well as

the capability to evaluate and use the MCB as the cost function to control the optimisation

algorithm. Such a combination of factors is not provided by present day CAD tools and an

alternative route had to be followed for the design and optimisation of the receiver using

the MCB criteria.

In reference [48] O'Reilly et al showed that receiver filters realised as L-C ladder net-

works can be optimised using the MCB formulation to provide a receiver performance

approaching the strict optimum established using variational calculus techniques. Further-

more, it is shown that in practice simple third order networks yield a performance that is

close to the optimum. This suggests that an MCB optimised receiver can be obtained if

its impulse response can be made to match that of an adequately optimised L-C ladder

network. The third order lumped element network represented in figure 4.1 was obtained

using an MCB based optimisation technique [48, 50] for the A of design parameters given

in table 4.1 and it was used to define the receiver target response. The corresponding

Bit rate 4.8 Gbit/s
Input pulse Gaussian
Jitter range 15% of T
APD gain 10
APD ionisation coefficient 0.3
Noise spectral density 10 pA/ N 1/Tz

Table 4.1: Receiver design parameters

eye-diagram is shown in figure 4.2. This network was used as the basis for the preamplifier

design. It should be noted that no attempt was made to evaluate or include in the opti-

misation the 'true' receiver noise; instead a white noise spectrum was assumed. However,
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Figure 4.1: MCB optimised filter, ref. [50]	 Figure 4.2: Receiver target eye-diagram

coloured noise can easily be included in the optimisation as discussed in reference [81].

4.1.2 Receiver design

The adopted circuit topology is shown in figure 4.3. The design consists of three stages

where each stage is based on the 4 x 75 pm foundry FET which, for this design, offered a

good compromise between gain and bandwidth. The front-end stage is a transimpedance

stage (TZ) using an FET in a common source configuration with voltage-shunt feedback.

Vdl	 'd2	 Vd3

0 60pF
--lh_

450 n

H160_pF

=
	0 0/P

-1h_
60,

Figure 4.3: Optical receiver schematic diagram
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A low value of the feedback resistor (220 Si) was selected to achieve wideband operation of

the first stage and ensure a low input impedance, securing a final optimised response that

is not unduly compromised by variations in the photodiode capacitance and bond-wire

inductance. The input stage is followed by a cascode gain stage that provides a voltage

gain of nearly 10 and a series inductor is used between the two first stages. This inductor,

together with the combined effects of shunt capacitances of the FETs and passives, on

its two terminals, acts as a third order low pass filter and facilitates the matching of the

receiver response with that of the target filter response. The final stage is a source follower

with an active load selected to provide an output impedance close to 50 S1, resulting in a

VSWR better than 1.9:1 over the range of operation. The final stage voltage gain is Pe., 0.5

and so the total receiver transimpedance is close to 60 dBS1. The area occupied by the

receiver on GaAs is 2 x 3 mm and a photomicrograph of the receiver is shown in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Receiver photomicrograph

4.1.3 Optimisation and simulation results

As discussed before, the design goal is to obtain an MMIC receiver circuit that emulates

as closely as possible the impulse response of the MCB optimised L-C ideal filter. For

the proposed design this was achieved by the optimisation of the values of the feedback

resistance, the first and second stage drain resistances, the coupling inductor between the
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first and second stages and the FETs bias currents.

Due to the nature of the problem, the optimisation process is best done in the time

domain. However, no commercial microwave CAD tools were available to provide a time

domain optimisation facility. Therefore, the MMIC design was optimised in the frequency

domain'. From the description of the GaAs foundry components and associated circuit

models, examined in the previous chapter, it is to be expected that the receiver performance

will depend on the actual MMIC layout. Thus, the optimisation consists in an iterative

process between optimisation of component values (dimensions) and circuit layout. The

adopted optimisation procedure can be described in four distinct stages:

1. In the first stage the circuit is modelled using detailed FET models but ideal passive

elements are used and no layout information is included. This allows the feasibility

of the design to be assessed and gives a first estimate of the GaAs passive component

values.

2. Next, complete equivalent circuits for all passive devices are used and the circuit is

tuned to accommodate their affect. Transitions to external circuits are also added at

this stage.

3. A detailed GaAs layout is now produced with the lengths of critical transmission

lines in the circuit extracted from the MMIC layout. Their affect is included in the

circuit modelling.

4. The circuit is again tuned to compensate for the affect of the layout.

Some iteration is required for the last two optimisation stages since new component values

(dimensions) lead to a different layout and conversely a new layout may lead to new

component values. In spite of that, the execution of the first two optimisation stages ensures

that the interaction between the final two optimisation stages is small and convergence is

rapidly achieved.

Figure 4.5 shows the final frequency response of the MMIC (solid line) and compares

it to the response of the ideal target (broken and dotted line). Also shown in the figure

is the receiver response at the first stage of the optimisation p ocess (broken line). This

1 A time domain optimisation technique for the optimisation of post-detection GaAs filters will be
considered later in this chapter.
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figure clearly reveals the impact that the non-ideal behaviour of the GaAs passive compo-

nents, the transmission lines and the interface components have on the receiver response.

This degradation due to circuit 'non-ideal' behaviour becomes increasingly important with

higher frequency operation. Thus any optimisation method, to be successful, must account

for these factors as thoroughly as possible.

0

10
0

10
1

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4.5: Receiver frequency response: 	 'final MMIC; `— —' with ideal passives;
`— — —' target

The MMIC was optimised assuming a photodiode capacitance (Cd) of 0.3 pF and a

bond-wire inductance (Lbw ) of 1 nH. Figure 4.6 shows the simulated eye-diagram using

these values. When compared with the eye-diagram of the ideal L-C filter it displays 16%

of eye-closure, at the optimum sampling point, resulting in approximately 0.8 dB of optical

power penalty due to intersymbol interference. In spite of that, the eye still exhibits the

general features of the target (figure 4.2), namely depressed signal crossings and low slope

ISI, at the optimum sampling instant, assuring tolerance to jitter and sampling errors.

Spread in component values can affect the receiver response and consequently its pulse

shapir g function. For the GaAs fou- dry components tolerance is typically less than 10%.

In contrast, the photodiode capacitance and bond wire inductance can vary by as much as

100%; consequently, these will be the main factors affecting the receiver response. Figure
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4.7 shows the receiver eye-diagram when the photodiode capacitance is increased to 0.5 pF

maintaining the bond-wire inductance value. The eye now displays 22% of eye-closure,

corresponding to about 1.1 dB in optical power penalty, this being almost entirely due

to an increase in the eye diagram skew. Besides eye-closure, skew in the eye-diagram

will also reduce the tolerance to timing errors and jitter and thus must be avoided. To

reduce the sensitivity to photodiode capacitance and bond-wire inductance the receiver

input impedance must be reduced. For a transimpedance design this is achieved using

a low value of the feedback resistance which can mean the use of excessive amounts of

feedback, compromising the receiver gain, stability and noise. In the next section, the use

of the common-gate configuration for the front-end stage will be proposed as a way to

realise receivers with intrinsic low input impedance and with a high degree of insensitivity

to photodiode parasitics.

005 01	 015 02 0.25 03 035 04
	

006 01	 015 02 025 03 035 04
Turns (rue)
	

Tune (rue)

Figure 4.6: Eye-diagram Cd = 0.3 pF and Figure 4.7: Eye-diagram Cd = 0.5 pF and
Lbw = 1 nH	 = 1 nH

4.2 Common-gate optical receivers

As shown in the previous section, signal shaping networks can be critically affected by

circuit sensitivity to parameters that are difficult to control and predict. For an integrated

optical receiver preamplifier such parameters are mainly associated with the receiver input

circuit and are the photodiode capacitance, the bondwire inductance and the mounting

parasitic capacitance. To deal with this problem two solutions can be adopted. In the

first one, a preamplifier with excess bandwidth is used followed by a post-detection filter

that effects the desired signal shaping function. The preamplifier bandwidth must be high
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enough so that the predicted worst case —3 dB frequency is higher than the maximum

frequency of interest, resulting in an overall receiver response that is virtually independent

of the preamplifier response. This approach is obviously incompatible with embedding of

the signal sE aping in the preamplifier and is technologically difficult to implement since high

bit rate receivers already operate close to the speed limits of present day semiconductor

technologies. The second solution is to use a preamplifier front-end circuit configuration

that renders the overall receiver tolerant to the input circuit parasitics. Circuit topologies

that have an intrinsically low input impedance can be used as the first stage of an optical

receiver to achieve some degree of insensitivity to photodiode and assembly parasitics.

From this viewpoint the useful transistor configurations are the common-base (CB) for

bipolar circuits and the common-gate (CG) for FET circuits. Optical receivers that use

the CB configuration as the input stage have been proposed in the past [82, 83, 84, 85].

The proposed designs used the CB configuration either as a first stage in a transimpedance

optical receiver [83] or simply as a low impedance input stage [82, 84, 85]. Here, a novel

implementation of a low input impedance design realised as a GaAs MMIC employing a

common-gate configuration as the first stage of a tra,nsimpedance receiver is demonstrated.

The assembled receiver achieved 5 Gbit/s operation with an optical sensitivity better than

—13 dBm. The low impedance front end solution — that is both compatible with the

embedding of the signal shaping in the receiver or with the use of post-detection filters —

will now be discussed.

4.2.1 Low input impedance receivers

The mechanism by which a low input impedance stage, like a CG stage, can provide

increased tolerance to photodiode parasitics can be understood by considering the following

argument: the usual CS configuration has an intrinsically high input resistance which,

when combined with the photodiode capacitance, the mounting capacitance and the FET

gate-to-source capacitance (G93 ) gives origin to a dominant pole that limits the bandwidth

capability of the optical receiver. By using an input configuration with an intrinsically low

input resistance this pole can be shifted up in frequency so that it is no longer dominant.

In this case, variations in the input pole position, due to circuit uncertainties, will have

only a moderate effect on the receiver bandwidth. Additionally, a transimpedance optical

receiver can also be made to be more tolerant to photodiode and parasitic capacitances if a

low input impedance first stage is used [83]. This can be understood with reference to the
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simplified diagram of a transimpedance amplifier represented in figure 4.8. In this diagram

the amplifier input impedance is the parallel combination of the resistance R. and the

capacitor CC?, and the amplifier is assumed to have a frequency independent voltage gain

A. The photodiode is modelled by the ideal current source l p and the capacitance Cd

Rf

C f

IpCip Tcd 
Figure 4.8: Transimpedance optical receiver model

The feedback impedance is represented as the parallel combination of the resistance Rf

and the capacitance Cf . For this simplified model the close loop transimpedance Az(s)

can be written as

Az(0) 
Az (s) — 	 	 (4.1)

1 + s [Cf +	 (Cd + Cf Cin)] Az(0)

where Az(0) is the midband closed loop transimpedance given by

—Azo
Az(0) = 1 + Azomf	 (4.2)

and Az, = n Au is the midband open loop transimpedance with R 	 parallel combi-

nation of R", and Rf.

In equation 4.1 the total input capacitance Cd Cf+Ctr, appears multiplied by the factor

kin/Az° and this shows that for two amplifiers with identical open-loop transimpedance

gains, a lower input resistance — will produce a frequency response that is much less

sensitive to the total value of the input capacitance. Alternatively, since Rin /Azo = 1/A1

the amplifier voltage gain can be increased to desensitise the amplifier response from the

total value of the input capacitance. However, this approach poses problems at microwave

frequencies were the extra delay introduced by the additional gain stages required can

Cin
-AvVi Vo
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cause instability problems. Consequently, the low impedance approach is to be preferred

at microwave frequencies.

Since a CG configuration can be made to have a low input impedance, it can be used

as the first stage of a transimpedance optical receiver to reduce the circuit sensitivity

to the total input capacitance. The low frequency input resistance of the common-gate

configuration is given by
Rds + RL 

Rin

	

	 (4.3)
1 -F gm. Rds

where RL is the load resistance of the CG stage. For the foundry MESFETs the product

gmo Rds takes values ranging from 7 to 13 depending on the type of device and on the

operating conditions. For high values of gmo Rds the input resistance can be approximated

by
1 (1 + RL) (4.4)

ems \	 Reis

These equations show that it is possible to obtain a low input resistance with a CG stage

when the real part of the load impedance is < Rds . This situation contrasts with the case

of bipolar transistors where the high value of the collector to emitter resistance makes the

input resistance practically independent of the load and equal to 1/gmo [86].

Finally, a noise penalty is to be expected when using a CG front-end [87]. This is due

to the less than unity current gain of the CG stage resulting in the direct addition of the

thermal noise of the first stage load and the second stage noise to the overall equivalent

noise at the input of the preamplifier.

4.2.2 Receiver design

The schematic diagram of the GaAs MMIC common-gate receiver is shown in figure 4.9.

The receiver is a three stage amplifier with two independent shunt-feedback loops. The

first CG transistor is a 2 x 100 Am MESFET biased at a drain current of 6 mA for low

noise operation. The 2 x 100 Am MESFET was selected for the CG input stage because it

offers the highest values for the product gmo Rds (= 7.6) of all the foundry standard cells

when biased for low noise operation. For this FET it is thus possible to obtain a low input

impedance even with a relatively high value of load resistance. The bias current of the

first stage is supplied by VDD and Vss through the two 750 n drain and source resistors

and can be adjusted by varying the gate voltage VGG. The source bias resistor can also

serve as a bias resistor for the photodiode. The output of the CG is AC-coupled to a
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Vss1	 V991 V ddi

Figure 4.9: Common-gate optical receiver

cascode gain stage implemented using the higher transconductance 4 x 75 jim MESFETs.

Voltage-shunt feedback is used around this stage in order to provide a relatively low load

impedance (< Rd3 of the first FET) for the common gate stage without incurring excessive

noise penalty. The closed-loop input resistance of the cascode is 288 n providing the

required loading of the CG stage to achieve an open-loop input resistance of 78 n. The

overall receiver feedback is voltage-shunt and is implemented using a series combination of

a 1000 n resistor and a 4 pF capacitor, resulting in a closed-loop input resistance of 47.5 a

Finally the output is an AC-coupled common-drain stage with an active source load. The

output MESFETs are 2 x 100 pm devices running at ipss and providing close to 50 St

output impedance. Each of the three stages has its own independent bias arrangement to

allow maximum operational flexibility.

A photomicrograph of the manufactured MMIC is shown in figure 4.10. The MMIC

chip size is 2 mm x 2 mm and was mounted on an alumina substrate with the associated chip

decoupling capacitors. A chip InAlGaAs/InP top-entry 40 pm diameter PIN-photodiode,

having external measured responsivity of 0.79 A/W and a capacitance close to 0.15 pF, was
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bonded to the input of the receiver and optical power was launched into the PIN using a

fibre cleaved at a 45 degrees angle. The whole receiver was then packaged and tested.

Figure 4.10: Receiver photomicrograph

4.2.3 Simulation and experimental results

The CG receiver was simulated taking into consideration the external bias circuit and the

frequency behaviour obtained for different values of photodiode capacitance. The simu-

lation results are shown in figure 4.11. The predicted response shows a transimpedance

gain of 45 dI3S2 and a bandwidth variation from 3.4 GHz to 2.9 GHz for a PIN capacitance

variation from 0.1 pF to 0.5 pF respectively. The low —3 dB frequency (not shown in the

graph) is below 10 MHz and is due to AC coupling between the stages. The measured

receiver tra,nsimpedance is shown in figure 4.12. The midband transimpedance gain is

44 dBEI but the measured —3 dB bandwidth is 1.5 GHz which is noticeably lower than

that predicted by simulation. Part of this loss in bandwidth is due to the PIN response

which contributes to the overall receiver response with a roll-off of 2 dB per decade from

100 MHz to 2 GHz. When this roll-off is corrected ('iid in figure 4.12) the estimated receiver
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Figure 4.11: Simulated receiver response: '—' C' d = 0.1 pF, '— —' Cd = 0.2 pF and '— • —'
Cd = 0.5pF
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Figure 4.12: CG receiver response: '+' measured, '4d correc6ed for PIN response,
simulated with Cd = 0.15 pF and '— —' simulated with added feedback capacitances
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bandwidth is 2.3 GHz 2 . However, the PIN response can not fully account for the loss in

bandwidth, which was also observed on the electrical measurements of the s21 parameter

of the preamplifier. This problem was discussed with the foundry process manufacturer. It

was suggested that the discrete model provided for the resistors (discussed in the previous

chapter) is inaccurate and that the foundry resistors should be modelled as thin-film resistor

with distributed capacitance. To investigate this possibilit:, the receiver was simulated

adding a small capacitance across each of the feedback resistors. The value of this feedback

capacitances was optimised until reasonable agreement between the corrected frequency

response and the predicted response was observed. The simulated receiver response is

represented in figure 4.12 (dashed line) when a value of 25 fF is used for both the feedback

capacitances. As can be seen from figure 4.12 the corrected and the re-simulated receiver

responses display similar frequency behaviour over the measurement range. In spite of

that, the choice of values of the feedback capacitances is somewhat arbitrary and the

loss in bandwidth can not be attributed with complete certainty to the existence of such

parasitic feedback capacitances.

The equivalent input noise current spectral density was measured and both the mea-

surement and the simulation results are shown in figure 4.13. Since the CG receiver gain is

relatively low, a post-amplifier with 23 dB gain and 7 dB noise figure was used for the noise

and the sensitivity measurements. In this case the noise introduced by the post-amplifier

is significant and the measured noise and sensitivity correspond to the receiver and post-

amplifier combination. In figure 4.13 the measured noise is shown ('+') together with the

simulated noise for receiver alone ('—') and the simulated noise for the receiver followed

by the post-amplifier (`- -'). Also shown in the figure ('*') is the measured noise when the

corrected receiver response is used to estimate the equivalent input noise current spectral

density.

Figure 4.14 shows the measured sensitivity for the receiver and post-amplifier combi-

nation for 5 Gbit/s operation. Two sets of measurement points are shown that correspond

to a pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) with length 2 7 - 1 ('*') and a repetitive '0101'

(`-1-') pattern. The measured optical sensitivity for a BER of 10-9 was -13.1 dBm and

-14.4 dBm for the PRBS and the '0101' pattern respectively. The repetitive '0101' pat-

2 Ihis result is consistent with the higher bandwidth measured when using the BT&D-2022 PIN (Ca =
0.15 pF) mounted on a 50 2 K connector and connected to the CG preamplifier using a bias 'T'. With
this PIN the low frequency 2 dB per decade roll-off was not present and a 2.8 GHz —3 dB bandwidth was
measured.
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Figure 4.15: Measured eye-diagram (B = 5 Gbit/s, P = —17 dBm)

tern was used to assess the effects of patterning due to the receiver low —3 dB frequency.

The predicted receiver sensitivity from simulation is —21.1 dBm for the receiver alone and

—20.2 dBm for the preamplifier/post-amplifier combination. When the measured noise and

frequency responses are used to estimate the receiver sensitivity a figure of —21.7 dBm is

obtained. However, this figure degrades to —17.6 dBm when the response of the PIN diode

is accounted for in the sensitivity calculation.

The mentioned sensitivity values are based on noise considerations only and the effects

of ISI due to the receiver reduced bandwidth are not considered. To account for ISI the eye-

closure penalty was estimated from the measured eye-diagram, shown in figure 4.15, and is

3dB. Using this value the predicted sensitivity is —17.2 dBm when the simulated noise and

transimpedance are used and —14.6 dBm when the corrected noise and transimpedance

measurements are used. This last value is within 1.5 dB of the measured sensitivity.

4.3 Separate pseudo-lumped signal shaping networks

Embedding of the signal shaping function in the receiver preamplifier was considered in

section 4.1. The proposed technique is attractive due to its simplicity and because it offers

the possibility of reducing the number of system components. Yet, due to the frequency

limitations of the active devices provided by the GaAs foundry process, embedding of the

signal shaping in the preamplifier can only be usefully done for bit rates not exceeding
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5 Gbit/s when standard optical receiver circuit topologies are used3 . However, as discussed

in the previous chapter, the GaAs foundry components are characterised and accurately

modelled for frequencies up to 20 GHz. This means that GaAs passive elements can be

used to implement post-detection passive pulse shaping filters operating at data rates

approaching 20 Gbit/s. In this section the design and optimisation of two passive post-

detection filters will be considered. These filters, designed for operation at 10 and 15 Gbit/s,

implement the pulse shaping functions necessary for the practical realisation of the signal

designs proposed in section 2.3. The general structure of the time domain optimisation

technique developed for the design of these filters will now be discussed and compared with

the established optimisation procedure.

4.3.1 The direct time domain optimisation method

The receiver design of section 4.1 illustrates clearly the importance of accounting in the

design and optimisation processes for all the degeneracies associated with the quasi-lumped

nature of the GaAs components and it shows that circuit layout is an important part of

MMIC design. Thus, any accurate design or optimisation technique must account for the

process degeneracies as intimately and directly as possible. The established method of

design and optimisation of GaAs MMICs that fulfils these requirements can be described

by the following basic sequence of operations (figure 4.16):

1. The circuit design and optimisation process begins by the conversion of the mathe-

matical optimum target into a suitable form. Such a form can be either the response

of an ideal lumped element circuit or a set of s-parameters. These are the only forms

that most commercial available CAD tools accept as targets for circuit optimisation.

This first step is of fundamental importance to the whole of the optimisation process

since the mathematical target might be physically unrealisable.

2. Next, a first MMIC layout is done using estimated values for the GaAs circuit ele-

ments. These can be obtained from the ideal lumped circuit that is being used as a

target, when the implementation of a passive GaAs circuit is the objective. In the

case of a complex active circuit, the GaAs element values can be obtained from a

pre-optimisation cycle where most (or all) elements are considered ideal. This was

3Techniques to extend the signal shaping capacity of active circuits will be addressed in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.16: Established optimisation procedure
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the approach used to obtain the initial values of the MOB based receiver described

in section 4.1.

3. Using information extracted from the circuit layout the MMIC response is simulated

and the cost function, that measures the discrepancy between the MMIC response

and the specified target response, is evaluated. A decision is taken whether the circuit

performance is satisfactory or there is room for improvement. In case the response is

acceptable, a further check on the MMIC time domain response is made if required.

4. When improvement of the MMIC response is necessary, a frequency domain opti-

misation cycle is entered where the GaAs element dimensions are tuned until an

acceptable response is obtained. The layout is then modified to accommodate the

new GaAs element dimensions and the new layout information is extracted and used

to simulate the MMIC response. The cost function is then evaluated and the fre-

quency domain cycle is repeated until a satisfactory frequency response is obtained.

Although the frequency domain optimisation cycle was considered here as being com-

posed of two separate actions — optimisation of the GaAs element dimensions and

layout modification — both operations can be merged in one. In spite of that, no

single commercially available CAD tool offers this possibility. Therefore, sharing of

the design and optimisation process among circuit optimisers and layout CAD tools

forces an artificial splitting to be introduced in the optimisation procedure.

5. If the objective of the optimisation process is to achieve a pre-specified frequency

response the optimisation process is complete at this stage. However, when a certain

time domain response is required, the result of the frequency domain optimisation

must be checked in the time domain. For this, the MMIC frequency response is

multiplied by the input pulse spectrum and the result converted into the time domain

by means of an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). The result is then matched

against the desired pulse response. If the MMIC response is acceptable then the

optimisation process is concluded. Otherwise, the frequency domain optimisation

cycle (phase 4) must be repeated.

Commercially available CAD tools do not provide the facilities necessary for the reali-

sation of the last phase of the optimisation procedure (represented by the dashed path in

the flowchart of figure 4.16). A supporting numerical analysis software package is necessary
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to perform the frequency to time domain conversion and to evaluate the cost function in

the time domain. This means that to implement the time domain optimisation using the

established frequency domain procedure, constant switching between software packages is

necessary. However, the main weakness associated with the procedure described above is

the absence of a natural feedback path between the time domain errors and the frequency

domain optimisation. Consequently, the success of the design often depends on an informed

guess by the designer to direct the frequency domain optimisation to the desired solution.

For all the above reasons, the procedure is inefficient when applied to the optimisation of

circuits designed to realise the signal shaping strategies proposed in this thesis — which

aim to replicate certain optimum time domain responses — or in general, to any digital

communication problem where some aspects of the time domain circuit response are of

critical importance. To overcome these limitations, a direct time domain optimisation pro-

cedure was devised. This is represented in the flowchart in figure 4.17 and follows, broadly,

the same structure as the previous one. That is, it consists of an initial phase where the

time domain target response and a first layout estimate are obtained, followed by an opti-

misation loop where the GaAs element dimensions are tuned and the layout modified until

an acceptable time domain solution is reached. The sequence of operations is essentially

the same as the one executed in the frequency domain optimisation cycle of the previous

procedure, which is represented by the solid line path in the flowchart of figure 4.16. The

main difference between the two optimisation processes lies in the cost function evaluation,

now done in the time domain at each stage of the optimisation and used directly to control

the optimisation outcome.

Practical implementation of the proposed procedure requires, besides MMIC frequency

response evaluation, that at each iteration the MMIC response be converted into the time

domain and convolved with the input pulse before the cost function can be evaluated.

As mentioned before, these are mathematical processing capabilities that are not found in

commercial microwave circuit simulators. Since the use of a CAD tool to obtain the MMIC

response would pose implementation and efficiency problems, it was decided that both the

circuit simulation and the evaluation of the cost function, and related operations, would

be made using the same numerical analysis package. For this the MATLAB program [71]

was used in conjunction with the purpose-developed MATLAB circuit analysis toolbox,

described in the previous chapter, allowing the integration of the simulation, cost function
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Figure 4.17: Time domain optimisation procedure
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evaluation and optimiser in the same package'.

Finally, it should be pointed out that both in the proposed and the established optimisa-

tion procedures the operations of layout generation and modification had to be made with

recourse to a separate software package and through human intervention, which imposes

some limitations on the efficiency of the process. Nonetheless, most of the optimisation

effort is in obtaining the GaAs element dimensions and usua only a few layout modifica-

tions are necessary before the final solution is obtained when a good starting point GaAs

circuit is selected.

4.3.2 10 and 15 Gbit/s post-detection filters

The direct time domain optimisation method described above was applied to the design and

optimisation of 10 and 15 Gbit/s post-detection filters constructed on GaAs. These filters

are sixth order L-C ladder networks and implement the pulse shaping function necessary

for the practical realisation of the new signal designs (NSD) proposed in section 2.3. A

relatively high order network was used to achieve, with an all-pole structure, the degree

of eye symmetry relative to the optimum sampling instant needed to ensure maximum

tolerance to jitter. The manufactured filters are appropriate for systems with an optimum

decision threshold setting of d = 0.2 and employing 25% duty cycle rectangular pulses as

the signalling elements.

Frequency and time domain targets

The frequency response ( 321 ) of an ideal sixth order ladder L-C network, figure 4.18, was

chosen as the target for the frequency domain optimisation of the GaAs filters. The ideal

pte -2.16 ±4.01 i

p3,4= -1.61 ±6.79 i

p5,6= -2.49 ±1.30 i

Figure 4.18: Ideal lump d element filter and normalised pole positions

'The effort invested in developing the circuit analysis toolbox, using MATLAB, can be justified by the
added flexibility to the design-optimisation process, due to the availability of a wide range of mathematical,
signal processing functions and different optimisation algorithms within MATLAB.
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circuit has the same topology as the implemented GaAs filters and consequently it provides

a realistic target for both the magnitude and group delay responses. Additionally, it served

to obtain the first estimate of the GaAs filters element values. These were obtained by

optimising the positions of a set of six poles (\Pi. 7 P2 • • • ps) it the s-plane, until the all-pole

pulse response they define closely matched the mathematical target response (equation

(2.34)). The optimisation of the pole positions was made in the time domain and the

least square error between the mathematical target and the filter response was minimised.

After an optimum set of poles were obtained, the values of the ideal filter elements were

calculated from these using standard filter design techniques [88]. Both the normalised

pole positions and the normalised filter element values are given in figure 4.18.

To effect the time domain optiLlisation of the GaAs networks the mathematical pulse

response, defined by equation (2.34) with d = 0.2, was used as the target. Since this

pulse response is not physically realisable a weighting function was introduced to ensure

the success of the time domain optimisation. A rectangular function with period 0.5 T

and width 0.21' was used which also ensured that errors in the time domain constraints

defined by equations (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) are emphasised while the contributions to

the cost function due to those time instants not corresponding directly to errors in these

constraints are minimised.

Optimisation results

Figures 4.19 to 4.22 illustrate the simulation results at different stages of the optimisation

process for the 15 Gbit/s filter. Figure 4.19 represents the simulated eye-diagram for the

ideal lumped element filter of figure 4.18. The obtained eye-diagram is almost an exact

replica of the NSD eye-diagram when d=0.2, figure 2.19, indicating that the chosen low

pass structure can be successfully used to effect the desired pulse shaping function. To gen-

erate the eye-diagram of figure 4.20 the circuit elements of the ideal network were replaced

by their appropriately scaled GaAs counterparts. The figure reveals the severe penalty

incurred in performance due to the degeneracies associated with the GaAs elements and

clearly points to the need for accounting as completely as possible for these in the opti-

misation process. In figure 4.21 the result of conventional frequency domain optimisation

is shown. Here, a full description of the GaAs elements is used and all the critical lay-

out components are included for circuit simulation and optimisation. The improvement

in performance achieved by the frequency domain optimisation is clear. However, the
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eye still exhibits a significant amount of intersymbol interference although all the other

required characteristics — correct positioning of the signal trajectory crossings, low tele-

graph distortion and low slope ISI — can already be observed. Finally, figure 4.22 shows

the simulated eye-diagram after the time domain optimisation procedure proposed in this

chapter. Again, all the significant circuit and layout degeneracies are included. The sim-

Figure 4.19: Eye-diagram of the ideal Figure 4.20: Eye-diagram of the unopti-
lumped element network	 mised GaAs network

Figure 4.21: Eye-diagram after conven- Figure 4.22: Eye-diagram after the pro-
tional frequency domain optimisation 	 posed time domain optimisation

ulated eye-diagram clearly shows that a performance very close to the one obtained with

an ideal lumped element network is possible with a GaAs network for the high bit rates

under consideration and the excellent intersymbol interference and telegraph distortion

performance of the filter is evident.

A photomicrograph of the fabricated 10 and 15 Gbit/s filters is shown in figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Photomicrograph of the 10 Gbit/s (left) and 15 Gbit/s (right) filters
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Figure 4.24: GaAs filters, extracted layout: a) 10 Gbit/s and b) 15 Gbit/s
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The chip size is 2 mm x 1 mm with each filter occupying an area smaller than 1 mm X 1 mm.

Figure 4.24 is the schematic diagram of the final GaAs filters and includes all the relevant

layout information. From this, it can be seen that the layout information used to model

the GaAs networks accounted for through GaAs vias, interconnecting transmission lines,

alumina to GaAs transitions and estimated metal to metal crossover capacitances. Addi-

tionally the inductor and capacitor dimensions were constrained to be within the range

allowed by the GaAs foundry process used.

Experimental results

The 10 and 15 Gbit/s filters were characterised experimentally by 3-parameter measure-

ments up to 25 GHz using a two-port microwave wafer probe and an automatic network

analyser. Since wafer probe testing was used, the simulated effects of bondwire inductance

and the alumina end effect capacitance are not present in the measured 3-parameters

although they were taken into account during the optimisation process. To be able to

compare the experimental and simulation results and to evaluate the filters performance

these effects were added to the experimental data. The predicted and the measured (cor-

rected) magnitude and group delay of the .521 parameter for the 10 and the 15 Gbit/s

filters are represented in figures 4.25 and 4.26, respectively. Both figures display very good

agreement between the predicted and the measured responses over the entire measurement

range. Using the measured frequency responses, 10 and 15 Gbit/s eye-diagrams were simu-

lated which are shown in figures 4.27 and 4.28, respectively. The simulated eye-diagrams
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Figure 4.25: 10 Gbit/s GaAs filter fre- Figure 4.26: 15 Gbit/s GaAs filter fre-
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are very similar to the predicted eye for the 15 Gbit/s filter, figure 4.22, and exhibit low

intersymbol interference, low telegraph distortion, low slope 1ST and the signal trajectory

k rossings are very close to the design value d = 0.2. Based on the experimental data and

using the eye-closure approach described in section 2.2 the power penalty versus timing

offset for the two filters was estimated and is represented in figures 4.29 and 4.30 for the 10

and 15 Gbit/s filters, respectively. These graphs show that in the absence of timing errors

both filters introduce less than 0.5 dB of penalty, when compared with the ideal NSD with

d = 0.2, due to the small IS' present at the optimum sampling instant (t = 0). Since the

eye-diagrams are not perfectly symmetrical around t = 0 the power penalty is different for

positive and negative timing offsets, which are represented in the figures by the dotted and

Figure 4.29: Power penalty versus timing
offset for the 10 Gbit/s filter: `— —' negative
and `• • • •' positive timing offsets, ' new
signal design with d = 0.2

Figure 4.30: Power penalty versus timing
offset for the lb Gbit/s filter: — —' negative
and `• • positive timing offsets, ' new
signal design with d = 0.2
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the dashed lines respectively. For the 10 Gbit/s filter the estimated power penalty never

exceeds by more than 0.5 dB that of the ideal signal over the plotted timing offset range,

while for the 15 Gbit/s filter the figure is 0.75 dB for timing offsets less than 15% of the bit

period and 1 dB for timing offsets as large as 25% of the bit period.

The results obtained show that the new signal designs proposed in section 2.3, which

improve the system robustness to signalling and timing jit.er, can be practically imple-

mented and the resulting system performance can be expected to be close to that theoret-

ically predicted without any increase in system complexity when compared with classical

raised cosine equalisation. The experimental results also show that the adopted optimisa-

tion strategy allows the rigorous design and optimisation of realisable filters for high speed

digital optical communication systems.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter the practical realisation of the signal shaping strategies proposed in chapter

2 and the suitability of present day GaAs technology for the realisation of such signal

designs was investigated. To this end, two GaAs MMIC designs were discussed. The first

design is an APD optical receiver optimised for operation at 4.8 Gbit/s with 50% RZ pulses.

This receiver incorporates the signal shaping necessary to secure optimal noise filtering

and jitter tolerant operation according to the MCB criterion. The becond signal shaping

design presented explores the possibility of using passive GaAs MMIC networks to effect

signal shaping at very high bit rates. The implemented designs were studied in connection

with the new signal shaping strategies discussed in section 2.3 and two practical post-

detection filters were demonstrated for operation at 10 and 15 Gbit/s. A novel time domain

optimisation technique was developed for the accurate design of GaAs post-detection filters

and was successfully applied in the optimisation of the above mentioned filters. A third

design was also discussed that makes use of a low input impedance front-end stage — the

common gate configuration — to construct an optical receiver that achieves a high degree

of insensitivity to photodiode parasitics. The manufactured GaAs MMIC receiver achieved

5 Gbitis operation with a sensitivity better than —13 dBm.

In the next chapter the use c..; distributed amplifiers to implement optical receivers

that overcome the frequency limitations of the more common receiver topologies will be

considered. In particular, a new method of using the distributed amplifier as a transversal
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filter will be proposed and the potential that the technique offers for the realisation of very

high bit rate pulse shaping optical receivers will be illustrated.



Chapter 5

Distributed amplifier signal shaping
strategy

In the previous chapter, the design of a GaAs MMIC optical receiver with embedded signal

processing was considered. The proposed technique is attractive due to its simplicity but,

because of the frequency limitations of the active devices and circuit topology used, its

usefulness is limited to bit rates less than 5 Gbit/s. In this chapter the potential of the

distributed amplifier to overcome the frequency limitations of the more commonly used

circuit topologies and to provide useful gain up to frequencies close to fT of the active

devices used will be examined. The use of distributed amplifiers as optical receivers will be

discussed and a design example will be presented which suggests that for the GaAs foundry

process described in chapter 3 distributed optical receivers operating at bit rates well over

10 Gbit/s are a practical possibility. A novel technique is presented for using the distributed

amplifier (DA) as an active pulse shaping/filtering network by effectively constructing the

amplifier as a transversal filter [89, 90]. The technique can be successfully applied to the

signal shaping strategies developed in this thesis and allows the implementation of post-

detection active filters and optical receivers with embedded signal shaping for operation at

10 Gbit/s or higher. The potential of the distributed amplifier as a pulse shaping network

will be illustrated by two optical receiver designs with embedded signal shaping. The first

is a 10 Gbit/s optical receiver designed to have a 100% raised cosine frequency response

while the second implements a particular case of the new signal designs derived in chapter

2 and its performance will be compared with its equivalent passive realisation described in

section 4.3.

98
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5.1 Additive amplification

Optical receivers have been, with very few exceptions, constructed as a class of amplifiers

known as multiplicative amplifiers. For these amplifiers, the desired gain is obtained by

cascading successive stages resulting in an overall gain proportional to the product of the

gains supplied by the individual stages. In a simplified study, Ohkawa [91] concluded that

such receivers can achieve 3 dB bandwidths close to 36% of the cutoff frequency (f T) of the

active devices when some form of matching network is used between the stages or close to

24% of fT when no such networks are used. Nonetheless, in practical implementations, due

to circuit degeneracies, such figures are usually not achieved. A second class of amplifiers

exists — additive amplifiers — with which 3 dB bandwidths approaching fr are obtainable

in practice. Such amplifiers are formed by 'paralleling' several active devices and the overall

gain is proportional to the sum of the gains contributed by the individual active devices.

Such amplifiers are called distributed amplifiers and were first introduced by Percival [92]

as vacuum tube amplifiers. However, the concept is extensible to either bipolar or FET

amplifiers and the widest bandwidth MMIC amplifiers reported have been constructed as

distributed amplifiers [93, 94]. The basic principles of operation of the distributed amplifier

will now be reviewed.

5.1.1 The distributed amplifier

A distributed FET amplifier is constructed by combining the input and output capacitances

of the active devices with inductors i such a way that two artificial transmission lines are

formed [95, 96, 97]. One of the possible topologies is shown in figure 5.1. In such a

circuit the input and output capacitances of each device become the capacitance per unit

Ida	 /da	 tda
	

Id/2 OUT

Figure 5.1: Distributed amplifier
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section of the input (gate) and output (drain) lines respectively, with the output line being

coupled to the input line through the transconductance of the active devices. Additionally,

both the gate and the drain lines are terminated — at both ends — by their characteristic

impedances. The basic principle of operation of the distributed amplifier is easily described

with reference to its simplified model shown in figure 5.2. In this model, the active devices

are represented as the intrinsic device only and are assumed to be unilateral (Cris = 0).

The input artificial transmission line can be seen to result from the combination of the

Figure 5.2: Simplified model of a distributed amplifier

inductances 19 /2 with C9, while the output line is formed by the combination of Cds with

the inductances 1d/2. Using this model, the amplification process can be described as

follows: When a signal is applied to the input port it travels down the gate line towards

the termination where, ideally, it is totally absorbed. The travelling signal is sampled by

the gates of the individual FETs and transferred to the drain line via the transconductance.

If the phase velocities in the two transmission lines are equal, the signals travelling in the

forward direction on the drain line will add in phase. Backwards propagation in the drain

line will also occur but the back propagating wave will be totally absorbed by the drain

line termination. If the loss in R i and Rd, is ignored then the power gain of the amplifier

is given by [96]

G= —
1 

N2 g2 Z0 Z d
4	 '7'	 9 °

where N is the total number of stages and

(5.2)

(5.1)



(5.4)

(5.5)
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are the characteristic impedances of the gate and drain lines respectively. Equation 5.1

shows that is possible to increase the amplifier gain simply by increasing the number of

stages. However, due to the loss introduced by R and Rd, there is an optimum number

of stages that maximises the amplifier gain for a given active device [96]. Also, as in any

other type of amplifier, a tradeoff between gain and bandwidth has to be made. In theory,

the gain should remain flat up to fT if the cut-off frequency of the lines is made much

higher than the h of the devices. The cut-off frequency of the gate and drain lines —

which relate directly to the phase velocity of the lines — are given respectively, by:

fag

fcd

1

71"VITICT-Is

Therefore, once the transmission line impedance is selected the line cut-off frequency cannot

be chosen independently. Even when these factors are considered, distributed amplifiers

still allow the highest bandwidths to be achieved with 28, 55 and 95 GHz bandwidth

amplifiers being reported in the literature with corresponding s21 gains of 6, 10 and 5.5 dB

[98, 94, 93].

Some other desirable features of distributed amplifiers include good input and output

matching and low sensitivity to circuit element value variations, while its main disad-

vantages are relatively high noise and high power consumption when compared to other

amplifier schemes.

Finally, for practical realisation the gate and drain inductors are commonly replaced by

short lengths of high-impedance transmission lines which makes the distributed amplifier

an ideal candidate for MMIC integration in both microstrip [99] and coplanar [100] wave

guide technologies.
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5.1.2 Distributed optical receivers

The use of distributed amplifiers to implement optical receivers has received very little

attention in the literature. The first proposal to use the distributed amplifier as an optical

receiver was made by Aitchison in 1990 [101], but since then only two experimentally

demonstrated distributed receivers have been reported [102, 103, 104]. The published

receivers were implemented using GaAs MESFETs. One of the designs achieved 11 GHz

bandwidth with an average noise spectral density of 27pAATHZ (transimpedance gain

not reported) and was designed as a coplanar structure [102, 103]. The other displayed

a transimpedance gain of 38 dBEI ± 1 dB over the range 3-13 GHz with average noise of

18 pANTIZ and was constructed as a MMIC using microstrip technology. Both receivers

were designed for coherent detection applications.

Although Aitchison's analysis [101, 105] indicates that there is a noise advantage if a

distributed amplifier is used to construct an optical receiver — instead of the common-

source structure — his conclusions must be put in perspective. His analysis is based on

early work [106, 97] on the noise behaviour of distributed amplifiers, where the gate and

drain artificial transmission lines are assumed to be lossless, i.e. the presence of R, in the

gate and Rds in the drain transmission line is completely neglected. Consequently, the

input and output impedances of the amplifier are assumed to be purely real and thus the

contribution to the receiver noise of the cross-correlation spectral density noise term of

the active devices — which is imaginary [59, 60] — is negleted. Another consequence of

this simplified analysis is that the signal to noise ratio degradation that starts to occur

once the number of amplifying stages increases above a certain limit is not taken into ac-

count. Finally, from bandwidth considerations, the characteristic impedance of the input

line must be chosen to be less than 100 SI (typically 50 CO. Since a load termination of

the same magnitude as the line impedance must be used, this corresponds to a minimum

receiver noise floor close to 18 pAATHZ. A distributed optical receiver is thus expected to

be noisier than an optimised common-source receiver, as happens for 50 n microwave am-

plifiers. Nonetheless, the distributed amplifier is still attractive for very high speed optical

communication systems since it offers the possibility of achieving the highest bandwidths

and when used in coherent or optically pre-amplified systems its poorer noise performance

can be tolerated.

The comments made above point to a need for a better understanding of the noise
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mechanisms in distributed amplifiers so that the amplifier parameters which influence its

noise performance can be identified and consequently noise optimised designs can be pro-

duced. Such work is beyond the scope of this thesis but some possible solutions to the

reduction of noise in distributed optical receivers can be proposed. First, for a distributed

optical receiver the photodiode is directly connected to the input artificial transmission

line and the standard system requirement of 50 C2 input impedance is not present. This

means that the line impedance can be made higher to increase the transimpedance gain

of the amplifier, at the same time decreasing the noise contribution of the gate line ter-

minating impedance. From bandwidth considerations it is not practical to increase the

line impedance to values higher than approximately 100 ft, yet even this slightly higher

value will reduce the contribution of the termination resistor to the equivalent input noise

spectral density from 18 pAR/Tiz, for a 501 termination, to 13 pA/V-11Z. Second, a further

reduction in the noise due to the input line termination can be achieved if, as suggested by

Niclas [107], instead of a straightforward termination the last amplification stage employs

a shunt-feedback circuit to provide for the termination of the gate artificial transmission

line. Finally, the use of noise matching networks between the photo-diode and the input

port of the distributed amplifier can be investigated. Since in a distributed optical receiver

the use of an input matching load is translated into a degradation of the receiver noise

and gain performance, the absence of input matching usually results in excessive ripple in

the receiver response. Such a problem can be minimised by improving the quality of the

gate line termination load by using a matching circuit between the transmission line and

its termination, as reported in reference [98].

5.1.3 16.4 GHz GaAs MMIC distributed optical receiver

The potential offered by the distributed amplifier for very high speed optical system ap-

plications is illustrated here by a very high bandwidth distributed optical receiver. The

receiver was designed using the GaAs foundry process described in chapter 3 and consists

of six identical stages, one of which is shown in figure 5.3. The stage comprises the gate and

drain lines with the inductors replaced by lengths of microstrip line. The MESFETs used

are 2 x 50 ym biased at Liss and a microstrip line was inserted 'n series with the MESFET

drain to equalise the phase velocity between the input and output artificial transmission

lines. The 2 x 50 ym MESFET was chosen for the design because it offers the smallest

value of Cga of all the standard MESFET cells. This allowed the gate line characteristic
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Figure 5.3: Single stage of the distributed optical receiver

impedance to be set at 7511 without compromising the receiver bandwidth. Also, the

small loss introduced by this device permitted six devices to be cascaded to obtain a tran-

simpedance gain of 42.3 dB. The PIN and the PIN/MMIC transition were modelled by

the equivalent circuit represented in figure 5.4. This model accounts for the photodiode

junction capacitance (Cd), the bulk resistance (R), the bond-wire inductance (L) and the

fringing effect capacitance (C) of the MMIC input transmission line [108].

The layout of the receiver sent for fabrication is represented in figure 5.5 and its di-

mensions are 3 Am x2 Am. In the layout design discontinuities were minimised by using

curved lines instead of sharp corners and the coupling between lines was minimised by

maintaining the transmission lines as far apart as possible within the layout constraints.

R=12 	 L 159 pH

Figure 5.4: PIN and PIN/MMIC transition equivalent circuit
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Figure 5.5: Distributed receiver layout

Also, as can be noticed from the layout, no on-chip capacitors are used for decoupling.

This was done to avoid possible resonance of the bond-wire inductance with the capacitors

and to allow the decoupling to be optimised off chip. Finally, the drain load (50 si) was

split into eight 25 I/ resistors — two parallel arrangements of four resistors in series. With

this arrangement it was possible to bias the receiver through the drain termination while

maintaining linear behaviour of the load resistor. This scheme also permits the receiver to

achieve DC operation.

The simulated transimpedance and group delay frequency behaviour of the distributed

receiver is shown in figure 5.6. The receiver exhibits a 3 dB bandwidth of 16.4 GHz with a

transimpedance gain of 42.2 ± 1.4 dat and a group delay of 110 ± 40 ps within the pass-

band. These figures when compared, for example, with the best simulation results for the

common-gate receiver discussed in the previous chapter represent a decrease in gain of

75% but an increase in bandwidth of 566%. Finally, figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the simulated

eye-diagrams for 10 and 20 Gbit/s operation. These results illustrate clearly the superiour

high frequency performance of the distributed amplifier.

In the next section it will be shown that the distributed amplifier is fundamentally

equivalent to a transversal filter and that this can be used to obtain an amplifier with

a controlled frequency response. In particular, the distributed amplifier can be used to

implement the signal shaping strategies proposed earlier in this thesis.
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Figure 5.7: 10 Gbit/s eye-diagram
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Figure 5.8: 20 Gbit/s eye-diagram

5.2 The distributed amplifier as a transversal filter

Transversal filters find wide applications in digital communication systems [109] and have

been proposed as a means to reduce the effects of linear distortion impairments in digital

fibre optic systems [80, 12]. Some of their possible applications include the equalisation

of chromatic and polarisation dispersion in direct-detection systems that use multimode

lasers [80, 12], chromatic dispersion conpensation in coherent-detection systems [110] and

limited bandwidth equalisation in optical receivers [111]. A functional representation of the

transversal filter is shown in figure 5.9. The filter consists of a delay line with total delay

2N T and with 2 N + 1 taps, where 2N is the number of delay line sections and 'T is the

section delay. A signal travelling along the delay line is sampled at each tap output. The

sampled outputs are multiplied by the respective gain coefficients G-N,G-N+1, • • • 1GN

and summed to form the final output. The frequency response of such a structure is given

by [19]
N

HTF(f)= 
E Gk e-i 2 ir f k 7 e-32.11INT	 (5.6)

k=-N

The basic operation of a distributed amplifier as a transversal filter can be understood

by considering figure 5.10 showing the functional equivalent of a 2 N + 1 stage distributed
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Figure 5.9: Transversal filter

amplifier. In this figure, Gk is the gain of stage k which ideally corresponds to the MESFET

transconductance thnk . The delays T9 and Td are the respective interstage delays of the gate

and drain transmission lines. They are associated with the time taken by a signal to

travel between two consecutive gate electrodes in the gate artificial transmission line (rg)

and between two consecutive drain electrodes in the drain transmission line (T4. The

contribution to the total output due to gain stage k, for an input signal stn(t), can be

expressed as:

Lt(t) = G k Sm(t — (N k) r9 (N k) Td )	 (5.7)

Therefore, the total output signal is

sout(t). E sLt(i)
	

(5.8)
k=—N

Scrut( t)	 E ak 3i,n(t — k (Tg — Td) — N (1.2 Td))
	

(5.9)
k=—N

with corresponding signal spectrum

St(f)	 E Gk Sin(f)	 fk(Tg—Td) c227r N(Tg+Ta)

k=—N
(5.10)

Figure 5.10: Functional equivalent of a 2 N 1 stage distributed amplifier
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where sin(t) .#› 5,(f) and 3 t(t) <=> S t(f) are Fourier transform pairs. From the above

the transfer function is

[ 
N

HDA(f) .---- E Gk e-32.. i k(Tg—Ta) e -3 2 if f N(Tg+Td)

k=—N
(5.11)

Comparing equations (5.6) and (5.11) it can be seen that the transfer function of the

distributed amplifier is the same as that of a transversal filter with the equivalent tap

delay rg Td chosen to be equal to r. A difference between the two transfer functions

is in the complex exponential term outside the brackets. However, this term adds only a

linear phase to the transfer function, which is different for the two structures, reflecting the

inherent time delay for each structure. The transversal filter and the distributed amplifier

are thus functional equivalents allowing standard time and frequency domain techniques

[109] to be used to choose the gain coefficients Gk and the equivalent tap delay rg Td so

that the distributed amplifier can be used at microwave frequencies to implement a given

filtering function.

If the gain coefficients Gk and the tap delay T are known, the distributed equivalent

can be readily implemented in MMIC technology if for each amplifying stage the following

equalities are observed:
gm k	 Gk 

max[gm] max[Gk]

Tie = Tg Td = T	 (5.13)

'where gmk and Tk are the k-th stage transconductance and equivalent tap delay, respectively.

For the case of an FET based MMIC the stage gain can be set by controlling the FET area,

while the delay elements can be implemented by including impedance matched transmission

lines in series with the gate (or drain) line as shown in figure 5.11. The delay elements

ATk , shown in figure 5.11 as transmission lines, are designed to give an effective delay:

(5.12)

Where, Tgk and Tdk are the delays of the k-th stage gate and drain artificial transmission

lines respectively. Since the MESFET Cgs is much higher than its Cds, then, for a given

line impedance the inherent delay in the gate artificial transmission line is higher than that

of the drain line. Therefore, placing the delay lines in series with the gate inductors has

the advantage of reducing circuit size and losses.
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AT k	 Igk /2	 Igk /2	 AT k

Figure 5.11: Single section of the 'distributed transversal filter'

Design procedure

The design of the distributed amplifier equaliser starts with the selection of the equivalent

tap delay Tg Td. Here, the designer has some degree of freedcm but the final value is a

compromise between the number of stages necessary to achieve the desired gain and the

maximum frequency of operation. Once the equivalent tap delay T is fixed, the desired

impulse response is sampled at intervals T to determine the values of the gain coefficients,

as shown in figure 5.12 a). This sets the relative values of the gain coefficients Gk which

must be denormalised using the relation (5.12) once the maximum MESFET area is known.

The choice of the highest FET area is effected in the frequency domain in such a way that

the lowest transmission line cutoff frequency (fc in figure 5.12 b) ) is chosen to be higher

than the highest frequency of interest but low enough to eliminate the periodicity of the

frequency response, effectively providing an anti-alias filter. Finally, the delay line elements

are designed as impedance matched transmission lines in series with the gate or the drain

transmission line according to equation (5.14). Due to the artificial transmission line losses

and circuit non-idealities the circuit must be optimised so that the desired response is

obtained.

5.2.1 Alternative structures

When negative gain coefficients are needed to realise a given impulse response then a

modification of the basic distributed transversal filter is necessary. A possible solution is

the realisation of a distributed filter with two separate artificial gate transmission lines

and a common drain line. The input signal could then be fed to the two gate lines in
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Figure 5.12: Determination of gain coefficients a), transmission line cutoff frequency b)

anti-phase by using a broadband power splitter and an inverter. An example of such a

structure is represented in figure 5.13 where a transversal filter with positive (G±1 , G0 ) and

negative (G± 2 ) coefficients is realised. The major drawback of this structure is the need for

power splitting and signal inversion of the input signal. This can introduce a noise penalty

and so such a structure might not be useful for the construction of optical receivers with

embedded signal shaping. Nonetheless, it can be used to implement post-detection signal

shaping filters with gain where the noise requirements are not so stringent.

A second limitation of the distributed transversal filter is associated with the relative

sizes of the MESFETs used to implement the different gain coefficients and results from size

restrictions imposed by the foundry process used. Since the relative areas of the IvIESFETs

are set by the impulse response that is being implemented and the foundry process sets

a minimum FET area that can be used this can result in either FET areas higher than

the maximum allowed by the process or in the maximum area. FET setting an artificial

transmission line whose cutoff frequency is less than the maximum frequency of interest.

Two solutions to this problem are possible. First, the tap delay can be strategically selected
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Figure 5.13: Microwave transversal filter with both positive and negative gain coefficients

to avoid very small gain coefficients but if by so doing the area ratio still falls outside

the range allowed by the foundry process then the higher gain coefficients can be shared

among two or more consecutive stages, whereby the added stages have zero differential

delays between the gate and drain transmission lines (Tg Td = 0). This is exemplified in

figure 5.14 where the gain coefficient Ck is split equally between two amplifying devices. A

second possibility is to design all the MESFETs to have the same area and to then optimise

the differential delays (Tg k - Tea) between each two consecutive stages so that the desired

impulse response is obtained. A preliminary investigation of this method gave promising

results but it was found that the design of the transmission line cutoff frequency should

be carefully effected to eliminate the undesirable response at frequencies higher than the

1 2 = 'c l 	 Id

Area - Gk/2

-
-

- 1
=

ri
Area - Gk12

--

Figure 5.14: Gain sharing between two MESFETs
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maximum frequency of interest.

The use of the distributed amplifier as a signal processing element, as discussed here,

is based on the fundamental equivalence between the transversal filter and the distributed

amplifier. Such an equivalence has been identified in the literature in different forms

[112, 89, 113]. However, further insight into such use of the distributed amplifier is ob-

tained by recognising that in the classical distributed amplifier the gate and drain artificial

transmission lines are in fact constructed as low-pass filters. Based on this, standard fil-

ter theory can be used to design the artificial transmission lines and obtain the desired

frequency response. This view was first proposed by Minnis in [114] where the common

low-pass structure of the distributed amplifier was transformed into a band-pass one by

adding shunt inductance in parallel with FET C93 . In this way a well controlled band-

pass response was obtained and operation close to the maximum frequency of oscillation

(fn.) of the FETs was obtained. The same concept was used in reference [115], where

a detailed procedure is given for the design of low-pass distributed amplifiers having the

characteristics of a Tchebycheff filter.

5.2.2 Design examples

The practical implementation of the distributed amplifier transversal filter concept devel-

oped in this chapter will now be considered by means of two receiver designs with embedded

signal shaping.

Raised cosine receiver

The first design considered is a 10 Gbit/s distributed optical receiver preamplifier having

a raised cosine transfer function. Both the gate and drain transmission line characteristic

impedances were chosen to be 50 a Five common-source stages were used to implement the

raised cosine transfer function resulting in an equivalent tap delay ( .7- = Td) of 33.3 ps

when the gain coefficients G3 and G_3 are selected as shown in figure 5.12. Using this value

of T the gain coefficients obtained from the impulse response are Go = 1, G_1 = G1 = 0.74

and C_2 = C2 = 0.27. Practical realisation as a GaAs MMIC was examined and the

amplifier parameters were optimised to take into account line losses and the degeneracies

associated with the GaAs process used. After optimisation, the transistor sizes 4 x 94 pm,

4 x 70 pm and 2 x 50 pm were obtained corresponding to the gain coefficients Go, G1 and G2

and corresponding to a total gate width of 1140 pm and a D.C. transimpedance of 114 SI
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With the maximum area FET (4 x 94 pm) used and the 50 Il characteristic impedance

the gate line cutoff frequency is close to 10 GHz and the correct anti-aliasing function

is realised. Impedance matched transmission lines of different lengths were used in each

stage in series with the gate line to obtain the equivalent tap delay of 33.3ps. In this

investigation, standard GaAs 50 St transmission lines were used in the simulation as the

impedance matched delay lines which, due to their dimensions, are somewhat impractical.

Nonetheless, this does not constitute an impediment to the realization of the proposed

designs since very compact low impedance GaAs coplanar transmission lines can be made

using the technique described in reference [116]. Figure 5.15 shows the simulated gain and

delay characteristics. It is clear from the graphs that a well controlled response is obtained

up to the highest frequencies of interest, giving excellent agreement between the circuit

response and the target. The eye diagram for this amplifier is given in Figure 5.16 showing

little 1ST. The PIN model used in the simulations is that shown in figure 5.4 and the final

microstrip line dimensions are given in table 5.1. In this table, 4, wg , Id and wd are the

microstrip line dimensions used to implement the gate and drain inductances 19k/2 and

la/2 shown in figure 5.11 and A 1 and Ad are the dimensions of the matched delay lines

ATk in the same figure.

Gain coefficient G±2 = 0.27 G±i = 0.74 Go = 1
MESFET

o.s id)(4/... 2 x 58 pm 4 x 68 pm 4 x 91 pm

ig (Am) 324 542 601

W 9 (AM) 10 10 10

is (Pm) 110 131 121

W9 (iim) 20 20 20
A/ (pm) 1104 996 690

Aw (Am) 151 151 151

Table 5.1: Raised cosine receiver element dimensions

New signal design receiver

The second design to be discussed is also a 10 Gbit/s receiver with embedded pulse shaping.

The signal shaping function implemented by the receiver is the same as for the 10 Gbit/s

post-detection GaAs filter discussed in section 4.3, that is, it equalises a 25% duty cycle

rectangular pulse into the new signal design for an optimum decision threshold setting of

d = 0.2. Selection of the gain coefficients in this design was effected in such a way as to avoid
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Figure 5.16: Raised cosine receiver simulated eye diagram
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high ratios between the maximum and minimum coefficients. For this, the impulse response

to be approximated was sampled at instants ±0.5 T and ±1.5 T — avoiding sampling the

highest value at t 0 — resulting in the relative gain coefficients G±i = 1 and G±2 = 0.27

when T is chosen to be 31.06 ps. After circuit optimisation these gain coefficients correspond

to FET sizes of 4 x 100 Am and 2 x 84 Am respectively. The gain blocks were designed

as cascode stages. This reduced the loss in the drain line and enabled a higher D.C. gain

to be achieved (12511) with approximately the same total gate width (1136 Am) as the

previous design. The component dimensions used in the simulations are given in table 5.2

and the PIN model is the same as that used in the previous example. Figure 5.17 shows

the simulated transimpedance gain and group delay characteristics and the eye-diagram is

shown in figure 5.18.

2	 4	 6	 8	 10
	

14
Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.17: New signal design receiver transimpedance gain and group delay, " simu-
lated response, `— •	 target response

For comparison purposes the simulated eye-diagram for the 10 Gbit/s post-detection

filter designed in section 4.3 is shown in figure 5.19. As can be seen from figures 5.18 and

5.19, pulse shaping performance comparable with the post-detection filters of the previous

chapter is obtained with the distributed amplifier approach.



Figure 5.18: New signal design distributed receiver simulated eye diagram
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Figure 5.19: New signal design post-detection filter simulated eye diagram
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Gain coefficient G±2 = 0.27 G±1 = 1
MESFET
vd.o.s Id„) 2 x 84 Am 4 x 100 Am

4 (iim) 159 556
wg (Am) 10 10

12 (gm) 81 126
wg (Am) 30 30

Az (Pm) 545 540
Av (Iim) 151 151

Table 5.2: New signal design receiver element dimensions

5.3 Summary

In this chapter the possibility of using the distributed amplifier for future very high speed

optical communication systems was investigated. The basic principles of operation of the

distributed amplifier were reviewed and its operation as an optical receiver has been dis-

cussed. A distributed optical receiver design has been presented that achieves a bandwidth

of 16.4 GHz with a transimpeda,nce gain of 42.2 dE3S2. These figures represent a bandwidth

improvement of five times over the designs presented in the previous chapter, which use

the same GaAs process foundry. Operation is therefore predicted for bit rates well over

10 Gbit/s. A novel method for operating the distributed amplifier as a transversal filter

with gain at microwave frequencies was presented and discussed. Some limitations of a

practical nature of the proposed method were identified and possible solutions proposed.

Design examples were given that show the practicability of the technique and its partic-

ular usefulness in optical systems where pulse shaping is required. The designs discussed

are two 10 Gbit/s optical receivers with embedded signal shaping. The first receiver was

designed to have a 100% raised cosine frequency roll-off transimpeda,nce while the second

implements the pulse shaping function necessary to equalise a rectangular input pulse into

a particular case of the new signal designs proposed in chapter 4.3. The results obtained

with this receiver were compared with its equivalent GaAs passive realisation, discussed in

the previous chapter, showing a very similar pulse shaping performance.

In the next chapter the problem of minimisation of electronic noise generated in optical

receivers will be considered.



Chapter 6

Electronic noise minimisation for
optical receivers

In this chapter the problem of noise minimisation in optical receivers will be addressed. The

moct commonly used techniques to reduce circuit noise will be discussed by considering the

case of an optical receiver that uses a generic type of noise matching network between the

photodiode and the front-end amplifier. The treatment is general and two specific results

are derived: First, an expression is given that relates the optical receiver equivalent input

noise current spectral density with the familiar microwave description of circuit noise in

terms of the parameters &in, Yopt and 17,,. Second, the criteria for optimal noise matching

in optical receivers are established. The concepts discussed are then applied to the design

and optimisation of a noise tuned SCM optical receiver integrated as a GaAs MMIC. The

receiver is intended for use in a particular practical system and includes an integrated

noise matching network [117, 118, 119]. A critical study of tuning networks suitable for

integration is undertaken and the details of the design and optimisation strategy for such

networks are discussed. Simulation results predict low noise and high gain performance,

and verify the validity of the design technique adopted.

6.1 Noise matched receivers

In chapter 2 receiver optimisation was couched in terms of choosing the optimum impulse

response leading to the minimum BER for a given optical power. Both in the classical

[11, 120] and in the MCB-based approach [46, 47] electronic receiver noise is considered to

be a Gaussian random variable with variance given by
, _ to.

0'2 — L. Seq(i) 1 HT(i) 1 2 di (6.1)

119
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that should ideally be minimised to optimise the receiver sensitivity. This variance can

be minimised by the appropriate choice of HT(f). However, not only noise but also ISI,

tolerance to jitter and so ultimately sensitivity depend on the receiver impulse response

hT(t) and it is thus not possible to choose HT(f) based solely on noise considerations.

Nonetheless, the value of o-,2 can be also minimised by using appropriate circuit techniques

to reduce the value of the power spectral density S(f) of the equivalent input noise

current. Some of the well-known design solutions that can be used to reduce the noise

generated in the optical receiver include the following

• selection of the best circuit configuration;

• careful selection of the active devices;

• selection of the optimum bias conditions for the active devices;

• use of a noise matching network.

All these solutions can be discussed in a unified manner by considering the general case

of an optical receiver that uses a noise matching network between the photodiode and

the front-end. The concept of noise matching for optical receivers was first proposed by

HuHet and Muoi [121] who showed that an inductance in series with the front-end input

can improve the receiver's noise performance. The concept has been adopted for very

high bit rate optical receivers [122] where more complex noise matching networks have

been used to produce the lowest equivalent input noise current spectral densities reported

[16, 123, 124]. The generic noise model of an optical receiver employing a noise matching

network is represented in figure 6.1. Here 4 is the signal current, N is a two port network

that without loss of generality represents the photodiode equivalent circuit (excluding the

signal current source), the noise matching network and the photodiode bias network, ei

Figure 6.1: Optical receiver noise model
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and i 1 are the noise sources that characterise the noise behaviour of the network N while

e2 and i 2 characterise the noise behaviour of the active part of the optical receiver. The

noise sources e2 , i2 , e i and i1 can be replaced by two equivalent noise sources e and i at

the input of the network N. In the analysis, all the noise sources will be considered to be

characterised by their correlation matrices, as discussed in chapter 3, and the chain-matrix

will be the adopted representation [68] unless otherwise stated. Noise sources e 2 , i2 can be

referred to the input and their effect lumped with that of noise sources el and i 1 using the

transformation (equation (3.43) in chapter 3)

C, =	 + N Ce2 Nt 	(6.2)

with
ilf- (ee*) :ii (ei*)[	 1

N= c11 C12 ]

C21C22

c, =
(e*i)

(eie)
=

(evi)

( e2 e )	 (e2in
Cca =

(eV2)	 (i2i)

where, C, is the correlation matrix of the total network, Ca

(6.5)

(6.6)

and N are, respectively,

the correlation and chain-matrix of the noise matching network and Ca is the correlation

matrix of the amplifier. Both noise source e and i can be further lumped together into the

equivalent input noise current ieg • However, since the signal current source 4 effectively

represents an open circuit to the voltage noise source e, the equivalent input noise current ieg

is simply equal to i. Then, from equation (6.2) the noise spectral density of the equivalent

input noise current i eq is given by

d	 d .
S (f) = T (iegi:g) = Tf. (ii*)

with

d	 d	
I C21 

12 d	 *t „	 _„, d	 d
— CU 1 = — CZ1Zii+	 1 -di ke2e21 z (C21c22—df keval) + I C22 12 —

df 
kz2z 2 i 	(6.0)

df	 df

(6.7)
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In this equation the first term can be recognised as the noise power spectral density gener-

ated by the noise matching network (including the photodiode and bias circuit) while the

remaining terms correspond to the noise power and cross correlation spectral densities due

to the amplifier and transformed by the presence of the network N.

6.1.1 Front end selection

Although the other elements of the total correlation matrix C, in equation (6.2) are not

directly relevant to the calculation of Seg (f) they can provide insight into the question

of selection of the best front-end configuration from the point of view of noise. That is,

in equation (6.2) the input network can be thought of as the first amplifier stage with

chain-matrix N and noise correlation-matrix Ca, while C c2 is the noise-correlation matrix

of the following amplifier stages. The merits of a given front-end topology must be then

evaluated under two criteria: First, the contribution of the stage itself to the receiver noise,

i.e. the magnitude of the elements of Ca must be considered. Secondly, the capacity of the

stage to reduce the contribution of the following stages to the total receiver noise must be

taken into account. It is a widely known result that for the three possible configurations —

common-source (CS), common-drain (CD) and common-gate (CG) — the magnitude of the

elements of the noise-correlation matrix (Ca) are almost equal [87, 125, 126]. Accordingly,

the choice between the three circuit configurations has to be based on the second criterion,

the ability of the circuit to minimise the noise contribution of the subsequent amplifier

stages. As given by equation (6.2) the matrix C c2 when referred to the input of network

N is transformed by its chain parameters and each element of the transformed matrix is

a weighted sum, by the elements of N, of the original elements of C. Since the CS

configuration has the largest transfer parameters — or equivalently, the smallest chain

parameters — it should thus be selected as the front-end stage whenever the best noise

performance is to be achieved. On the other hand the CG configuration has the smaller

transfer parameters of the three configurations and is thus the least efficient in reducing

the noise contribution of the subsequent stages [87, 125].

6.1.2 Optimum noise matching

Returning now to equation (6.8) and assuming that the noise contribution of the subsequent

amplifying devices is minimised by proper selection and design of the first stage it is usually
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a good approximation to consider the photodiode, the noise matching network N and the

front-end device as the dominant noise sources in the circuit. In this case, the noise terms

involving noise generators e 2 and i2 in figure 6.1 can be considered to be due to the first

active device only. As discussed in chapter 3, the power and cross-correlation spectral

densities of these generators can be related with the device noise parameters by [68]

where 00 is the standard reference temperature (00 = 290 K), lin is the noise resistance,

Yopt is the optimum source admittance and F,,,,, is the minimum noise factor. If the power

and cross-correlation spectral densities, as expressed by equation (6.9), are replaced in the

equation (6.8), this equation can now be rewritten as

Seg (f) =	 -I- 2 k 00 I C22 1 2 [Rn 1 Kid Yopt 1 2 -I- (Fn.n — 1) Re (nut)]	 (6.10)

where Yont = c21 /c22 is the output admittance of the network N. Since the noise matching

network is passive the first term in equation (6.10) can be computed from its Z or Y matrix.

Assuming that the two-port Z-matrix of the network N is defined — as is generally the case

due, at least, to the presence of the shunt photodiode capacitance — then its correlation

matrix in the chain representation is given by (equations (3.50) and (3.44) in chapter 3)

Cc1 = 21c9 TRe(Z) Tt 	(6.11)

where 0 is the network temperature and T is the transformation matrix between the

impedance and the chain representations given in table 3.1. From this:

—
d	

= 2 k 9 1c21 1 2 Re(z22 )	 (6.12)
df

Since z22 = Zaut = 1 /Yoid and Ymt = c21/c22 equation (6.12) can be rewritten as:

—
d	

= 2 k 0 1 c22 1 2 Re(Yout )	 (6.13)
df

Finally, by substituting (6.13) in (6.10), the optical receiver equivalent input noise current

power spectral density is

where YN(f) will be defined here as ;he equivalent noise admittance of the total network

and is given by:

0
YN(f)= -

e. 
Re(Yow) Rn IYont — Yopt 12+ (Fmm —1) Re(Yout) (6.15)



(6.20)

(6.21)
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From equations (6.14) and (6.15) the criteria for optimum noise matching can now be

derived. These equations indicate that the equivalent input noise current spectral density

can be reduced by maximising the current gain factor 1/c 22 and by minimising the optical

receiver equivalent noise admittance YN(f). The noise admittance (6.15) is a function

of the output admittance of the noise matching network N and as such its value can be

minimised by proper design of Yout . If Yoid is written as Yout = G0 + 3X0 then its optimum

value can be obtained by solving the equations

a
YN(f) = 0	 (6.16)

8
Y(f) = 0	 (6.17)

for Go and Xo . From these equations the optimum admittance is

aGo

axo

\	 1
Go = Re(17°Pt ) + 2R

= fin(Yopt)

[1 --
Oo	

(6.18)

(6.19)

These show that — contrary to what as been suggested in references [123, 127] — the

optimum noise matching admittance for optical receivers differs from the optimum noise

figure matching that requires Yaw = Yopt . It should be noticed, however, that for the

most common devices, equation (6.18) may lead to a negative real part of the optimum

admittance contradicting the realisability condition for a passive network. Nonetheless,

equations (6.18) and (6.19) correspond to a single minimum of YN(f) and whenever Go

as given by equation (6.18) becomes negative the optimum noise matching condition for

optical receivers can be restated as

Go = 0

X0 = Im(Yold)

with corresponding minimum equivalent noise admittance:

YN(f) =	 Re(Y0pt )2	(6.22)

It is interesting to notice that this corresponds to the widely used high impedance approach

[32, 128, 11] to receiver noise minimisation plus an additional condition that states that
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Figure 6.2: Equivalent noise admittance for three matching situations: (`—') no matching,
(‘— — —') matching to Yort and (' 	 ') matching to Irn(Yopt)

the front-end should see an admittance Yout = 3 Im(Yo.„t). Figure 6.2 represents the equiv-

alent noise admittance YN(f) for the GaAs foundry 4 x 75 pm MESFET in three idealised

matching situations: with no matching (`—'), with matching to ;A (`— and with

matching to 3 Im(Ycypt) (`• 1. It can be observed from this figure that, although match-

ing to Ycypt provides already an improvement when compared with the no-matching case,

matching to 3 Im(Yopt ) further reduces the value of the equivalent noise admittance YN(f).

As mentioned before, minimisation of SW f) amounts to the simultaneous maximisation of

the current gain factor 1/c22 and minimisation of YN(f). However, these are interrelated

and consequently Yout and c22 cannot be chosen independently. The choice of the optimum

set of the chain parameters for the matching network is thus best done numerically by

solving the constrained optimisation problem

mm fcr!	 Seg(f) I HT(f) 1 2 df}	 (6.23)

subject to the constraints

Yout — 3 In1(114t) i< e	 withc2iYo u t =

	

	 (6.24)
C22

Re(c12) Re(c22) Im(c12 ) Im(c22) > 0	 (6.25)
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Re(cii ) Re(c12 ) Im(cn) Im(c12) 0
	

(6.26)

Re(c12 ) Re(c21 )	 Im(c22) 0
	

(6.27)

where (6.24) allows a certain deviation from the optimum mat ching condition to accom-

modate for losses in the matching network and the photodiode parasitics, while constraints

(6.25) to (6.26) ensure that the matching network is realisablel [129]. Once the optimum

set of the chain parameters is determined a network can be designed that approximates

the desired response. Alternatively, a circuit topology can be chosen at the outset and its

elements optimised to provide close to optimum noise matching over the frequency range

of interest. This is the most common approach used in the literature with the exception of

references [123, 127] where a matching network was designed to realise the minimum noise

figure matching condition 17,,,t = Yort and it will be used in the next section for the noise

optimisation of an analogue receiver for subcarrier multiplexed applications.

6.1.3 Active device selection and optimum bias conditions

The problem of selecting the optimum device and its optimum bias condition is probably

the most complex one and can be approached from the device design view point [130, 131,

1321. However, the circuit designer is normally faced with a limited choice of technologies

and devices. In this case, equation (6.15) can guide the designer selection. For instance, in

situations where optimum noise matching can be realised, equation (6.15) indicates that

devices and bias conditions leading to the lowest values of Rn, Re(Yopt )2 should be selected

while, for example, in a high impedance approach where the optimum noise matching

condition is not satisfied a low value of R should be preferred.

1 Here it is assumed that the noise matching is not significantly affecting the gain of the first stage at
any frequency within the range of interest. If this is not so, then either condition (6.24) has to be relaxed
and a multi-objective optimisation strategy adopted that will insure that the first stage gain does not drop
below a certain level or, alternatively, the noise of subsequent stages must be considered in equation (6.15).
Under such circumstances the noise parameters in this equation represent the first and subsequent stages
— and not only the first stage as is being assumed here.
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6.2 SCM GaAs receiver with integrated tuning net-
work

Over the past few years there has been an increased interest in developing efficient systems

suitable for multichannel broadband services [133]. One of the more popular strategies

proposed for distribution of such services to a high number of w.ers is the subcarrier mul-

tiplexed (SCM) lightwave scheme. In SCM systems, each channel modulates a separate

microwave subcarrier. All the subcarriers are then linearly added and the resulting sig-

nal modulates an optical carrier. Direct detection is generally employed at the receiver

to recover the multiplexed signals, then standard microwave techniques can be used to

select a required channel. SCM systems have been extensively studied [134, 14, 135] with

successful laboratory demonstrations [136, 137] and field trials for video distribution [138]

reported. For such systems to be widely used, reliable, economic, and easily producible

system components have to be made available. For systems operating at frequencies in the

GHz region, receiver implementation as a microwave monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC)

will satisfy the requirements of reliability and reproducibility and will be economically com-

petitive when compared to its discrete or hybrid equivalent. In this section the design of

a narrow-band SCM tuned receiver, integrated with its noise tuning network as a GaAs

MMIC, is discussed. The design is optimised to operate over the frequency range 1.8—

2.2 GHz. Different tuning networks are examined and their performance optimised under

the constraints imposed by practical implementation aspects of the GaAs process used.

The noise optimisation method used is described and simulation results of the receiver's

noise and frequency response are presented.

6.2.1 Noise tuning networks

Several types of tuning network have been examined in the literature for broadband [122],

coherent [139] and SCM [15] optical receivers. Since SCM receivers are usually restricted to

narrow-band operation [15] a wide choice of low-pass and band-pass networks can be used

to realise noise matching of the front-end over the frequency range of operation [139, 140].

The most common topologies used for such applications are inductive parallel and serial

tuning [15], T and II tuning [139]. The microstrip T-equivalent of transformer tuning

has also been used [141], however this type is not suitable for integration in the low GHz

frequency range where the quarter wave length in GaAs exceeds 10 mm. Consequently,
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only the first four types of tuning network will be considered here for integration with the

receiver.

Before the tuning networks can be analysed in detail it is necessary to consider how

the GaAs element non-idealities affect the four basic topologies. This can be done by

considering the equivalent circuit models of the GaAs inductors and capacitors which are

the basic building blocks of the tuning networks. These models were discussed in detail in

chapter 3 and are capable of modelling the behaviour of the GaAs capacitors to frequencies

in excess of 20 GHz and the GaAs inductors up to 80% of their 3 21 resonant frequency, which

for the largest allowed planar inductor is 8 GHz. These models are, however, too complex

to be useful in a first analysis and will be replaced by the simplified models shown in figures

6.3 and 6.4. These simplified models were obtained from the original ones (figures 3.5 and

Figure 6.3: Simplified GaAs capacitor Figure 6.4: Simplified GaAs inductor equiv-
e(idivalent circuit 	 alent circuit

3.7 in chapter 3) by neglecting the losses in both components and the parasitic inductances

associated with the bottom and top plates of the MMIC capacitors. Their affects can be

taken into account at a later stage using a numerical or circuit simulation program.

Figure 6.5 shows the simplified GaAs equivalent circuits for the shunt, series, T and

II tuning networks when the ideal capacitors and inductors in these networks are replaced

by the GaAs models in figures 6.3 and 6.4. In figures 6.5 a) and d) the shunt parasitic

capacitances of the GaAs inductors at the input and output ports were excluded from the

tuning network and in the analysis they will be considered as being part of the photodiode

and amplifier input capacitance respectively. In this way, each branch in the tuning network

can be considered as a parallel combination of an ideal inductor and capacitor which in the
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Figure 6.5: Simplified models for the GaAs implementation of: (a) Series tuning, (b) II
tuning, (c) shunt tuning and (d) T tuning

analysis will be considered as the tunable elements. In a practical implementation each

of these elements can be replaced by a combination of GaAs components, including its

parasitics.

The equivalent input noise spectral density Seg (f) can be now calculated for an optical

receiver which uses any one of the four tuning networks in figure 6.5 with help of equation

(6.8). To derive the specific equations for each of the tuning networks it will be further

assumed that there is no thermal noise generated in the photodiode and that its equivalent

circuit consists only of the junction capacitance. In this case, since the tuning networks

are considered to be lossless, the first term in equation (6.8) is zero. The other terms in

this equation are, however, non zero and Seg (f) for the four networks of figure 6.5 can be

expressed as:

5 q (f) = 1 A l 2 [1 B 1 2 cTfd (e2 4) + 2 Re (B* C -4-f-d (e2i)) + 1 C 1 2 -did (i2id
	

(6.28)

For the series and II-network
1
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C =	 Z2)Z3	 (6.31)

A = 
d

r,1
(6.32)

2

Zd + Z1 X Z2 + Z3 ) + Z2 Z3 + Zen ( Zd + Z1 + Z2 ) 
B =	 (6.33)

C = (Zd Z1 )(Z2 -I- Z3 ) + Z2 Z3 	(6.34)

In the above equations,

i = 1, 2, 3	 (6.35)

(6.36)

Z. = 2	 cy	 (6.37)
j Lim

where Cd is the photodiode capacitance and C,,, is the preamplifier input capacitance.

For the case of the II network the capacitances C1 and C3 include the photodiode and

the preamplifier input capacitance respectively and in the case of series tuning C1 = Cd

C3 = Csn•

Equation (6.28) was derived assuming a lossless tuning network and ignoring the ther-

mal noise generated by the bulk resistance of the photodiode. Such assumptions serve to

simplify the initial design process and provide a first measure of the effectiveness of each

of the tuning networks to minimise the noise generated by the amplifier alone. They can

also be used to obtain a first estimate of the values of the GaAs L's and C's to be used

in the receiver design by appropriately choosing those element values that minimise the

equivalent input noise spectral density S(f) as given by equation (6.28). However, to

complete the design, detailed noise models that account for all the noise sources in the

amplifier, losses in the tuning network and the noise generated in the photodiode itself

need to be used. This process of going from equation (6.28) to a full operational noise

optimised optical receiver will now be described keeping in mind the specific requirements

of SCM systems and the practical limitations imposed by implementation on GaAs. Also,

a critical examination of four possible receiver topologies is undertaken through a study of

a set of simulation results.

and for the shunt and T-network:

1.
jwCt jcoL.

zd	
1

jwCa

1



1 =
fmaz fmsn

1 	 ff.
J Sea) df

fmin
(6.39)

S (f)eci
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6.2.2 Receiver optimisation

The choice of the optimum component values for a given tuning network depends primarily

on the network's ability to maximise the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for all the received

channels. It will be assumed here that all the channels are narrow band and that the

receiver operation is circuit noise limited. Under these conditions optimisation of a given

channel SNR amounts to minimisation of the receiver equivalent input noise spectral den-

sity at the channel carrier frequency. Since many of these channels are to be detected and

amplified by the receiver, it is important to keep the value of Seq (f) as low as possible over

the receiver bandwidth. To achieve this objective the following cost function was selected

to control the optimisation process:

E=A•D-FI	 (6.38)

where, for the tuning range f,n,„ to

D
 = j.

Ana=

i Seq(i) —	 (6.40)
frrisn

and A is a weighting factor. This cost function constrains the optimiser to find a solution

that corresponds to a low mean value of Seg (f) (equation (6.39)) and avoids solutions where

some channels might suffer from poor SNR (equation (6.40)) as is the case of trace (b) in

figure 6.6.

A

Figure 6.6: Two possible outcomes of S eq(f ) optimisation: (a) Conditions set by equations
(6.39) and (6.40) considered and (b) Condition set by equation (6.40) ignored
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Initially optimisation of the tuning network was carried out for Sea), as defined in

equation (6.28), with constraints applied to component values limiting them to those al-

lowed by the GaAs process used. At this stage, only the noise contribution of the first

MESFET was included. From this initial optimisation stage component values were ob-

tained which were then used for the generation of the initial MMIC layout. Further opti-

misation was then carried out using a circuit analysis program 2 with full equivalent models

used for all GaAs components, accounting for the noise contributions of all the amplifier

stages and the thermal noise generated in the tuning network and photodiode. During the

optimisation process, the noise models described in chapter 3 and the de-embedded values

of P, R and C were used in the numerical simulation of the receiver noise and to calculate

the power and cross-correlation spectral densities in equation (6.28).

6.2.3 Simulation results

The optimised input noise equivalent spectral densities for the three stage GaAs receiver

preamplifier (described in the next section) when preceded by each of the four types of

tuning network are presented in figure 6.7. The corresponding optimised component values

are given in table 6.1. For all cases the tuning range was set from 1.6 to 2.4 GHz. This

Network

Component
L1

(nH)
C1

(pF)
L2

(nH)
C2

(pF)
L3

(nH)
C3

(pF)
T 5.42 0.08 6.08 0.06 2.75 0.61
II 12.07 0.11 11.85 0.06 11.48 0.06

Series 12.6 — — — — —
Shunt 7.34 — — — — —

Table 6.1: Optimised components values

is wider than the proposed operating range ( 1.8 to 2.2 GHz ). This choice was made to

provide a more robust receiver, avoiding the possible exposure of channels located near the

band edges to higher noise levels, in case the circuit parameters or the circuit response var-

ied slightly due to process or circuit variations. When no tuning network is used the input

noise spectral density varied, over the frequency band of interest, from 7.5 to 9.5 pA/Virz.

However, the use of a tuning circuit reduced this noise to less than 6 pAR, I/Tz over the

whole optimisation range and to less than 5 pANITz over the receiver operating range, as

2 The circuit analysis toolbox described in chapter 3
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Figure 6.7: Optimised Seg (f) for different tuning networks: `—' full GaAs models and
‘— — —' equation (6.28)

shown in the graphs. The figures also contrast the results of the two phases of optimisation.

From these, it is clear that when ideal components are used, the best results are obtained

for the T and II networks. However, when full GaAs equivalent models are used, these two

networks were more severely affected by the process non-idealities than were the simpler

series and shunt networks. Also, they show faster rise in noise outside the optimisation

range. When comparing the behaviour of the series and shunt tuning networks it can be

seen that there is a slight noise advantage for the shunt tuning case. However, the series

tuning results display a flatter noise spectral density over the optimisation range.

Figure 6.8 compares the transimpedance gains of the receiver for the different tuning

networks. For all cases a midband transimpedance higher than 70 dBEI is predicted. The

series, II and T networks show reasonably flat gain from 1.8 to 2.2 GHz, while the shunt

tuning shows a gain variation of 8 dB.
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Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6.8: Transimpedance gain for different tuning networks: —' series tuning
‘— — —' shunt tuning, — • —•' II tuning and (- ••T tuning

6.2.4 Practical implementation

The well behaved input noise and transimpedance characteristics of the series tuning,

together with its simplicity and small GaAs footprint made it the preferred option for this

application. The receiver preamplifier schematic is given in figure 6.9. A 7-turn spiral

inductor (L 12.6 nil) was used as the tuning element. The receiver circuit comprises

three amplification stages, each one of them using a 4 x 150 MESFET biased at 0.2

for low noise operation. at the front-end a low noise common source configuration is used,

followed by a ca,scode gain stage. The output stage is common source, providing further

gain and with drain load optimised to drive 50n impedance. The circuit provides an on-chip

bias arrangement for the photodiode. AC coupling is used between the photodiode and the

first stage input to improve the dynamic range by preventing possible bias variation due

to high input average optical powers, a condition commonly encountered in SCM systems.

The final layout has the dimensions 2 x 3 mm and is shown in figure 6.10. Over the

operating range 1.8-2.2 GHz the simulated average noise spectral density is 5 pAR/FIZ,
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Figure 6.9: Tuned receiver schematic

Figure 6.10: Tuned receiver photomicrograph
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the transimpedance is 72 ± 1.5 dBfl, and the output VSWR is better than 1.4:1 over

the entire operating band, as shown in figures 6.7 and 6.8 in the series tuning case. A

PIN with 0.3 pF capacitance and 10 St bulk resistance was assumed for the simulation and

optimisation results.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter circuit noise optimisation for optical receivers was considered. A relation

was established that allows the optical receiver equivalent input noise current spectral

density to be calculated using the noise matching network small signal parameters and

the front-end noise parameters F,„,,,, Yort and R. From this it was possible to derive the

optimum noise matching condition for an optical receiver and it was shown this differs from

the optimum matching for minimum noise figure, as has been proposed in recent studies

[127].

The problem was explored further in the context of a specific practical realisation and

the question of integrating the tuning network and the preamplifier as an MMIC was

examined. Four tuning networks, suitable for integration, were identified and equations

derived to describe the noise behaviour of optical receivers employing such networks were

presented. These equations are primarily used to obtain an initial assessment of the per-

formance of a tuned network and to generate starting values for GaAs implementation. A

receiver optimisation strategy suited to SCM applications and constrained by degenera-

cies associated with MMIC processes was detailed and applied to the four types of tuning

network.

Following the design and optimisation strategies developed, an integrated GaAs tuned

optical receiver intended for use in a subcarrier multiplex system was designed. This is

the first GaAs SCM receiver reported employing an integrated tuning network. The re-

ceiver was noise-optimised over the 1.6 to 2.4 GHz range, with simulation results predicting

5 pAR/Flz- average input noise and a transimpedance of 72 dB. The on-chip input tuning

arrangement employed makes the receiver easily reproducible, robust and suitable for use

in practical systems.



Chapter 7

Preliminary considerations for the
realisation of InP OEIC receivers

Chapters 4 to 6 concentrated on the realisation of integrated optical receivers that incorpo-

rate intimately some form of signal processing function. The emphasis was on realisation on

GaAs since this is now a mature technology with facilities readily available from the GaAs

foundry. The GaAs technology possesses, however, some problems for the development of

the next generation of telecommunication systems. Firstly, the standard GaAs MESFET

technology does not offer the necessary speed capability to fabricate high performance

optical receivers operating at 10 Gbit/s 1 and secondly, the integration of electro-optical

components compatible with operation in the low-loss optical fibre windows at 1.3 and

1.5 Am is not possible on GaAs. To overcome these problems the semiconductor indus-

try is now turning its attention to optoelectronic integrated circuits (0EICs) based on InP

processes that can be used to fabricate optical and optoelectronic components that operate

at the optical wavelengths of minimum loss. These processes allow monolithic integration

in the same chip of optical, electrical and optoelectronic components, the ultimate goal of

such technologies being the integration of fully functional optical receivers and transmitters

on the same semiconductor chip. Also, new InP-based device structures have been pro-

posed which suggest that OEIC performance will easily meet the needs of future 10 Gbit/s

optical transmission systems [142, 143, 144].

This chapter explores the potential of a still developing InP technology [145] for the

construction of 10 Gbit/s OEIC optical receivers. This work has been effected via a col-

laboration with BT Laboratories and the research activities performed are linked directly

'Recourse to a distributed amplifier structure had to be made in chapter 5 to achieve bandwidths
compatible with 10 Gbit/s operation but at the expense of poorer noise performance.
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to BT's internal requirements. The experimental nature of the InP technology used here

constrained the level of complexity of the designs that could be explored, and the lack of

a proper characterisation of the process imposes limitations on the accuracy of the design

predictions. Consequently, the designs explored in this chapter have the relatively limited

design objective of demonstrating 10 Gbit/s operation capability. Two high impedance

OEIC receiver designs are proposed for fabrication on the InP process which are capable

of achieving that objective. The design and test structures described here have now been

transferred to BTL where further development and evaluation will be undertaken within

their internal research program.

7.1 The BTL-InP process

Unlike the GaAs foundry described in chapter 3 the InP-based process used in the OEIC

recei ver designs discussed in this chapter is an experimental process currently being devel-

oped at BT Laboratories (BTL). For fabrication of optical receivers the process allows the

integration of passive components such as planar inductors, metal-insulator-metal (MIM)

capacitors, photodiodes and heterojunction MESFETs (HFETs). The integration struc-

ture is vertical, with the epitaxial layers for the HFETs and the photodiodes grown in

turn. The passive structures are fabricated on semi-insulating InP. They are fabricated

after mesa-isolation and after all epitaxial layers have been etched away as required. The

general OEIC structure used in the BTL-InP process is shown in figure 7.1. The brittle-

ness of the indium phosphide substrate prevents the use of through InP vias in the process.

Figure 7.1: General InP OEIC structure
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Consequently, a back-face ground plane (if present) can not be used for grounding purposes

and any transmission lines in the OEIC must thus be constructed as coplanar waveguide

structures [145].

7.1.1 InGaAs doped channel HFETs

The active devices used in the BTL-InP process are heterojunctim. NIESFETs. The channel

in these devices is formed by an n-doped In0 .53 Ga0•47As layer. Since InGaAs has superior

electron transport properties to GaAs — higher low field mobility and peak velocity [146]

— the HFET has superior high frequency performance than the GaAs MESFET. However,

metal-InGaAs Schottky diode barrier heights are low (.� 0.3 eV) resulting in high gate leak-

age currents when standard MESFET technologies are used. This is a problem, especially

for the fabrication of optical receivers where high leakage currents can contribute signifi-

cantly to the degradation of receiver sensitivity. To minimise the gate leakage current the

use of an insulator layer of undoped higher ba,ndgap semiconductor (i-InAlAs) above the

InGaAs FET channel was proposed [147]. The BTL-InP HFET uses this type of structure

to reduce the gate leakage current. The device is grown on a Fe-doped semi-insulating

InP substrate and its detailed layer structure is as shown in figuie 7.2 [148]: 300 nm i-InP

buffer, 10 nm i-Ino.53Ga0.47As spacer, 8 mm 2 x 10 18 cm-3 n-type In0 .53Ga0.47As channel,

5 nm i-In0•53Ga0.47As spacer, 55 nm i-In0 .52A10 .48As insulator and a 5 nm i-InP cap layer.

The source and drain ohmic contacts are formed in NiAuGe and the gate is defined in

".;.kalea.

5nm i-InP cap

55 nm i-InAlAs insulator

5 nm i-InGaAsAs spacer

8nm n-InGaAs channel

10 nm i-InGaAs spacer

300 nm i-InP buffer

5000 nm Fe:InP SI substrate

- NiAuGe	 113 - TiPtAu

Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the HFET layer structure
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Figure 7.3: Edge-coupled InGaAs PIN structure
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TiPtAu. In the BTL process the i-InP cap layer is used to passivate the device. Such

devices have been fabricated at BTL with gate lengths of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 Am. The best

results for these devices, measured for 100 Am gate width HFETs, are summarised in table

7.1. It is necessary to mention that the measured values of fT were obtained from a HFET

circuit model that includes the parasitic effects of the probing pads, pointing to the pos-

sibility of higher fT figures than those reported here. However, accurate modelling of the

probing pads was not available preventing the de-embedding of the devices. These models

were, nonetheless, used in the design of the OEIC receivers discussed in the next section.

The BTL-InP process uses similar devices to the process reported in [149], where 1.5 Am

gate length HFETs were used to fabricate an OEIC receiver that achieved a 3.5 GHz —3 dB

bandwidth with a transimpedance gain of 56 dBli allowing operation at 6 Gbit/s with a

predicted sensitivity of -21.2 dBm.

HFET
	

II 1 Am 0.5 Am 0.25 Am

iT (GHz) 18 32 45
g„, (mS/mm) 237 270 259
gm Rd, 12.6 13.1 21

Table 7.1: Measured results for the BTL-InP HFETs

7.1.2 InGaAs edge-coupled PINs

To achieve high speed operation InGaAs edge-coupled (wave guided) PIN photodetectors

are used in the BTL-InP process [150]. The device structure is shown in figure 7.3. It uses

an InGaAs absorber layer allowing operation at wavelengths up to 1.67 Am. An n-InGaAsP
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optical confinement layer is used between the conducting n-InP substrate and the InGaAs

absorber layer to improve the optical coupling efficiency. An InGaAsP layer is also used

at the p-side hetero-interface to prevent hole pile-up thereby improving the photodetector

frequency response. Finally, a thick layer of polyimide is used to isolate the p-contact

metal and minimise its capacitance. The edge-coupled PIN photodiode can overcome some

of the limitations of the conventional PIN structures where a tradeoff between internal

quantum efficiency and carrier transit time has to be made. For edge-illuminated PINs

the thickness of the absorber region has little effect on the internal quantum efficiency

provided the absorber region is made long enough. The InGaAs absorber layer can thus

be chosen to be thin enough to give negligible carrier transit time while maintaining a

high internal quantum efficiency. In this case, the photodiode operation becomes limited

by the junction and the metal contact capacitances while the external quantum efficiency

is essentially determined by the input coupling efficiency. The junction capacitance can,

however, be minimised by having a small junction area while the contact capacitance can

be minimised, as discussed before, by using a thick layer of polyimide. Such edge-coupled

PINs were reported in [150]. A bandwidth of 50 GHz was achieved with 30 to 40% external

quantum efficiency at 1530 nm. A 12 Am radius lens-ended single mode fibre was used for

the reported results.

7.2 10 Gbit/s evaluation designs

In this section two OEIC receiver designs are described. These are to be fabricated using

the BTL InP-HFET process. The designs are a first step in the evaluation of the potential of

the InP-HFET process for the realisation of 10 Gbit/s OEIC receivers for use in future very

high speed optical communication systems. Two almost conflicting design requirements

were balanced to establish the receiver design criteria. First, the need to satisfy a BTL

internal agenda, requiring the realisation of a fully operational 10 Gbit/s OEIC receiver

that could be used in system demonstrations, had to be met. The second requirement

was the need to keep the receiver design as simple as possible due to the experimental

state of the technology and the lack of a proper process characterisation. Based on these

two requirements the following design criteria were established. First, the receiver designs

should achieve a bandwidth greater than or equal to 8 GHz allowing operation at 10 Gbit/s

and accommodating any uncertainties in bandwidth prediction due to inaccurate device
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modelling. Second, the receivers should display a transimpedance gain higher than or

equal to 40 dl311 when driving a 50 II load impedance and have low ripple in the pass band.

Finally, a sensitivity better than -16 dBm was required.

Several designs were explored with two high impedance designs being selected for fab-

rication. The receivers were designed and simulated using appropriately scaled versions

of the equivalent circuit for the 100 icm HFET. Since, for passive devices, no information

was available ideal models were used in the design process. To gain some insight into how

passive para,sitics could affect the performance of the designs, the receivers were also sim-

ulated using models for the passive components similar to those used in the GaAs designs.

Although this can not give accurate information about the circuit behaviour, due to the

different fabrication processes and mat ,.,rials used, it can provide some indication of the

tolerance of the designs to circuit non-idealities.

The receiver's sensitivity was also estimated. Since no noise characterisation of the

active devices was available a pessimistic prediction of the receivers sensitivity was made

using Ogawa's noise model for FETs [40] and the mean square value of the equivalent input

noise current was calculated using equation (2.38) [11]

2 re	 r 4 k 0 T	 in 4 k 0 T .ro

CrC 	 R + n4q.r 9 ---] /2 n + (2 ir CT )21 — i 3	 (7.1)
R2 gnu)	 gmo

where R is the input FET bias resistor, CT is the sum of the photodiode capacitance with

the input FET gate to source capacitance, 19 is the FET input leakage current, g," is the

FET transconductance, r is Ogawa's noise factor, B is the bit rate, 0 is the temperature,

q is the electronic charge and k is Boltzlaann's constant. If Ogawa's noise factor is set to

r 2 and the Personick noise integrals are set to 12 = 13 = 1, equation (7.1) will provide an

upper bound on the noise performance of the receiver designs to be discussed, particularly

in the case of the second design where the use of inductive peaking in the front-end to

extend the bandwidth will almost certainly have a beneficial effect on the receiver noise

performance.

7.2.1 Single stage high impedance OEIC receiver

The first design to be considered essentially satisfies the requirement of simplicity. Al-

though a low impedance design would satisfy this requirement the receiver gain and noise

performance would fall short of the design criteria, established at the beginning of this

section, and therefore a high impedance topology was selected. The InP OEIC receiver
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Vdd

vgg

Figure 7.4: Single stage InP OEIC receiver schematic diagram

schematic diagram is shown in figure 7.4. The receiver uses an InGaAs edge-coupled PIN

with absorber layer length of 15 pm, corresponding to a photodiode capacitance Ca = 86 fF

and an estimated external quantum efficiency between 0.3 and 0.4. At a wavelength of

1530nm these correspond to a photodiode responsivity between 0.37 and 0.49 A/W re-

spectively. A 200 S/ load resistor was used with a 100 pm fr-,te width CS HFET and a

60 pm HFET active load to form the amplifying stage and an equaliser was included to

compensate for the input pole at 2 GHz. The two HFETs used in the design have 0.25 pm

gate length and the common-source stage was biased at 0.6 /d„ for maximum fT. The

simulated frequency response is shown in figure 7.5. Two curves are shown: the solid

line corresponds to simulation using ideal passive components while the broken line corre-

sponds to simulation results including estimated parasities for the passive components as

discussed previously. The receiver displays a transimpedance gain of 38 dBQ and a worst

case bandwidth of 6.8 GHz. From noise considerations only, the predicted sensitivities at

10 Gbit/s are —15.8 dBm and —17 dBm for the respective quantum efficiencies of 0.3 and

0.4 at 1530 nm wavelength. Finally, figure 7.6 shows the simulated eye-diagram for NRZ

10 Gbit/s data.
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Figure 7.6: Single stage OEIC eye-diagram
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7.2.2 Two stage high impedance OEIC receiver

The second OEIC receiver proposed for fabrication is also a high impedance design com-

posed of a CS first stage followed by CD buffer stage (figure 7.7). Inductive peaking of

the front-end was used to improve the receiver bandwidth while also allowing an increase

in the value of the PIN load resistor to 400 S/, thereby improving the transimpedance gain

and reducing the circuit noise. The use of inductive peaking also allowed the choice of

a PIN with a longer absorber layer length (20 pm, Cd = 115 fF) which improves the PIN

internal quantum efficiency. As in the previous design, 0.25 pm gate length HFETs were

used and the CS and CD devices were biased at 0.6 Idas for maximum fT. The results of

simulation are shown in figures 7.8 and 7.9. The simulation indicates a transimpedance

gain of 48 dBSZ and a worst case bandwidth of 10.7 GHz with calculated sensitivities of

—16.4 dBm and —17.6 dBm for external quantum efficiencies of 0.3 and 0.4 respectively.

Figure 7.7: Two stage InP OEIC receiver schematic diagram

7.2.3 Test structures

As well as the two receiver designs several test structures were proposed for fabrication.

These comprised: PINs of different absorber lengths, HFETs of different gate widths and

Schottky diodes of different areas. These will allow further characterisation of these de-

vices and determination of their small signal equivalent circuits as well as the large signal

models for the HFETs and Schottky diodes. This will provide the necessary information
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Figure 7.8: Two stage OEIC receiver frequency response: `—' ideal passives components,
`— —' passives with added parasitics
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Figure 7.9: Two stage OEIC eye-diagram
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for proper scaling of the equivalent circuit component values and parameters in future de-

signs. Other test structures such as a range of resistors, capacitors, inductors and different

impedance transmission lines were proposed. This second group of test structures were

proposed, not for the purpose of fully characterising the InP process but to evaluate the

accuracy of the modelling of passive components with an advanced full field 3-dimensional

simulator such as LINMIC" or Microwave ExplorerTM [151, 152, 103]. These simulators

use information about the process materials, structure and dimensions of the device being

analysed to predict the device s-parameters. If the full field simulator accurately models

the passive devices, future designs can rely on this approach and to a certain extent direct

characterisation of the passive components can be avoided. Finally two sets of test pads

were also proposed to allow characterisation and proper de-embedding of the measured

s-parameters of the test structures.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter the experimental BTL-InP process was briefly described with emphasis on

the InP devices used for the implementation of OEIC optical receivers that allow high speed

operation, i.e. the edge-coupled PINs and the InGaAs heterojunction MESFETs. The main

objective of the chapter was to evaluate the feasibility of optical receiver OEICs operating

at 10 Gbit/s fabricated using the BTL-InP process. To achieve this goal, two OEIC receiver

designs were proposed. The first is a single stage high impedance receiver with predicted

—3 dB bandwidth of 6.8 GHz, transimpedance gain of 38 dBS/ and estimated worst case

sensitivity at 10 Gbit/s of —15.8 dBm. The second design is a two stage high impedance

receiver that explored the use of inductive peaking to extend the bandwidth while at the

same time allowing an increase in the transimpedance gain. The predicted performance for

this receiver is 10.7 GHz —3 dB bandwidth, 48 dB f/ transimpedance gain and —16.4 dBm

worst case sensitivity. The simulated eye-diagrams for both receivers show that 10 Gbit/s

operation is possible. Finally, some test structures were proposed for fabrication that

will allow future process characterisation and the check of validity of passive component

modelling using 3-dimensional full field simulators.



Chapter 8

Concluding remarks

The primary objective of this thesis has been to identify new signal processing functions for

optical receivers that provide tolerance to two major impairments in the currently emerg-

ing very high speed optical systems: the strong signal dependent natur?. of noise due to

the use of optical amplifiers in high performance systems; and timing impairments such

as sampling and signal jitter which assume particular importance at very high data rates,

especially in soliton and optical time division multiplexing systems. After the appropri-

ate signal shaping functions had been derived the thesis focused on proving the feasibility

of such signal designs by practical realisation. For this, GaAs monolithic integrated cir-

cuit technology was chosen due its maturity, bandwidth compatibility with today's optical

systems and readily available foundry facilities. Consideration was also given to noise

minimisation techniques in optical receivers for subcarrier multiplex applications. Here,

emphasis was given to the integration of the noise reduction network within the optical

receiver. Finally, assessment of an experimental InP-based process for the fabrication of

10 Gbit/s optical receiver OEICs was effected.

Chapter 2 started by showing that, although the commonly used raised cosine receiver

equalisation is a nearly optimum solution for additive noise dominated systems, it pro-

duces receivers unduly intolerant to timing impairments in systems dominated by signal

dependent noise. Accordingly, a new class of signals was derived that allows the receiver

sensitivity to be optimised while maintaining good tolerance to sampling and signal jitter.

The new signals were derived based on strict time domain constraints and on the knowl-

edge that in systems dominated by signal dependent noise optimised sensitivity requires

the decision threshold to be set at a low level in the vertical eye opening. It was shown that

148
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this produced signal designs with similar time domain characteristics to those obtained by

the more rigorous modified Chernoff bound receiver optimisation technique [47, 48] with a

reduction in the design complexity. In this chapter, preliminary considerations concerning

realisability issues were also addressed.

The GaAs technology used in the majority of the practical implementations considered

in this thesis was described in chapter 3. Noise modelling of the active devices was also

considered and a noise de-embedding technique was developed and used in the modelling

process of the GaAs foundry MESFETs. The noise models described here were later used

in the noise simulations of the active circuit implementations discussed in this work.

In chapter 4 consideration is given to the practical implementation of the signal shaping

strategies discussed in chapter 2. The first design described is an APD receiver fabricated

as a MMIC and optimised for operation at 4.8 Gbit/s with 50% RZ pulses. The receiver

was designed to incorporate the signal shaping necessary to secure optimum noise filtering

and jitter tolerant operation according to the modified Chernoff bound criterion. The

second signal processing design concerned the realisation of the new signal design equalisers

using passive quasi-lumped element GaAs structures and two post-detection GaAs MMIC

filters were demonstrated for operation at 10 and 15 Gbit/s. Also, a novel time domain

optimisation technique was developed for the accurate design of GaAs post-detection filters

and was successfully applied to the optimisation of the above filters. Finally, the concept of

true transimpedance receivers was applied to a GaAs MESFET receiver. Such a receiver

uses a transimpedance configuration with a low impedance front-end stage to achieve a

high degree of insensitivity to photodiode parasitics. In this chapter, the first common-gate

transimpedance GaAs MESFET optical receiver was demonstrated and 5 Gbit/s operation

was achieved with a sensitivity of better than -13 dBm.

In chapter 5 the use of distributed amplifiers for optical communications was considered.

The principles of operation of the distributed amplifier were discussed and its operation

as an optical receiver was critically examined. A distributed optical receiver design exam-

ple was presented that achieves a bandwidth of 16.4 GHz with a transimpedance gain of

42.2 dBEI clearly suggesting the potential of these structures for operating at bit rates well

over 10 Gbit/s. The equivalence between the distributed amplifier and a transversal filter

was then identified and it was thus proposed that a modified distributed amplifier may

be used as a signal shaping/filtering network for multi-Gbit/s optical systems. To prove

the concept two optical receiver designs for operation at 10 Gbit/s with embedded signal
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shaping were presented, with one of them realising the signal shaping function necessary

to implement a particular case of the new signal designs.

Chapter 6 addressed the problem of circuit noise minimisation for optical receivers. The

initial treatment was generic and a relation was derived that allows the optical receiver

equivalent input noise current spectral density to be calculated using the noise matching

network small signal parameters and the front-end (or amplifier) noise parameters F.,

Yort and R. From this it was possible to derive the optimum noise matching condition

for an optical receiver which was shown to differ from the previous proposed matching for

minimum noise figure [127]. Attention was then focused on the design and optimisation of a

noise tuned optical receiver for subcarrier multiplexed systems integrated as a GaAs MMIC.

A critical study of tuning networks suitPale for integration was undertaken and a mixed

analytical/numerical optimisation strategy was proposed for the networks considered. The

designed and fabricated receiver was noise-optimised over the 1.6 to 2.4 GHz range and

simulation results predict 5 pA/ N average input noise and a transimpedance gain of

72 dBa

Finally, chapter 7 was a first exploration of the potential of a still experimental InP-

based process for the construction of 10 Gbit/s OEIC optical receivers. The InP-based

process was briefly described and two optical receiver designs were proposed that demon-

strate the potential of the technology for the realisation of 10 Gbit/s optical receivers.

Both designs are high impedance receivers achieving transimpedance gains of 38 dBS2 and

48 dBf/ with bandwidths of 6.8 GHz and 10.7 GHz respectively.

The work that has been carried out for this thesis led to the identification of several

areas that are worthy of further investigation. Some examples are summarised here:

• In this thesis signal designs have been investigated that maximise the receiver toler-

ance to timing jitter. This may now be combined with signal processing operations

aimed at minimising the amount of jitter introduced by the clock recovery circuit to

achieve entire receivers which are maximally tolerant to signal timing perturbations.

This is especially appropriate for very high bit rate systems and for long haul am-

plified transmission systems based upon optical solitons for which signal jitter is an

inherent performance limiting impairment;

• Distributed amplifier based optical receivers that operate close to the frequency limit
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of the technology needs to be further explored. As mentioned in the text, this needs

a better understanding of the noise mechanisms in distributed amplifiers so that the

amplifier parameters which influence the overall noise performance can be identified

and noise optimised designs obtained. Some proposed solutions, such as increasing

the gate line (and possibly the drain line) impedance to reduce noise and increase the

gain need to be further explored. Also, issues such as the use of input noise match-

ing networks, gate line termination matching [98] and active gate line termination

matching [107] should be addressed;

• The proposed concept of active pulse shaping/filtering using a modified distributed

amplifier must now be demonstrated experimentally. This concept is expected to

become more important as the frequency of operation increases. First, the required

effective delay decreases as the bit rate increases, reducing the length of the matched

delay lines. This results in compact layouts. Second, at very high frequencies the

non-idealities of pseudo-lumped elements become dominant leaving room for either

distributed microstrip/coplanar wave guide filters or for the modified distributed

amplifier. The latter has the advantage of providing additional gain, which is always

at a premium in high frequency systems;

• Further exploration of the BTL InP-based process is clearly needed and for this the

following points are of particular importance:

—A full characterisation of the process including optoelectronic and electrical

components should be carried out and results compared to the predictions of a

full-field simulator;

—Development and validation of models for the above components could then

follow;

—A CAD tool capable of integrating in a single software package the design and

simulation facilities for both electronic and optoelectronic devices would greatly

ease the design process.

• Finally, the development of a high performance OEIC optical receiver operating at

40 Gbit/s is a possibility using the BTL InP-based technoloLy. This could include

the use of an SLA-PIN (and possibly an optical filter) combination [154] and a HFET

distributed amplifier to achieve the required electrical bandwidth.
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In summary, then, the thesis has examined in detail structures and design techniques

for the realisation and optimisation of multi-gigahertz optical receivers, novel signal designs

and signal processing arrangements have been identified and investigated via realisation as

monolithic integrated circuits implemented in GaAs and InP technologies and appropriate

ares of further investigation have been indicated.
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Appendix A

New class of waveforms for binary
optical transmission

As discussed in chapter 2 the following set of time domain constraints are imposed on the

signal ho (t) at the input of the decision circuit

d ho(t) 

dt —

1i, t=o

0, t=n and n00

J 0, t = (n + 1/2) and n 0 0, —1

1 d, t = ± 1/2

0,	 t = n	 (A.3)

where n is an integer, d is the normalised value of the decision threshold with d E (0,1/2]

and the bit period T is normalised to unity. These correspond to: the first Nyquist criterion

(A.1); the second Nyquist criterion with respect to the depressed decision threshold d (A.2);

and zero signal derivative at the sampling instants (A.3). These constraints on ho (t) may

be expressed concisely as

00

h0 (t) • E 6 (t — n)	 6(t — n)	 (A.4)
n=-00

oo

	

ho (t) • E 6 (t — 1/2 — n)	 d [6 (t + 1/2) + 6 (t — 1/2)]	 (A.5)

d Mt) 00

	

E 6(t — n)	 0	 (A.6)
dt n.-00
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where SO is the Dirac delta function. With Ho(f) defined as the Fourier transform of

11, 0(0 these correspond the following frequency domain constraints

	

Ho(f)* °E3 b (f - n) = 1.	 (A.7)

110(f)* t 8(f - n) e-Prf = 2	 d cos(ir f)	 (A.8)

321- f Ho(f)* t 6 (f -n)	 0	 (A.9)

where * denotes convolution. After the convolution operation these equations can be

written as:

00

E 1-1,,(f - n) = 1
	

(A.10)

°E3 el' Ho(f) = 2 dcos(ir f)
	

(A.11)

t (f - n)H,,(f - n) = 0
	

(A.12)

These equations imply three function segments in the Nyquist interval f E [0,1/2). Con-

sidering n = -1,0, 1 gives

[

1	 1	 1	 I Ho(f + 1)	 [	 1	 1

-1	 1	 -1	 I10(f)	 = 2 d cos(7r f)	 (A.13)

(1+ 1) f (f - 1)	 Ho(f - 1)	 0

hence

Ho ( f - 1) =
if	 d
i +	 - i cos( w f ) (A.14)

Ilo (f) =
1
-
2 

+ d cos(n- f) (A.15)

HO(f + 1) =
1	 f	 d
i - i - -i cos('w f) (A.16)

in the interval f E [0,1/2). 110 (f) may thus be written as:
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1 + d cos(r f), 0.� 1/1 <

Ho(f) = 1 [-I + d cos(r f) —1
1

IfIl , 1 < 1/1 < t

, elsewhere	

(A.17)

0 

Finally, the time domain waveform that satisfies equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) can now

be obtained by means of an inverse Fourier transform of equation (A.17):

d	 (.	 1 
-I-	

1ho(t) = sinc(t) sinc(2t) + -2- {sinc t + 0 sinc (t — 01 [1 — cos(21-t)]	 (A.18)
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Appendix B

Derivation of equations (2.76), (2.77)
and (2.78)

Equation (2.76)

Since the evaluation of the term with k = —1 in equation (2.76) depends on the relative
values of t = t„ — 1 and the input pulse width T,, this equation will be first rewritten as:

00	 00

E g(t , + k) = g(t , — 1) + E g(t, + k)
	

(B.1)
k=-1	 k=1
h40

For k > 1 the relation t, + k > Ts is always true since, the input pulse width is in the range

T, E [0, 1) and ts is, as discussed in text, constrained to take values t s > 0.5. In these

circumstances the sum of terms with k > 1 is always evaluated using the third conditional

form of equation (2.73) and is given by:
00	 co { N	 N

rmE 11,,2,(t, + k) = E E r7:7, [1 — e-rn Ts 1 en('s+k) E	 p [1 — e-Pm Tal ePm (ts+k) (B.2)

k=1	 m=1 Pm 4 - 3k=1 In 	 I 8

N N rn (1 — e-Pn Ts) ePn ts rm (1 — e -Pm Ts ) CPmts 0°

= E E 	 E en k en k (B.3)

s=1 m=1	 pn 7,	 pm T, k=1

Making the substitutions

xn = e-Pn

a„ = —
rn [1 _ e-p. Ts] ePn ts

T,

equation (B.3) becomes:
.	 N x__,N r an am 00
E h!(t, + k) = E 2_, 1 ---11 	 L4 x,,, z,n
k=1	 11=1 m=1 1-n

la
A-771 k=1
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The right side infinite sum in equation (B.6) is a geometric series with limit

.	 1	 1Ex,.. 	 1 = 	
k=1	 1 — (x„ x,„) -1 	x„ x,„ — 1

and so (B.6) has a closed form expression

(B.7)

co	 NN

E g(t, + k) = E E 	 , a,„

k=1	 n=1 m=1 Pn Pm (xn xm — 1)	 (B.8)

Hence, equation (B.1) can finally be written as:

co	 NN  an am E g(t, + k) = It! (t s — 1) + E E 	 	 (B.9)
kOo

k=-1 n=1 m=1. Pn Pm (xn x,n. — 1)

Equation (2.77)

Equation (2.77) is readily derived form equation (B.2) by replacing t s with t, + making

the substitution

bn = exp { l'' 1
2

and following the steps used in the derivation of equation (B.8)

(B.10)

Equation (2.78)

Adopting a similar approach to the derivation of equation (2.76), equation (2.78) will be

written as
00	 00

E 111. 2 (t, + k) = le.2(t, — 1) + h 2(t 3) + E h 2 (t3 + k)	 (B.11)
n=-1	 n=1

Using (B.4) and (B.5) ho(t, + k) and 142 (4 + k) can be expressed for t, + k > T, as:

N

ho(i s + k) = E a, x„- le
n=1

N

h102 (t 3 + k) = E p,, an X n—ig
n=1

Comparing these two equations, it is easily seen that

E h/02 (t, + k)
n=1
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has a similar form to equation (B.8) but with each term in the sum multiplied by

giving:
oo	 NN	 an am E111. 2(t. k) = E E

„=,	 Xn X — 1n=1	 7n

Equation (B.11) then can be written as:

co	 NN

E h 2 (t3 + k) = 14,2 (ts — 1) + 14 2 (t.,) E E  an am
(B

1	
.16)

(B.15)

n=-1	 n=1 m=1



Appendix C

MATLAB Toolbox: Circuit Analysis

This appendix is a short description of the circuit analysis toolbox developed for use with

the MATLAB program [71]. The toolbox implements the necessary functions for noise and

signal analysis of two-port networks of arbitrary complexity. The toolbox allows the wide

range of mathematical, signal processing functions and optimisation algorithms within

MATLAB to be used for circuit analysis and optimisation.

Introduction

To maintain compatibility with MATLAB matrix structures and compact matrix oper-

ations the network frequency dependent two-port and correlation matrix are defined as

N x 4 matrices with each line corresponding to a different frequency 1k and columns

j = 1, 2, 3 and 4 corresponding to the matrix elements (1,1), (1,2), (2,1) and (2,2) respec-

tively. For example, the frequency dependent two-port matrix X is represented in matlab

by:
.X11 X12 X11 X12

= X:2 X:2 X:1 X:2	(C.1)

XA X g
where the upper script k indicates that the k-th line corresponds to the frequency point

fk . The following conventions are used:

An upper case letter followed by a lower case letter (e.g. Cx) is used to represent

the network correlation-matrix;
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An upper case letter on its own (e.g. X) is used to represent the network two-

port matrix;

An upper case italic letter (e.g. X) is used to represent the network name;

A lower case letter (e.g. x) is used to represent an impedance. Lower case letters

are also used to represent component values in the component functions;

The letter T is used to represent the network obtained by series, parallel or

cascade connection of two networks. In a cascade connection L is used to

represent the input network (left) and R the output network (right);

The letter s is used to denote the complex column frequency vector sk = 32 Ir fk

with k= 1, ... ,N;

Unless otherwise stated the network two-port and correlation matrix are as-

sumed to be in the chain matrix representation.

Circuit analysis toolbox functions

The list below gives a brief description of the functionality of the main circuit analysis

toolbox functions. Full documentation for each of the functions and its associated parame-

ters is contained in the MATLAB toolbox m-files and can be accessed using the MATLAB

help facility.

Elementary functions

T = A + B - series or parallel connection of networks A and B when the two-

port matrices are in the impedance or admittance representation respectively;

Ct = Ca + Cb - series or parallel connection of networks A and B when the

correlation matrices are in the impedance or admittance representation respec-

tively;

A = T - B - de-embedding of the two-port matrix of network A in a series

or parallel connection when the two-port matrices are in the impedance or

admittance representation respectively;

Ca = Ct - Cb - de-embedding of the correlation matrix of network A in a

series or parallel connection when the two-port matrices are in the impedance

or admittance representation respectively;
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C = cascade (L ,R) - returns the two-port matrix of the cascade connection of

networks L and R;

[Cc ,C] = ccascade(C1 ,L,Cr,R) - returns the correlation and the two-port

matrix of the cascade connection of networks L and R;

Cx = cpassive (X, 0) - returns the correlation matrix of the passive network

X at temperature O. Cx and X are either in the admittance or impedance

representation;

[C1,L] = deembedcl (Ct ,T,Cr,R) - de-embeds the correlation and the two-

port matrix of network L in the cascade connection of L and R;

[Cr, ,R] = deembedcr(Ct ,T,C1,L) - de-embeds the correlation and the two-

port matrix of network R in the cascade connection of L and R;

L = deembedl (T ,R) - de-embeds the two-port matrix of network L in the cas-

cade connection of L and R;

R = deembedr (T,L) - de-embeds the two-port matrix of network R in the cas-

cade connection of L and R;

[k,A] = k_delta(S) - returns the parameters k and A used in the stability

criterion. S are the network s-parameters;

r = reflect _coef _y (Y ,Yo) - returns the the reflection coefficient of the ad-

mittance Y. Yo is the reference admittance (default 20 mS);

I' = reflect _coef _z (Z ,Zo) - returns the the reflection coefficient of the impedance

Z. Zo is the reference admittance (default 50 SI);

X = reverse(X) - transposes the input and output ports;

B = series2shunt (A , z) - converts the two-port matrix of the 'series' network

A into a shunt impedance with two-port matrix B. The network A can be

terminated in an impedance z, but if none is specified an open-circuit across

the output port of A is assumed;

v = vswr(s„) - returns the standing wave ratio of either sii or s22;

x = zin(A,z) - returns the input impedance of network A when loaded by the

impedance z. When z is not specified an open-circuit across the output port

of A is assumed;
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a = zout (A, z) - returns the output impedance of network A when loaded by

the impedance z. When z is not specified an open-circuit across the input port

of A is assumed.

Conversion functions

X = abcd2s (X) - converts the chain-parameters to 3-parameters;

X = abcd2y (X) - converts the chain-parameters to y-parameters;

X = abcd2z (X) - converts the chain-parameters to z-parameters;

[Fmin,Yopt,Rn] = c2noise_param(Cx) - returns the noise parameters of a

network with correlation matrix Cx

[Ca,X] = cabcd2cy(Cx,X) - converts form the chain representation to the

admittar ce representation;

[Ca , X] = cabcd2cz(Ca,X) - converts form the chain representation to the

impedance representation;

[Ca , X] = cce2ccb (Ca, X) - converts the common-emitter (common-source)

configuration to the common-base (common-gate) configuration;

[Ca, X] = cce2ccc (Cx, X) - converts the common-emitter (common-source)

configuration to the common-collector (common-drain) configuration;

X = ce2cb (X) - converts the common-emitter (common-source) configuration

to the common-base (common-gate) configuration;

X = ce2cc(X) - converts the common-emitter (common-source) configuration

to the common-collector (common-drain) configuration;

[Cx,X] = cy2cabcd(Cx,X) - converts form the admittance representation to

the chain representation;

X = cy2cz(X) - converts the y-parameters to z-parameters;

[Cx,X] = cz2cabcd(Cx,X) - converts form the impedance representation to

the chain representation;

X = cz2cy(X) - converts the z-parameters to y-para,meters;

Ca = noise_par am2c(Fmin,Yopt ,Rn) - returns the correlation matrix of a net-

work with noise parameters Fmin, Yopt, Rn;
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X = s2abcd(X) - converts 3-parameters to chain-parameters;

X = y2abcd(X) - converts y-parameters to chain-parameters;

X = y2z(X) - converts y-parameters to z-parameters;

X = z2abcd(X) - converts z-parameters to chain-parameters;

X = z2y (X) - converts z-parameters to y-parameters;

Ideal components

X = cap (s ,c) - returns the two-port matrix of an ideal series capacitor;

X = ind(s ,1) - returns the two-port matrix of an ideal series inductor;

[Cx , X] = mesf et _prc_cy(s ,para:ds ,prc ,0) - returns the correlation matrix

of the intrinsic MESFET in the admittance representation. The P, R,and C

noise model is used. It also returns the intrinsic MESFET y-matrix;

X = mesfet_y(ssparams) - returns the y-matrix of the intrinsic MESFET;

X = res ( s , 1) - returns the two-port matrix of an ideal series resistor;

X = series (z) - returns the two-port matrix of a series impedance z;

X = shunt (y) - returns the two-port matrix of a shunt admittance y;

X = tline(s,Zo,fo,coo) - the two-port matrix of an. ideal transmission line.

GaAs Foundry components

X = algaas254(s,1,1bw) - returns the two-port matrix of a physical Alu-

mina/GaAs transition (254 m alumina);

X = algaas635(s,1,1bw) - returns the two-port matrix of a physical Alu-

mina/GaAs transition (635 inn alumina);

X = bond_pad(s,1) - returns the two-port matrix of a bond pad;

X = icap (s ,c) - returns the two-port matrix of an inter-digital capacitor;

[Cx , X] = ig_mesf et _prc_cz (s ,params ,prc , 0) - returns the correlation two-

port matrices of a GaAs MESFET in the impedance representation. The P, R

and C noise model is used;

X = ig_mesfet_z(s,params) - returns the z-matrix of a GaAs MESFET;
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X = m21ine(s ,w ,1) - returns the two-port matrix for a microstrip line fabri-

cated on the M2 metallisation layer;

X = m3line(s 0,7,1) - returns the two-port matrix for a microstrip line fabri-

cated on the M3 metallisation layer;

X = mres (s ,Rdc,Le,dW,Lu) - returns the two-port matrix of a GaAs mesa

resistor;

X = ncap(s ,c) - returns the two-port matrix of a nitride capacitor;

X = pcap(s ,c) - returns the two-port matrix of a polyimide capacitor;

X = pind(s ,c) - returns the two-port matrix of a planar inductor;

X = viahole - returns the two-port through GaAs via hole.

Utility functions

A = hconj (A) - returns the Hermitian conjugate of the matrix A (in the toolbox

format);

A = inverse (A) - returns the inverse of the matrix A (in the toolbox format);

noise_parameters - noise de-embedding of the GaAs foundry P, R and C

noise coefficient;

smith_chart - plots the Smith chart.
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